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Abstract

The spectral element solver nek5000 is used to resolve direct numerical simulation

of convective1 rotational turbulence in a pipe and a concentric pipe with inner

and outer wall rotation. The turbulent pipe jet is also examined and discussed.

Rotation is applied to the pipe jet and the transient effects are examined. An

attempt is made to discuss how basic universal laws governing rotation apply in

rotational turbulence. Such laws include those governing angular velocity, angular

momentum and centripetal acceleration. It is known that the fluctuating velocity

components of turbulence are rotationally invariant. By studying the first three

classes of rotational turbulence in this research, it is shown that with rotation,

the instantaneous flow settles in the rotational reference frame, regardless of the

static wall for the concentric pipe classes. The importance of the energy partition

parameter, which is the ratio of streamwise velocity fluctuations to the sum of radial

and azimuthal velocity fluctuations, towards the formation of eddy elongation is

demonstrated. The role of Rossby number in the rotational reference frame, in

forming inertial waves is shown. Dominant positive azimuthal vorticity in the wall

bounded classes of rotational turbulence studied, are shown to become amplified in

the pipe jet. An extrapolation about how this prominent positive azimuthal vorticity

reacts under rotation is made. The problem statement of this research has been to

gain a better understanding of rotational turbulence and particularly that which is

convective. Qualitative imagery and data have been amassed. Quantitative analysis

whilst basic is still able to convey novel physics of convective turbulent fluid flow in

a rotating reference frame.

1isothermal/ nonbuoyant
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radius
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Classical dynamics shows that whenever there is uniformly rotating inertial matter,

there are three accompanying force effects; tangential force (tangential to rotational

trajectory), centripetal force (inward tendency) and angular momentum. The orien-

tation of the latter is traditionally given by the right hand rule for rotating bodies.

The right hand rule is used throughout this dissertation; that is, when the right

hand thumb points in the direction of streamwise axial flow, this coincides with

the angular momentum and rotation (moment) vectors. The fingers are curled in

the positive anticlockwise rotation direction. Angular momentum being a conserved

quantity, can result in the generation of secondary forces an example of which can be

seen in gyroscopic precession. Centrifugal force is in the rotational reference frame

and is the opposite of centripetal force which is considered in the external or inertial

reference frame. Also in the rotational reference frame is the Coriolis effect which

causes apparent counter-rotation to that observed in the inertial reference frame.

To further clarify this statement, consider observation of a rotating body which is

anticlockwise in the inertial reference frame. From the perspective of an observer

situated on top of the rotating body (rotational reference frame), the surroundings

will be moving (rotating) past the observer in a clockwise (opposite) manner.

The three inertial rotational effects (tangential/centripetal force and angular mo-

mentum) are universal and apply no less in fluid dynamics than solid dynamics.

Turbulence is generally considered to be composed of chaotic fluid vortices or ran-

dom spinning motions. Therefore the lack of discussion about the three rotational

effects in fluid dynamics and particularly turbulent fluids is not surprising as the

vortical packets or eddies which exist in turbulence although temporarily rotating

uniformly about individual axis, are mostly isolated from each other. Hence the

three rotational force effects are similarly isolated to each vortical packet and have
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little or no consequence on the rest of the closed system in which they exist. However

whenever the system under consideration is itself subject to a larger more global

rotational reference frame, offered by a body force or rotating boundary, the effect

of this larger rotation on any sub-rotating entities residing within (i.e. in the indi-

vidual vortices), cannot be ignored. Having said this it should not be difficult to

find demonstrations of these effects in fluid flow phenomena, more so due to the

ease at which fluids succumb to shearing.

In certain situations the global rotation may not even apply to the whole system

under consideration, nor even along the same generally aligned rotational axis. An

example of this is in the bent pipe, where at the bend, counter-rotating Dean vortices

are generated due to geometric asymmetry and resulting centrifugal forces (Wang,

2017). See Figure 1.1. As the Dean vortices (L2 and L3) progress around the

bend they are essentially subject to a greater rotation offered by the bend curvature

(L1), the rate of which is dependent on the radius of curvature (Rc). This short

but indepedent global rotational trajectory, has a rotation axis and hence angular

momentum, which is orthogonal to the counter-rotating Dean vortices and thus cre-

ates two opposing gyroscopic precession frequencies, which contribute to the widely

studied swirl switching phenomena (Wang et al., 2018; Wang, 2017; Hufnagel et al.,

2017).

The present study uses the direct numerical simulation (DNS) to study advective

(isothermal/ nonbuoyant convective) turbulent flows in a universally rotating refer-

ence frame applied to the entire geometry under consideration. The axis of rotation

of this universal reference frame is in all cases aligned with the main streamwise

flow, but at times may not be in the same direction, depending on whether the local

rotation is clockwise or anticlockwise.

Firstly we look at the straight turbulent pipe in a rotating reference frame and start

by validating the results with other well known studies. A different method, apply-

ing a rotation-initiating tangential force is discussed. The effects that centripetal/

centrifugal force or lack thereof have on the flow, are observed. The wall boundary

of a pipe is concave with respect to the fluid and hence the wall-normal velocity

component vr, converges together off from the wall. As the pipe rotation rate is

increased with respect to the inertial (external) reference frame, the well known re-

laminarisation phenomenon occurs, emanating off the concave wall and propagating

towards the core (White, 1964; Kikuyama et al., 1983; Nishibori et al., 1987; Re-

ich and Beer, 1989; Kitoh, 1991; Eggels, 1994; Orlandi and Fatica, 1997; Oberlack,

1999; Orlandi and Ebstein, 2000; Speziale et al., 2000; Facciolo and Alfredsson, 2004;
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Figure 1.1: Differing angular momenta acting on the bent pipe, L1, L2 and L3. The
red coloured � and ⊗ are the vector directions (of L) out-off and in-to, the page
respectively. Schematic and Dean vortices in the pipe bend (shown on lower right),
are from Wang et al. (2018).

Facciolo, 2006; Facciolo et al., 2007; Örlü and Alfredsson, 2008; Ould-Rouiss et al.,

2010; Holstad et al., 2012; Castro and Demuren, 2017; Mullyadzhanov et al., 2017a;

Brehm et al., 2019). Axial linear momentum causes steep streamwise gradients, over

the radius, at the wall which result in uni-directional azimuthal vorticity.

Flow in the concentric pipe is then studied, where the inner wall is rotated and the

outer wall is static. Here turbulence and the production of it is seen to increase

dramatically. In agreement with previous studies (Chung and Sung, 2005; Jung

and Sung, 2006), this is a sharp contradiction with pipe flow under axial rotation,

where relaminarisation is observed. The study is then extended to axial flow in

the concentric pipe with outer wall rotating. The understanding is that with an
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increased outer wall rotation rate in a concentric pipe, relaminarisation also ensues.

However the stationary inner wall acts as a source of turbulence and hence this

influence on the resulting flow is examined. Comparisons between inner and outer

wall rotation of the concentric pipe are made. This complements past studies which

while insightful are unique to either inner wall rotation (Chung and Sung, 2005;

Jung and Sung, 2006), or outer wall rotation (Hadziabdic et al., 2013). As such,

these previous investigations do not offer much causal explanation for increased

turbulence and relaminarisation caused by rotating the inner (convex) and outer

(concave) walls respectively.

It is known from literature reviews (Speziale, 1979; Pope, 2003; Frewer, 2009; Liu

and Sampaio, 2014; Ariki, 2015) (see Section 2.7), that in turbulence, the mean

flow is not rotationally invariant however the fluctuating velocity components are.

Therefore in the concentric pipe simulations with turbulent axial flow and wall

rotation, wall streaks are visualized with velocity fluctuations. Wall streaks on

and near the rotating wall are seen to be oriented in the direction of flow in a

rotational reference frame. In the inertial frame, to determine azimuthal velocity

in the rotational reference frame, the linear solid body rotation component can be

removed from the mean azimuthal velocity component of the wall rotating concentric

pipe, leaving only the Coriolis mean azimuthal velocity. This method is detailed

further in Section 5.3.2, but was first demonstrated by Orlandi and Fatica (1997)

(see Section 4.3.1). When the resultant of the azimuthal velocity in the rotating

reference frame is taken with the mean streamwise velocity, it can be seen that this

coincides with the actual wall streak orientation.

When comparing the different fluctuating velocity components used for visualising

wall streaks, it can also be seen that the radial or wall normal fluctuating velocity

component has the most clarity. With the knowledge that the turbulent flow settles

in the rotational reference frame, it is observed that across all the simulations,

Rossby number only reduces to unity, in the concentric pipe with the highest inner

wall rotating rate case (of N = 2). As visualised with the λ2 vortex criterion for

coherent structure identification (Jeong and Hussain, 1995), it is only in this confined

flow case, that helical inertial waves are formed. It is also known from literature that

inertial waves are thought to be formed around Ro ≤ 1 from radially fluctuating

hoops which pass this motion on to axially neighbouring hoops (Davidson, 2013).

A fully developed turbulent pipe flow domain, is then attached to a jet domain closed

to upstream entrainment, so that simulations of the canonical jet or pipe jet are

attempted. In this ideal situation Reynolds number is the only defining parameter
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at the jet inflow. Since the emerging jet is closed to upstream entrainment it is

also not exposed to passive coflow. As a matter of perspective the lack of passive

coflow reduces even further the number of influencing parameters and hence the jet

is idealized even more. This is preferred as coflow affects spreading rate, decay rate

and, disrupts radial entrainment. Practically this type of pipe jet is more similar to

a turbulent plume without buoyancy. To the best of the authors knowledge, this is

the first DNS study of this type of fully developed turbulent pipe jet. Most other

numerical (LES or DNS) studies of the pipe jet being either transient, very low

Re, or with coflow either passive or active. An interesting observation in this type

of non-rotating jet simulation, is that as soon as the jet emerges from the inflow

pipe, two conditions exist which are similar to two of three accompanying force

effects of rotation, mentioned at the start. These are, there is forward or streamwise

momentum, albeit linear instead of angular but in the same direction, and purely

radial entrainment, which is akin to radial centripetal force which accompanies any

inertial rotation. These set up the large streamwise and radial gradients required for

unidirectional azimuthal vorticity. The induction of prominent positive azimuthal

vorticity is similar to that on the pipe wall but more enhanced.

A Coriolis body force is then applied to the above configuration and flow statistics

in the pipe portion are monitored to be same as the rotating pipe statistics discussed

initially in the document. Although still in its development stage at, the close of this

research, inertial waves are able to be seen emanating from the jet core in a saltire

(diagonal-cross) pattern. From Davidson et al. (2006); Staplehurst et al. (2008);

Lawrie et al. (2011) inertial waves are also seen to be the cause of confinement of

the jet in a rotating reference frame to the tangent cylinder. In the Ro < 1 zone,

eddy elongation also becomes very apparent. A curious pulse formation-breakdown

cycle is also observed consistent with a previous experiment by a member of the

research group on a similar non-buoyant plume (Atthanayake et al., 2019).

In Chapter 2, an introductory literature review on rotational turbulence and the

three dimensional boundary layer is first given. From the above qualitative outline

it can be seen that this research area covers a broad range of simulations, these will

be discussed in the following chapter on the methodology, Chapter 3. Here details of

the numerical software and methods are also given. This chapter also gives reasoning

and detail for the geometry construction, mesh resolution, boundary conditions,

streamwise Reynolds number, rotation rates, flow development monitoring and the

time taken. On the pipe jet, the inflow pipe recycle length and stability monitoring

is discussed. This chapter also gives a general description of some of the analysis
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techniques used.

Following the chapter on methodology is Chapter 4, a chapter on the rotating pipe

simulations, this has its own simulation-specific literature review, as in the proceed-

ing chapters. There have been a number of rotating pipe simulations done in the

past hence validation is done against some of these. After the chapter on the ro-

tating pipe, is Chapter 5, a chapter introducing the concentric pipe. This starts of

with a study of axial flow in the concentric pipe without wall rotation. This initial

review is then progressed to flow in the concentric pipe with rotation of the inner

wall, of which there have been several numerical simulations, both LES and DNS,

and therefore these are examined. Higher wall rotation rates, in these studies are

discussed. Comparative simulations done are discussed in the following chapter,

Chapter 6 on the concentric pipe with outer wall rotating. Chapter 7, on the non-

rotating pipe jet then follows, the novelty of this research is highlighted, but at the

same time the flow statistics are validated with previous experimental results, some

of which are straightforward due to the self similar nature of some of the more basic

flow statistics of the jet. Finally the currently developing simulation of the rotating

pipe jet is mentioned and the interesting findings from this also discussed. The

conclusion in Chapter 8, at the end should be able to tie up all preceding chapters

so that they complement each other and highlight the contributions of this work to

the greater physics of fluid flow.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Overview

In this chapter a general review of the literature important to this research is given.

First an attempt is made to investigate the broad setting of fluid flow instability

and introduce the subject of turbulence. This is done in Section 2.2. Section 2.3

then describes general, globally rotating turbulence. Section 2.4 gives a brief detail

about classical turbulence models and the difficulties these models have with globally

rotational turbulence. A more focused area on wall bounded globally rotational

turbulence, specifically covering the three dimensional turbulent boundary layer is

then given in Section 2.5. Because many drag reduction studies have also considered

the three dimensional turbulent boundary layer (3DTBL), this is also studied and

is covered in Section 2.6. At the end of this chapter rotational invariance is covered

(Section 2.7). Chapter 4 on the rotating pipe, 5 and 6 on the concentric pipe and

7 on the jet (nonrotating) and jet with global rotation, cover more specific areas of

globally rotational turbulence, and as such they also have additional, more specific

literature reviews.

2.2 Fluid flow stability and turbulence

Some time after the classic characterisation of the transistion of fluid flow from

laminar to turbulence by Reynolds (1883), Lord Rayleigh proposed that a flow is

stable when its velocity profile has no inflection points (Strutt, 1900), this was later

elaborated by Taylor (1950) and collated in textbooks by Lin (1955) among others.

Further in his investigation of hydrodynamics instability, Lord Rayleigh carried out

research into the dynamics of a revolving fluids Strutt (1917). He proposed an
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instability criterion where, for an inviscid flow between concentric cylinders, when

angular momentum increases with radius (i.e outer wall rotating and inner wall

static), the flow is stable. However when angular momentum decreases with radius,

the flow is unstable. See Appendix A for the full derivation. Simply put, Reyliegh’s

stability criterion is: Ω1R
2
1 < Ω2R

2
s. This concept developed from the analogy

that, air density decreasing with gravity, as with height above the earth’s surface,

makes it stable. This was elaborated on by Taylor (1923, 1950). In Taylor (1923),

experiments were performed, which attempt to observe the stability of a viscous fluid

between concentric rotating cylinders. Taylor (1923) found that when the cylinders

were rotated in the same direction but at different angular velocities, alternate

vortices rotating counter to each other, filled the gap between cylinders. When the

cylinders were rotated in opposite directions, there was a cylindrical surface which

formed at some radius in the gap between the two rotating cylinders and divided

the flow into two separate regions. See Appendix B for sketches of streamlines of the

flow from Taylor (1923). An interesting modern attempt at mathematical modelling

of the inviscid (the Lord Rayleigh Strutt (1917)) case of Figure B.1 has been given

by Barkley (2020).

Sustained instability occurs at high Re and leads to turbulence, where in the instan-

taneous moment, fluid velocity is three dimensional and stochastic. This is quanti-

fied as 3D velocity fluctuations. In his classic textbook Richardson (1922) attempted

to describe turbulence in terms of a cascade of energy from large energy-containing

spatial scales to small dissipation scales. This was later more clearly defined by

the Russian mathematician Kolmogorov in 1941, in Soviet journals (refined in Kol-

mogorov (1962, 1991)), in three hypothesis; the hypothesis of local isotropy, the

first similarity hypothesis and second similarity hypothesis. Essentially these clas-

sify turbulence into Kolmogorov scales1, and in each descending energy cascade

level there is greater homogeneity and isotropy (equilibria or entropy). At dissipa-

tion the smallest (Kolmogorov) scale eddies are destroyed by viscous action. The

smallest scales are assumed to be homogenous isotropic turbulence.

The dynamics of turbulence is such that it can be modelled closely by non-equilibrium

statistical methods, which can be expressed in Fourier space. Here homogeneous

isotropic turbulence are at high wavenumbers and low energy. Conversely, the large

eddies at the top of the cascade are at high energy and low wavenumber. Between

the energy-containing, low wavenumber range and the low energy dissipation range,

lies the inertial subrange which for isotropic homogenous turbulence should dis-

1See Appendix C for a brief description on how DNS is calculated based on these scales.
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tribute the turbulent kinetic energy among the eddies consistently (in equilibrium)

from large scale to small. Using the Fourier transform, dimensional analysis and

considering power-law spectra (see Appendix D), the dimensionally consistent en-

ergy spectrum in Fourier space assumes the form E(κ) = Cκε
2/3κ−5/3 where, Cκ is

a universal constant.

2.3 Literature review on rotational turbulence

The theoretical physicist Kraichnan, calculated that in theoretical two dimensional

turbulence, the Kolmogorov turbulence cascade of energy is reversed, from small

scales to large (Kraichnan, 1966, 1967, 1971). This is known as the inverse cas-

cade. Canonical rotational turbulent flows results in the two dimensionalisation of

otherwise 3D turbulence (Lamriben et al., 2011; Bourouiba et al., 2012; Campagne

et al., 2014; Buzzicotti et al., 2018) - this being in the instantaneous sense, i.e. one

of three components of turbulence fluctuations, v′z, v
′
r and v′θ is suppressed. These

studies also show a double kinetic energy cascade (forward/Kolmogorov cascade and

inverse cascade coexist), where dissipation is affected (Pao spectrum Pope (2003).

There is also steep energy spectra where the energy spectrum is greater the −5
3

Kolomogorov equilibrium slope. Research into rotational turbulence indicates that,

rotation of initially homogeneous systems result in inhomogeneity (Bewley et al.,

2007; Mininni and Pouquet, 2010a,b). Rotation of fluids also result in the evolution

of columnar structures via inertial waves called Taylor columns. These structures

were first described in a letter to Lord Kelvin (William Thompson) by his brother

James Thompson in 1868 (see Davidson (2013)). In 1922 this was experimentally

investigated by Geoffery Taylor (see Brons et al. (2020a,b)). Studies by Davidson

et al. (2006); Bellet et al. (2006); Staplehurst et al. (2008); Yarom and Sharon (2014);

Godeferd and Moisy (2015); Salhov et al. (2019) expand on the work of Greenspan

(1968) who in turn collated and summarized the works of Taylor, (Joseph) Proud-

man and others in his classic presentation. Here the two dimensionalisation can be

mathematically predicted by the Taylor-Proudman theorem as (Ω · ∇)u = 0. Pro-

vided there is small non-linearity and the fluid is slow. In the limit of Ro → 0 the

linear Coriolis term is dominant for steady flow. Here Ro is Rossby number, a ratio

of inertial to Coriolis force, Ro = Um/2ΩR. As simplified by Davidson (2013), the

linearized Navier-Stokes equations in the rotating reference frame supports plane

(inertial) waves of the form,

ω = 2
k ·Ω
|k|

= ±2Ω cos θ, (2.1)
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here ω and k are respectively the wave frequency and wavevector and θ is the angle

between the wave-vector and the rotational axis of Ω.

While the linear explanation is sufficient for homogeneous diffussive turbulence at

high Ω, non-linear interactions need to be considered when the flow is convective and

anisotropic, including at the onset of eddy-elongation (Taylor columns). Cambon

et al. (1997); Cambon and Jacquin (1989); Cambon and Scott (1999); Cambon et al.

(1994); Cambon (2001) have shown this nonlinearity influence across the last two

decades. Godeferd and Lollini (1999) carried out a study around the same era on

confined rotational turbulunce. They have succinctly illustrated this dependence

on Ro, in Figure 2.1. Here RoL is due to the global (macroscopic) background

rotation and is based on the integral length scale. Roω is the ratio of local vorticity

to background rotation.

In confined turbulence, proximity to walls introduces prominent viscosity effects

which add further complexity. However solid boundaries allow reflection of inertial

waves, thus Godeferd and Lollini (1999) treat the problem by trying to separately

consider the linear and nonlinear aspects in a low, Ro ≤ 1, environment, so as to

minimize viscous effects and ensure a prominent linear aspect. They also consider

the meridional flow parallel to the rotation axis, along the wall, which is brought

about by wall-normal pressure gradients (centripetal/ centrifugal force) caused by

rotation. The phenomenon is known as Ekman pumping.

Figure 2.1: Figure from Godeferd and Lollini (1999) showing the different regimes
encountered in freely decaying isotropic turbulence under solid body rotation. The
y-axis is Ro.
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Potherat (2012) points out that despite quasi-two-dimensionality of rotational flows,

when confined, the viscous boundary layer at the wall generates and maintains 3D

turbulence within it, similar to non-rotational boundary layer flows. Ultimately

there is a transition zone where there is 3D intermittency with the quasi-2D turbu-

lence. This intermittency is also not understood.

Despite the above idealizations, as summarized by Godeferd and Moisy (2015), there

is still no coherent univocal theory of rotating turbulence and thus no effective

turbulence model. Modelling of rotational turbulence remains a perpetual challenge

(Jakirlic et al., 2002). As such all credible datasets on rotating turbulence are from

either experiments or well resolved DNS investigations. The ensuing research details

DNS simulation of convective rotational turbulence.

2.4 Introduction to turbulence models

Per Pope (2003) the eddy viscosity concept is an effort to solve the closure prob-

lem presented by the Reynolds stress equations. It is from the gradient diffusion

hypotheses which states that the component containing the Reynolds shear stress

is proportional to the mean strain rate,

uiuj −
2

3
kδij = −2νTSij , (2.2)

where νT is the eddy viscosity and Sij the strain rate tensor. This hypothesis is

a progeny of the mixing length theory. This is a crude parallel to the Newtonian

viscosity relation where νT = l2m

∣∣∣∂〈U〉∂y

∣∣∣ (Pope, 2003), and l2m is the mixing length.

The mixing length theory was first proposed by Ludwig Prandtl (early 1900’s) as

an approximation to turbulence modelling. Equation 2.2 is the basis of low com-

putational cost models which attempt to find the eddy viscosity, hence add it to

the known viscosity and have closure to the Reynolds stress transport equations.

This assumption works well for the canonical jet where the equation reduces to

u1u2 = −2νT∂U/∂x. Here Reynolds shear stress (RSS) is directly proportional to

the velocity gradient. Popular applications of the eddy viscosity approach are in the

Smagorinsky model and in the two equation models, k-ε and k-ω. However these

models do not work well in many situations, particularly where turbulence decay

occurs and there is a return to isotropy. The Smagorinsky model is also know as a

one equation model, and models νT = (CS∆)2
√

2SijSij , where CS is a constant and

∆ is the grid size (Pope, 2003). This model is popularly used in the subgrid scale

(SGS) of large eddy simulations (LES). This provides a solution to one idealized
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Reynolds stress transport equation for k where νT = ck1/2lm. The two-equation

model solves the first idealization of k as well as a second transport equation such

as that for ε or ω which make various assumption for the turbulence encountered.

For instance at the various regions on the semi-log boundary layer profile. This is

further detailed in Pope (2003); Davidson (2004) and similar texts.

Hanjalic and Launder (1972) recognize that the eddy viscosity models will not be

efficient in predicting asymmetric flows such as flow through an annulus, channel

with non-identical roughness or in a wall jet, i.e. the component containing the RSS

is not proportional to the mean strain rate where their can exist regions of negative

RSS. They propose an early Reynolds stress model (RSM). These equations find

solutions for each of the six or so components of the Reynolds stress transport

equation given in Equation 3.10, which when solved give the outstanding covariance

term of the apparent stress due the fluctuating velocity field (uiuj) in the Reynolds

stress equation, i.e. the Reynolds stress term. Their model’s development follow

from the anisotropic Rotta model (1951).

In Equation 3.10 the production term is closed and does not require modelling. The

dissipation term can be simplified on the assumption that the small scales of motion

predominantly responsible for it are isotropic. In later RSM models dissipation is

modelled separately. Turbulence models are usually appropriated for high Reynolds

number hence it is often assumed that viscous diffusion can be neglected. Two

pressure terms, the pressure diffusion term contained in Tkij and the pressure strain-

rate tensor Rij as well as the triple velocity correlation (turbulent convection), also

contained in Tkij , are modelled. This is based on Rotta’s model which accounts

for anisotropy in the eddy viscosity. This type of RSM model is an early form of

the three-equation model. Later RSM’s also called second moment closures include

those detailed by Lumley and Newman (1977) and others.

2.5 The three dimensional turbulent boundary layer

The three dimensional boundary layer occurs when in addition to the streamwise

flow over the boundary there is a transverse cross-flow which is orthogonal, or just

not in-plane to streamwise. A laminar example being Poiseuille flow in a channel

with an orthogonal Couette flow component, also known as spiral Couette-Poiseuille

flow. The mean flow orientation in the boundary layer has gradients in 3D as com-

pared to the canonical 2D mean flow which only has in-plane gradients. A vast range

of flows in the practical world are 3DTBLs and they are usually pressure driven or
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shear driven. The former can be induced by a spanwise pressure gradient such as at-

mospheric wind, in a swept wing or over blades. A shear driven 3DTBL is generated

by a moving wall, such as in the said Coutte-Poiseuille flow in a channel, or in a pipe

with axial flow and rotation applied to the wall. Numerically a Coriolis body force

can be implemented to the simulation geometry as described in the Methodology,

and hence rotation in a pipe can be induced numerically by an azimuthal pressure

gradient, this is in addition to simply rotating the pipe wall. Figure 2.2, shows the

two methods. Here x is the streamwise or axial pipe flow and z the cross flow.

It is apparent that not all rotational flows have a 3DTBL and not all 3DTBL are

rotational flows. However all internal or confined rotational flows must have a three

dimensional boundary layer.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.2: Sketch of the combined velocity profiles of the pipe rotating by; (a)
Coriolis force (b) slip− wall velocity.

2.5.1 Literature review of the 3DTBL

Moin et al. (1990) performed one of the earliest DNS simulations of a 3DTBL.

This was one of the earliest numerical investigations into a 3DTBL of any kind.

The scenario was a channel with a lateral impulsive pressure gradient. They made

observations of 3D mean flow which are now consistent in many studies. A signifi-

cant finding being, there is a decrease in Reynolds stress with increasing transverse

strain and there is a corresponding decrease in TKE. They computed the terms

in the Reynolds stress equation and found the decrease in TKE was due to a de-

crease in production and increase in dissipation, which led to non-equilibrium in the

boundary layer. Later they found production and dissipation increasing simultane-

ously. Initially there is rapid development of transverse strain hence a lag between

the Reynolds stress angle γτ (Equation 3.22) and the velocity gradient angle γg
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(Equation 3.21) 2. Later they find a decrease in the lag γg − γτ . See Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Figure from Moin et al. (1990) showing the 3DTBL flow angles - here
β = γs (long-short dashed line), γs = γg (continuous line) and γτ is the same (dashed
line).

Moin et al. (1990) emphasise that no scalar eddy viscosity type models exist which

can predict such transient behaviour with, a drop in Reynolds stress (below compa-

rable 2D levels) and the development of shear stress and mean strain rates. They

mention that this is with the exception of the non-Galilean invariant correction sug-

gested by R, Abid (see Moin et al. (1990)). The Rotta model used in RSMs can

predict stress strain lag, but only if a judicious choice of reference frame is used.

They refer to the earlier DNS of Spalart (see Moin et al. (1990)) where oscillating

flow produced a quasi-steady 3DTBL and there was quasi-equilibrium and negligible

lag between orientation of the mean strain rate and shear stress. Moin et al. (1990)

point out that the lag in the orientation profiles means a non-equilibrium bound-

ary layer, where turbulence is not in equilibrium with the mean flow (Kolmogorov

cascade). This occurs because the mean transverse velocity W is changing quickly.

They argue that the Reynolds shear stress (RSS) angle γτ and the strain angle γg

will eventually point in the same direction as the mean flow angle γs, and this does

occur further away from the wall. At lower Re, viscous stresses are important over

the inner 25% of the boundary layer. When the viscous stresses are added to the

shear stresses in this region, lag is reduced.

Moin et al. (1990) also emphasise that one of the main differences between 2D

and 3D flows occurs in the structure parameter a1 (see Equation 3.24). Here the

denominator (v′2r + v′2θ + v′2z )/2 = k = q2/2. The a1 value for 2D flows settles

at around 0.15. However for 3D mean flows the structure parameter is usually

2Flow angles are fully defined in Section 3.5
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lower but not always (see Figure 10 of Littell and Eaton (1994)). Consider the

turbulent kinetic energy transport budget further discussed in Section 3.4.3. In the

3DTBL, in addition to a reduction in the intercomponent transfer between normal

components, where turbulent kinetic energy k appears to be suppressed, there is

also a reduction in transport due to turbulence diffusion (triple covariance term).

This is T in Equation 3.11 which is equivalent to 〈uiujuj〉.

Later Schwarz and Bradshaw (1994) carry out experiments on a wind tunnel subject

to low speed through a 30◦ bend in a horizontal plain, thus imposing a 3D mean flow.

They found that shear lagged behind strain as cross-flow developed. Consistent with

other 3DTBL investigations, they found that the stress energy ratio was reduced and

mean shear stress production was less efficient. They also argue that this caused

drawbacks for eddy viscosity models (see Section 2.4). As these models assume

uniform turbulent viscosity and homogeneity which are very broad idealisations of

turbulence, and not applicable to the 3DTBL.

Littell and Eaton (1994) did experimental measurements on an effectively infinite

rotating disk in a quiescent environment. They found that turbulence reached an

equilibrium with the imposed strain field. In lead up discussion to lag between shear

stress and mean strain, they show that eddy viscosity is not isotropic when,

vw

∂W/∂y
6= uw

∂W/∂y
, (2.3)

and the measure of inequality (anisotropy) Ne was given as,

Ne =
tan(γτ − γs)
tan(γg − γs)

. (2.4)

See Equation 3.20, for the definition of γs. This measure of inequality is also called

the eddy viscosity ratio (Schwarz and Bradshaw, 1994). Littell and Eaton (1994)

also mention that the rotation which drives the flow adds Coriolis effects to the

basic equation set. As revealed in early experiments of the axially rotating straight

pipe, the Coriolis effect comes together with the linear azimuthal velocity relation,

Vθ = rω, which can be subtracted from the resulting rotation to leave only the

Coriolis component (Orlandi and Fatica, 1997). Littell and Eaton (1994) add that

the Coriolis force effectively causes redirection between −v′w′ and −u′w′ and that

it is solely a deflecting force which does no work. Further work by Compton and

Eaton (1997) on pressure driven 3DTBL experiments in a wind tunnel, showed that
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near the wall in the collateral region there was alignment of the stress and strain

angles, but in the outer wall region there was massive deviation. It is here that they

state any modelling attempts would break down.

In a review by Johnston and Flack (1990), eleven experiments are examined, nine

with imposed pressure gradients and two cases of wall shear driven flows. They refer

to early use of hodographs, which are vectorial visual representations of motion,

convenient for representing 3D flow development and strain rates. They discuss the

eddy viscosity ratio and say when Ne = 1 isotropic conditions are attained. They

state a criterion where when,

|γτ − γg| < 10◦, (2.5)

then errors in assuming eddy viscosity isotropy should be less than 3% and in the

case where the outer region lag exceeds 10◦ then large errors can be anticipated.

They mention that many 3DTBLs validate this assumption, and that this criterion

is sufficient for engineering applications and tolerance limits.

Johnston and Flack (1990) also recommend which experiment cases can be used

for numerical comparison. In evaluating different turbulence models Johnston and

Flack (1990) also state that the Rotta model is not invariant with regards to the

choice of coordinate direction, as a proper model should be, and that it should not

be used except in exceptional circumstances. The Rotta model assumes a linear

return-to-isotropy. A linear return to isotropy is clearly shown not to be the case in

the anisotropy invariant maps (see Section 3.5.4 and Lumley and Newman (1977);

Choi and Lumley (2001)), in this research. These are with respect to a consistent

basis set. They also carry out unique but rather messy plots of a1 versus ∆γ (lag or

skew of the orientation profiles). Flack (1997) continued with experimental work on

3DTBL using hydrogen bubbles in a 30◦ horizontal bend (like Schwarz and Bradshaw

(1994)) to study near wall streaks. It was found that the streaks did not change

much in magnitude and vortical rotation orientation, and they became more stable

and spacing between streaks decreased.

Advanced research was carried out by Ölçmen and Simpson (1996) on experimental

evaluation of the pressure-strain models in complex 3D turbulent flow near a wing-

body junction. Here the experimental pressure rate of strain (Π in Equation 3.10)

results were compared to seven different theoretical pressure strain models for sev-

eral locations on the wing-body junction. The findings indicated that the pressure

diffussion (Dρ in Equation 3.11) approximation of Lumley (1978) was important in
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the Reynolds stress transport budgets of v2, uv and vw. All models deteriorated

near the wall and with flow complexity (twisting).

Lygren and Andersson (1999) carry out DNS of the turbulent flow between the

rotating and stationary disk, claiming that this is a prototype for the rotor-stator

situation. they show that their flow angle lag is relatively small, with the largest

value at 18◦. They report that this is relatively small, and an indication of little

non-equilibrium, considering that for non-stationary 3DTBLs the lag can be quite

large, at more than 50◦ for Coleman et al. (2000) and Le et al. (2000). They add

that in stationary boundary layers the lag is generally smaller.

Lygren and Andersson (1999) also demonstrate 1D energy spectra, separately, for

the inner rotating disk and the outer stationary disk. The inner disk shows a slope

much steeper than the −5/3 inertial subrange gradient of the Kolmogorov spectra,

and the outer disk shows a closer gradient to that of −5/3. They present good

examples of the anisotropy invariant maps. They find that the structure parameter

a1 is reduced below that of the 2D accepted value of 0.15.

Le et al. (2000) used DNS to impose impulsively applied spanwise motion to the

lower wall of turbulent channel flow. They found that mean three dimensionality

breaks up the symmetry and alignment of near wall structures disrupting their

self-sustaining mechanism and thereby causing a reduction in TKE. They found

that three dimensionality reduces turbulence and adverse pressure gradients increase

turbulence in the outer regions of the boundary layer, but that this pressure gradient

is not a 3D effect. An example being flow over swept wings.

Le et al. (2000) also found that cross-flow inhibits strong sweeps from vortices having

near wall spanwise vortices in the same direction as the cross-flow and it inhibits

strong ejections from vortices as shown in Figure 2.4. They find that the lag angle

decreases in time as the turbulence adjusts to the mean shear. Lag angle becomes

negligible and the flow in the near wall becomes collateral meaning the shear stress

and strain approach the wall at the same rate. Le et al. (2000) say that this means

the flow is 2D. This might be the case but this would be only in the local region as

despite there being neglible lag, there is still significant orientation from streamwise.

Kannepalli and Piomelli (2000) do LES to generate a 3DTBL over a flat plate

generated by a moving section of the wall in the transverse direction. They found

that the boundary layer was collateral throughout and that the transverse velocity
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Figure 2.4: Figure from Le et al. (2000) showing a comparison of near wall streaks
from a) a 2DTBL and b) a 3DTBL.

boundary layer grew at a rate proportional to x1/2 (here x is streamwise). They use

the Smagorinsky-Lilly model in their SGS. This is very similar to the Smagorinsky

model described in Section 2.4.

Holstad et al. (2012) examine skewed wall bounded shear flow by applying a spanwise

pressure gradient numerically to a DNS-obtained 2D Couette flow. The resulting 3D

flow field becomes statistically stationary and homogenous in the streamwise and

spanwise directions. The flow orientation angle profiles have lag with meandering

γτ and γg, which cross each other in two places for both the medium and cross-flow

case. In the near wall region (see Figure 2.5) up to y+ = 100, both profiles show

no sign of heading back towards the mean flow and γs. However all orientation

angle slopes although having varying gradients have the same sign. The apparent

lag in the profiles between γτ and γg appears to be around 6◦ at the most. Towards

y+ = 100, γτ and γg come together and reach zero towards the channel centre.

Figure 2.6 indicates this. In Figure 2.6 a), near the wall (y+ < 10), the angle

corresponds to the streak tilting in Figure 2.5 b).

The structure parameter a1 for all cross-flow cases for Holstad et al. (2012), peaks

around 0.14 the value for the 2D case, see Figure 2.7.Holstad et al. (2012) conclude

that their 3DTBL is in equilibrium. They emphasise the strength of the cross-flow is

important for the overall behaviour of flow characteristics. With regards to analysis

of near wall vortices they say the difference in asymmetry of the vortices should not

be attributed to 3DTBL’s with curvature, but is a feature of the general 3DTBL.

El-Samni (2013) use DNS to examine 3DTBL in a channel induced by a thermal

gradient across the no-slip vertical walls subject to gravity. Their grid independence
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Figure 2.5: Figure from Holstad et al. (2012) showing a comparison of near wall
streaks (λ2) from a) a 2DTBL and b) a 3DTBL in the medium cross-flow case.

Figure 2.6: Figure from Holstad et al. (2012) showing flow angles: γs continuous
line, γg dashed line, γτ long short dashed line and γi dotted line. For a) the medium
cross-flow case and b) the strong cross-flow case.
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Figure 2.7: Figure from Holstad et al. (2012) a1: 2D case - continuous line, medium
cross-flow case - dashed line, medium cross-flow case long short - dashed line and
the strong cross-flow case - dotted line.

check is done with the TKE budget profiles. In plotting the mean velocity profiles,

greater gradients in the W profile are observed compared to previous 3DTBL studies

by Littell and Eaton (1994) and Flack (1997). The W profile is anti-symmetric.

Such W profiles are not usually seen in 3DTBL’s. But can be seen in turbulent

Couette flow when considered in the rotational reference frame. For example, in the

concentric pipe with inner wall rotation. In most 3DTBL’s the W profile goes to

zero instead of going past zero and into the realm of opposing sign (orientation).

The effect is that the flow is essentially stratified, into opposingly oriented spanwise

velocity, but with streamwise velocity being uniformly oriented, see Figure 2.8. This

spanwise mean velocity arrangement can also be seen in the concentric pipe with

inner wall rotating, with the azimuthal velocity profile, without the solid body

component.

El-Samni (2013) observe higher vorticity fluctuations at the wall and peaks closer

to the wall in production, viscous diffusion and pressure diffusion. Their structure

parameter is observed to be lower than the 2DTBL case. They do conditional

averaging and probability density function analysis and conclude that near wall

bursting events are weakened by the 3DTBL, although positive vortices are stronger

than negative.

2.5.2 Summary

Turbulent globally rotational flows are very hard to model and as such, simplifica-

tions have traditionally been done to minimize the effect of non-linearity, anisotropy

and viscosity. Despite this the theory of rotational turbulence is still not well un-
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Figure 2.8: Figure from El-Samni (2013) showing geometry schematic, and also
spanwise (W ) mean profile.

derstood. All confined turbulent rotational flows have a 3DTBL. In the criterion of

Johnston and Flack (1990) when |γτ − γg| > 10◦ errors in assuming eddy viscosity

isotropy become too large. For flat surface the peak structure parameter a1 is usu-

ally around or ≤ 0.15. Also the strength and alignment of near wall structures is

reduced. 3

2.6 Drag reduction studies

A major motivation for attempting to control and manipulate turbulent structures

is for the ultimate purpose of drag reduction. The impact of energy savings by

reduction of drag is well accentuated. Drag can be divided into its pressure compo-

nent which is the influence of normal obstruction to flow. Normal or form drag can

be reduced by minimizing normal obstruction to flow or abrupt changes to pressure

gradient in the flow. This can be accomplished by streamlining. Gradual change

to pressure gradients can also be appropriately distributed to result in the intended

effect (lift on an aerofoil). The other component is skin friction drag which occurs

due to fluid friction, i.e. viscosity, which is the fluid’s inherent resistance to shear.

It’s coefficient Cf = 2τw
ρu2

, is simply described as wall shear stress per the free-stream

pressure (kinetic energy) of the flow.

3For γs, γg and a1, please refer ahead to Section 3.5 and Section 3.24, respectively.
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2.6.1 Lower viscosity substrate

Many ways to reduce viscous drag have been studied. For internal flows these include

limiting the contact area of higher viscosity flow at the wall by use of polymer

additives which have lower drag properties, but adhere to the wall hence creating

a barrier between the wall and fluid. Such situations occur naturally from certain

algae growing on ship hulls Lumley (1973). In external flows recent advances have

shown reduction in viscous drag in a similar manner where a layer of less viscous fluid

(such as air) can be trapped by micro- and nano- scale pores at the wall to create a

less viscous substrate upon which the main fluid flow slips over (Rowin et al., 2017;

Rastegari and Akhavan, 2018). Daschiel et al. (2013) find that localized sublaminar

drag is realizable with various arrangements of surface embedded microgrooves with

curved contours periodically set and normal to flow direction.

2.6.2 Control methods

In more mainstream control methods, the general objective is to control the turbu-

lent structures in the boundary layer of flow at the wall, such that structures that

have been observed to be associated with drag reduction (DR) are increased and

those connected with drag increase (DI) are suppressed. Such structures include,

sweep and ejection events, and streamwise vortices. Suppression or promotion of

such structures at the required distance from the wall in wall units, can be achieved

through passive control such as by use of riblets (Choi et al., 1993), Garćıa-Mayoral

and Jiménez (2011), and various roughness arrangements, or by active controls,

which involve some energy input. Examples of which are given as follows. Active

controls can be applied by physically feasible means such as spanwise pressure gra-

dients (Holstad et al., 2010), wall and body force oscillations (Jung et al., 1992;

Yang, 2016). Appendix E details a comprehensive list of drag reduction numerical

control methods.

2.6.3 Summary of the drag reduction study

It appears many of the drag reduction studies discussed above intend to promote

structures in the turbulent boundary layer which have similarities to those encoun-

tered in asymmetric and 3D mean flows. Negative RSS appears in both types of flow

study genres. In asymmetric 3DTBL, negative RSS is a consequence of the spanwise

pressure gradient combined with the streamwise flow. In a concentric pipe negative

RSS in the boundary layer seems to be more pronounced and over a wider range

of spanwise combinations with streamwise flow, this is because of the curvature of
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the lateral boundaries. For asymmetric channel (Couette) flow with a spanwise gra-

dient, the negative RSS appears in only the smaller of the two spanwise gradients

imposed and appears to be very small. Despite this, streak intensity seems greatly

increased and spanwise inclination tends towards being roller-like. Flow analysis

of friction drag has show that negative RSS is a prerequisite of sublaminar drag.

Also, analysis of required pumping power has shown that net power savings is only

possible in turbulent flows. With laminar flow there is lower bound below which net

power savings is not possible. Spanwise roller-like vortices are said to be an enticing

picture to convey flows at sublaminar drag. Further research into the boundary layer

structural similarities between asymmetric and 3DTBL flows and those required for

drag reduction is necessary. Particularly in the concentric pipe with wall rotation.

In the meantime, presently the most practical means of reducing viscous drag is to

promote a laminar boundary layer. Whilst actual success in attaining sublaminar

drag in turbulent flows is largely confined to transient-like flows in channel flow over

a bump or flow in a bend pipe (Noorani and Schlatter, 2015).

2.7 Frame invariance or otherwise

When fluid is in rotation, it is subject to a non-inertial reference frame, which is

additional to steady flow Galilean invariance. Therefore it is worth investigating

what components of the governing equations are material frame indifferent or

otherwise.

Prior to consideration of invariance and transformation properties, it is useful to

know that, as Pope (2003) points out, Eulerian fields are with respect to an inertial

reference frame and a Lagrangian field uses an alternative datum which defines the

fluid particle in the continuum concept. The two considerations are distinct. Un-

der constant velocity and rectilinear (non-rotational) accelerations of the reference

frame the Navier-Stokes equations are Galilean invariant and this includes velocity

gradients, vorticity and pressure. McComb (2005) has shown that velocity fluctua-

tions are Galilean invariant in the co-moving frame. On this, Berera and Hochberg

(2005) showed that this symmetry is partly constrained in the limit of zero momen-

tum transfer.

Pope (2003) explains that the Navier-Stokes equations require transformation to the

non-inertial frame by addition of the fictitious terms represented by the centrifugal

force and Coriolis force, and the angular acceleration force. These have significant

effects on flows in rotating frames. Hence the Navier Stokes equations are not
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material frame indifferent.

When considering turbulent flow in different reference frames, it is extremely im-

portant to know what flow properties possess invariance. When these quantities

are known, it is then possible to determine which quantities are expected to appear

different in the different frames and which quantities will have no change. Ariki

(2015) mention that Reynolds stresses and other higher order correlations are form

invariant under abritrary time dependent rotations and translations. Years earlier

Speziale (1979) had mathematically demonstrated that velocity fluctuations are

material frame indifferent. Speziale (1979) also showed that the Reynolds stress

transport equations are frame dependent. Speziale (1979) cautions against thinking

that turbulence models need only be Galilean invariant. Overlooking other coordi-

nate transformation forms can produce wrong results (also Frewer (2009); Liu and

Sampaio (2014)).

Confirmation of rotational invariance or otherwise, are thus considered throughout

this research. Particularly when considering mean velocity, velocity fluctuations,

velocity gradients (strain rates etc.) and in the Reynolds stress transport equations

(production equations etc.).
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Chapter 3

Methodology

3.1 Introduction

The incompressible, isothermal and nondimensional Navier-Stokes equations are

solved at every timestep for all turbulent motions down to the Kolomogorov scale.

Hence the DNS grid resolution is constructed to suit. The spectral element solver

nek5000 developed by Fischer et al. (2008) is used to carry this out by solving the

following;

continuity equations:

∇ · u = 0 (3.1)

and, momentum equations:

∂u

∂t
+ (u · ∇)u = −∇p+ ν∆u + f (3.2)

nek5000 solves the above in Cartesian coordinates where f is the body force term

which in these simulations adds the rotational component, angular velocity Ω, after

multiplying to respective point-wise Cartesian velocities. The Coriolis force con-

tained in f is −2u× Ω and the arising Centrifugal force 1/2(Ω× r)2 is absorbed in

the pressure term (reduced pressure), with rotation. The reference length is R = 1.

Reference mean velocity is always U = 1 in the axial z-direction and reference den-

sity ρ = 1, hence the term 1/ρ in front of ∇p in Equation 3.2 is left out. Here

kinematic viscosity ν, represents the Reynolds number, user input parameter, as

ν = 1/Re, which is also in dimensionless parameters.

nek5000 is written in Fortran77 and C and is parallelized by MPI (message passing

interface). Spatial discretisation is by the spectral element method and temporal
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discretisation is resolved by a third-order semi implicit method. nek5000 is widely

used where there is access to high performance computing infrastructure. Chen

et al. (2019); Wang et al. (2018); Wang (2017); El-Khoury et al. (2013); Noorani

and Schlatter (2015); Hufnagel et al. (2017); Rinaldi et al. (2019) among others,

have used in turbulent pipe flow studies, and Ivashenko et al. (2018) and Phelps

(2016) have used this software for a turbulent round jet study.

Each element in nek5000 is further refined by subgrid nodes numbering N (poly-

nomial order). Hence the total number gridpoints is number of elements ×N 3.

Fischer et al. (2008) outline two distinct approaches to the discretisations options

for Equations 3.1 and 3.2. These being the earlier developed PN -PN−2 and the more

recent PN -PN . For each method the velocity solution space is solved for each grid-

point. In the earlier PN -PN−2 method (Maday and Patera, 1989), pressure is solved

on a Gauss-Legendre mesh, which has number of gridpoints two orders of magni-

tude lower than that of the number of the design velocity mesh. Hence the entire

calculation size is smaller and faster. In the PN -PN method pressure discretisation

is equal to velocity and hence computational time is larger.

In all simulations in this research, the PN -PN formulation was used. This formu-

lation was selected because a more highly resolved pressure field was found to be

more compatible with use of the Coriolis inducing body force and the resulting

highly anisotropic turbulence forms seen in the internal flow simulations. This for-

mulation was also seen to better realize jet development. The alternative PN -PN−2

formulation, was earlier in this research observed to result in premature jet matu-

ration, inconsistent with literature; Gohil et al. (2011, 2012); Mullyadzhanov et al.

(2017a,b). From these investigations which were at similar low Reynolds number

turbulence, the general position of the various jet development stage, such as the

end of the potential core and near-field, can be generally established. Using the

PN -PN formulation enabled closer development lengths in the jet to that already

known from these.

The polynomial order was set to N = 7 for velocity/ pressure for all simulations

except when conducting the grid sensitivity tests for the concentric pipe, during

which the polynomial order N = 5 was also used. N = 7 was widely used by

Chen et al. (2019); Wang et al. (2018); Wang (2017); Hufnagel et al. (2017) and

has been seen to be an optimal choice when considering required resolution versus

computational cost.
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3.2 Geometry and flow parameters

Essentially the concentric pipe and pipe jet geometries have been amendments to

a pipe geometry template. As such, the pre- and post-processing scripts for the

concentric pipe and the pipe jet are mostly amendments to those of the pipe.

3.2.1 Pipe mesh template

The 2D pipe template is built in nek5000 in its mesh-building tool prenek and

extruded using nek’s n2to3. The same 2D pipe geometry template, was previously

used by Wang et al. (2018) and Wang (2017). Research done in tandem has also

used this template, per Chen et al. (2019) and Chen et al. (2020). The 2D pipe

geometry consists of an annular region with equally spaced azimuthal elements and

a central region with elements arranged within an octagonal-like shape. The use

of Cartesian coordinates in this central octagonal region eliminates issues with the

singularity at the centre, encountered when using cylindrical coordinates. In Figure

3.1, it can be seen that the characteristic/ reference length is the pipe radius R,

as x2 + y2 = R2 = 1. In this instance spanwise coordinate basis are x and y

and streamwise is taken to be z. Boundary conditions are imposed during mesh

construction. During post-processing, when azimuthally spatially averaging 2D slice

data to 1D mean profiles, the data on the elements in the central octagonal region

of the pipe, are interpolated by weighted difference interpolation, to corresponding

radial positions of virtual annuli, from the centre.

3.2.2 Pipe flow conditions

For later standalone pipe simulations and for the pipe inlet portion of the jet, the

streamwise axial Reynolds number based on diameter is ReD = 5300. Recall that in

the present numerical research all units are dimensionless and therefore dimensional

balancing is not necessary. In wall turbulence the boundary layer Reynolds number

is Reτ , also called friction Reynolds number, where Reτ = uτ/ν (×δ is left out)

and friction velocity uτ , is a function of wall shear stress, uτ =
√

τw
ρ . Note that

here Reτ is measured over the unit length boundary layer (δ = 1). This give rise to

wall units where y+ = yReτ . At ReD = 5300, corresponding Reτ is 180, which is

to say the boundary layer thickness is y+ = 180 when y = the reference length, R

(= 1). Another ReD used for the pipe in the current research, was 4900, for which

the corresponding Reτ is just about the same. This Reτ value was observed during

preliminary pipe simulations, as calculated by nek5000, as a function of drag force

exerted on the wall, as of course wall shear stress is drag. This was also observed
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Figure 3.1: General pipe mesh template showing annular region and central region

by Wang (2017), Wang et al. (2018) and El-Khoury et al. (2013). Wang (2017) did

a grid sensitivity check and found that the optimal gridpoint spacing based on use

of polynomial order N = 7, and optimal domain length, L/R is as detailed in Table

3.1. The values in brackets are maximum and minimum gridpoint spacing in wall

units, based on polynomial order N = 7. Where in a single element, the minimum

grid spacing, occurring at the element edge, is ∼ 6.413% of the element width and

the maximum spacing, occurring towards the middle is ∼ 20.93% of element width.

Table 3.1: Grid point spacing for the pipe.

ReD Reτ L/R ∆z+ ∆r+ R∆θ+ N
5300 180 30 (3.05, 9.96) (0.14, 4.38) (1.52, 4.96) 7

Wang (2017) also did a domain size study for flows up to Reτ = 500 and found

that u′irms statistics were well converged in pipes of streamwise length L/R = 30.

Earlier, Orlandi and Fatica (1997) also had concerns about pipe length sufficiency,

where they conducted axially rotating pipe, DNS simulations at ReD = 4900, in

cylindrical coordinates. They questioned if 10R for the pipe length was sufficient.

They checked by conducting a test on a pipe at this length and observed that

the turbulent stresses vz ′vr ′ and vr ′vθ ′ did not converge to the statistically steady
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state after 200 time units. However in pipes of 15R and 20R with the same ∆z

grid spacing a convergence to the statistical steady state was reached. Orlandi and

Fatica (1997) also observed that elongated structures in the central region of the

pipe require a longer time to reach a statistical steady state than in the globally non-

rotating case. They conclude that at rotation rates N < 2 a length L/R = 10 was

sufficient but for N = 2, L/R = 15 was used in their simulation. Note here, rotation

rate N = Vθ/Um, the ratio of tangential velocity at the wall to mean streamwise

velocity. To further confirm their findings they conduct axial two-point correlations

for velocity fluctuations at N = 2 and conclude that pipes of length L/R < 10 are

insufficient for the development of elongated structures. From these discussions all

pipe simulations in the current research, were conducted in 30R long pipes. From

Table 3.1 for a 30R long pipe, there are 432(r×R∆θ) ×114z = 49248 elements and

number of grid points is 49248 ×N 3 ∼ 16.9M. Streamwise grid spacing is rounded

down to a rational number (four elements per R unit streamwise length) so that

that the number of elements is 432(r × R∆θ) ×120z = 51840 and number of grid

points is 51840 × N 3 ∼ 17.8M. The latter mesh is also used in the pipe portion of

the pipejet, as the merging of mesh in prenek is only possible if the mesh spacing

is in finite rational figures.

3.2.3 Pipe boundary conditions

In nek5000 there are two methods that global rotation can be carried out in a pipe.

A Coriolis body force can be incorporated to the governing equations of the solver

as described in the opening of this chapter (in f in Equation 3.1), in which case,

the wall boundary is no-slip. The effect is that of, what is referred to as swirling,

where the fluid flow is now in a rotational reference frame. The same effect has been

achieved numerically by a imposing an azimuthal/ circumferential pressure gradient

Nygard and Andersson (2010).

The other method of imposing rotation is by setting the wall boundary condition to

velocity inflow and imposing a tangential velocity to the each gridpoint on the cir-

cumference of the pipe cross-section, in nek5000, i.e. effectively making the length-

wise circumference a slip wall boundary condition. To be clear, this is not a literal

slip wall boundary condition in the strict sense of the word, it is just how tangential

velocity is imposed numerically in nek5000, so that the equivalent result is there is

a no-slip surface rotating at some tangential velocity. The effect of imposing this

wall tangential velocity is that the rotation is now in an inertial, external or labo-

ratory reference frame. In this scenario a linear solid body rotation component is
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now added to the mean azimuthal velocity Uθ. The pipe inflow and outflow can be

either set to periodic, or velocity inlet with zero-pressure outlet/ velocity outlet.

In earlier simulations of the pipe with rotation applied, the pipe ends were set to

periodic, as at this early stage attempts were being made to correlate the input Ω

in nek5000 to the rotation rate N = Uθ/Um. This correlation was mostly achieved

by validating the N = 2 case, using both methods of rotation, with the results of

Orlandi and Fatica (1997).

Later pipe simulations were of the same pipe geometry, but with only the Coriolis

body force applied so the wall boundary was no-slip. These later pipe simulations

had velocity at the inlet and zero pressure at the outlet. A recycle plane was set at

20R from the inlet, where velocity ux, uy and uz values are taken from this plane

and supplied as the Dirichlet conditions for the inlet. This leaves 10R before the

pipe outlet. A recycle length of 20R is seen as sufficent, from the discussions of

Orlandi and Fatica (1997) above. The method was used by Wang (2017) and Wang

et al. (2018), who use a recycle plane at 25R from the inlet, with 15R before the

region of study - pipe bend.

This method is not fully duplicative of the periodic boundary condition and the mass

flowrate fluctuates to within ×10−4, therefore this has to be monitored throughout

the simulations. Regardless, the mean and fluctuating velocity quantities show good

convergence with previous periodic simulations, further discussed in Chapter 4. This

recycle condition is imposed on the standalone pipe because the same pipe geometry,

boundary conditions and rotation rates are also imposed on the jet inlet pipe portion

as is discussed further below (Section 3.2.7).

3.2.4 Concentric pipe mesh template

The 2D concentric pipe template is built as separate annular sections, similar in form

to the pipe annular sections, but using nek’s uniform mesh building tool genbox.

The annuli are then combined using prenek and extruded to 3D with n2to3. See

Figure 3.2. In all concentric pipe simulations outer radius Ro = 1 and the radius

ratio α = Ri/Ro = 0.5. This investigation is on the rotational effects, not on the

effect of the concentric pipe gap-span on the flow, hence the median α. Previous

similar investigations using this median α are Hadziabdic et al. (2013); Jung and

Sung (2006); Chung and Sung (2005, 2003); Chung et al. (2002); Meseguer and

Marques (2002); Moser et al. (1999); Nouri and Whitelaw (1994, 1993). Other

studies on α > 0.5 were Poncet et al. (2014, 2011) and Meseguer et al. (2009).
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Who either focused on a narrow gap due to practical applications in rotor-stator

assemblies, or for the latter case, wished to study transitional flows with greater

viscosity effects. Studies on α < 0.5 such as Ghaemi et al. (2015); Chung and

Sung (2003); Rehme (1975, 1974), were interested in the asymmetry of the mean

streamwise velocity and the effect the gap span had on the flow. While the outer

radius is 1, the characteristic length for the concentric pipe is the half gap width,

δ = 0.25R. This becomes important when calculating Reτ .

Figure 3.2: General quarter-section concentric pipe mesh

3.2.5 Concentric pipe flow conditions

Preliminary investigations into the concentric pipe were focused on that with non-

rotating walls and then with a rotating inner wall at various rotation rates N . Thus

initial mesh and flow parameters were based on similar investigations with these

flow conditions by Jung and Sung (2006); Chung and Sung (2005, 2003); Chung
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et al. (2002). From this, Reynolds number by hydraulic diameter was chosen as

ReH = 8900. From Jung and Sung (2006) and Chung and Sung (2005), three

different inner wall global rotation rates were chosen, N = 0.2145, 0.429 and 0.858.

A fourth inner wall global rotation rate of N = 2.0 was also added.

In all concentric pipe simulation cases the pipe ends were set to periodic boundary

conditions. For the concentric pipe without wall rotation the wall boundary condi-

tion was set to no-slip. Depending on whether rotation was applied to the either

inner or outer wall, this was numerically set to slip wall, where the velocity inflow

boundary condition was set and a tangential velocity imposed. To be clear, this is

not a literal slip wall boundary condition in the strict sense of the word, it is just

how tangential velocity is imposed numerically in nek5000, so that the equivalent

result is there is a no-slip surface rotating at some tangential velocity. The other

non-rotating wall was set to no-slip. Note that the Coriolis body force condition

cannot be numerically imposed in the concentric pipe as only one of two walls are ro-

tated, however upon removing the linear solid body rotation component from mean

azimuthal velocity, one can arrive at the mean azimuthal velocity imposed by the

Coriolis body force alone.

Initially friction Reynolds number was considered in terms of the characteristic

length, Reτ = uτ×δ
ν given by Jung and Sung (2006); Chung and Sung (2005, 2003);

Chung et al. (2002); Hadziabdic et al. (2013). The characteristic length in these

investigations is half the distance between inner and outer wall δ = 0.25R. Reτ

values, in terms of this characteristic length, on the inner and outer wall are given

in Table 3.2. The mesh was later adapted to suit required flow conditions, after

the flow was developed and results taken which indicated the mesh was too coarse.

Such an indication of an unresolved mesh was seen in semi-log plots for the law of

the wall.

From Table 3.2 it was decided that three different mesh would be constructed based

on the following: for N = 0 and inner wall rotation N = 0.2145 and 0.429 the mesh

would be based on a medium δReτ = 150. For N = 0.858 the mesh would be based

on δReτ = 170 and N = 2 the mesh would be based on δReτ = 200. The somewhat

sparing choices of Reτ on which mesh was to be constructed also considered available

computational resource. From Table 3.1 the optimal mesh spacing in wall units is

given, for elements in nek5000 with polynomial order N = 7. A further comparison

was made with the nek5000 pipe mesh data of El-Khoury et al. (2013) at N = 7

which is detailed in Table 3.3. Since some of the values are slightly finer, these values

for ∆z+ and ∆Rθ+ were taken as templates and the respective number of streamwise
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Table 3.2: Typical δReτ values attained in practice for inner wall rotation.

N δReτ,inner δReτ,outer
0 145 170

0.2145 160 175

0.429 170 165

0.858 190 145

2.0 210 150

and azimuthal elements calculated accordingly, as elements in these directions were

of uniform width. The number of radial elements do not need to be of uniform width

as more elements are required near the wall than in the centre. The radial elements

were therefore spaced out in a roughly tanh profile (see Figure 3.3 green lines), so

that there was no abrupt change in element width (Jung and Sung, 2006), and the

radial element numbering arrangement was such that the limits of gridpoint spacing

never exceeded those given for ∆r+ in Table 3.3. This optimal radial element spacing

is detailed in Figure 3.3. Details for the radial element arrangement in the original

pipe mesh for Reτ = 180, and earlier attempts at radial element arrangement in

the concentric pipe are also shown. Table 3.4 details the refined mesh spacing used,

based on the radial element arrangement of Figure 3.3.

Table 3.3: El-Khoury et al. (2013) grid point spacing for the pipe.

ReD ∆z+ ∆r+ R∆θ+ N
5300 (3.03, 9.91) (0.14, 4.44) (1.51, 4.93) 7

Table 3.4: Refined grid point spacing for the concentric pipe.

ReH ∆z+ ∆r+ R∆θ+ N
8900 (3.03, 9.91) (0.128, 4.186) (1.51, 4.93) 7

Per Hadziabdic et al. (2013), flow parameters for the concentric pipe with outer

wall rotating were set as follows, α = 0.5, ReH = 12500 and two rotation rates

were selected, N = 1 and N = 2. Preliminary simulations in nek5000 revealed Reτ

values as shown in Table 3.5. Based on these, initially median δReτ = 150 was
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Final 22 element mesh for Re
τ
= 150

Final 24 element mesh for Re
τ
= 170

Final 28 element mesh for Re
τ
= 200

Element # with radial spacing in wall units.

Figure 3.3: Concentric pipe radial element non-uniform spacing in wall units.

selected for the outer wall N = 2 case. However per Figure G.10, there was a lack

of convergence indicating inadequate mesh resolution. Therefore later the median

δReτ = 170 based mesh was selected and used to obtain results for the outer wall

N = 2 case. The previous coarse (median δReτ = 150) mesh, was used instead as

a grid independence test check. Median δReτ = 170 was used for the N = 1 case,

and the median δReτ = 150 mesh, for the GIT check, in the first instance. Hence,

the same mesh used for inner wall rotation N = 0.858 case was used for both the

outer wall rotation cases, N = 1.0 and N = 2.0. Essentially an optimal compromise

between adequacy of mesh resolution and computational cost/ simulation time.

Table 3.5: Typical δReτ values attained in practice for outer wall rotation.

N δReτ,inner δReτ,outer
1.0 195 155

2.0 185 146

Following the two-point correlation of Chung and Sung (2005), the streamwise length

for all pipes was decided at 18δ. Given the work of Hadziabdic et al. (2013) on the

concentric pipe with outer wall rotating, this was increased to 22δ. However after

considering that the number of elements required for the mesh of the inner wall

N = 2.0 case exceeded computational capacity, available to the present research,
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the streamwise length for only this case, was dropped to 18δ.

Given the information in Figure 3.3 and Table 3.4 and upon consideration of stream-

wise lengths the number of elements and gridpoints for the seven different concentric

pipe simulations is as given in Table 3.6. Reτ is given here in terms of standard wall

unit boundary layer thickness.

Table 3.6: Concentric pipe number of elements and gridpoints.

N ReH design Reτ No. of elements No. of gridpoints
inner/outer ∆r ×R∆θ ×∆z ×106

0 8900 600 22× 162× 70 85.57

0.2145 i 8900 600 22× 162× 70 85.57

0.429 i 8900 600 22× 162× 70 85.57

0.858 i 8900 680 24× 182× 80 119.85

2.0 i 8900 800 28× 214× 77 158.25

1.0 o 12500 680 24× 182× 80 119.85

2.0 o 12500 680 24× 182× 80 119.85

A comparison of mesh is made to the primary references for this work. The mesh

for these is shown in Table 3.7. Therein Table 3.7, lies the error in considering Reτ ,

a unit measure, as the same as the subdivision δReτ . The result is a grossly under-

designed mesh resolution, which has improperly resolved turbulence scales not given

by true Reτ but instead by δReτ which is exactly δ (one-quarter), smaller than it

should be.

3.2.6 Pipe jet mesh template

A pipe jet, being a jet emanating from a pipe, is fully defined in Chapter 7 (Section

7.1). The jet domain proper of the pipe jet has a 2D section which at its core

consists of the same mesh as that of a pipe. A series of annuli of increasing radial

distance, are constructed separately in genbox and then added to the core pipe mesh

in sequence in prenek. The number of azimuthal elements is consistent throughout

to enable this merging of mesh.

The 2D mesh of the jet domain proper is then extruded to three separate 3D por-

tions. First is a finely resolved streamwise mesh with uniform element spacing for

use at the jet inflow, adjoining the inlet pipe. The second jet domain portion con-

sists of streamwise mesh with increased mesh spacing starting from a streamwise
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Table 3.7: Concentric pipe mesh detail from references.

Reference N ReH No. of elements No. of gridpoints
inner/outer ∆r ×R∆θ ×∆z ×106

Chung et al. (2002) 0 8900 65× 128× 192 1.60
- DNS

Chung and Sung (2003) 0 8900 65× 128× 320 2.66
- DNS

Chung and Sung (2005) 0.2145 i 8900 65× 64× 128 0.53
- LES

Chung and Sung (2005) 0.429 i 8900 65× 64× 192 0.80
- LES

Chung and Sung (2005) 0.858 i 8900 65× 128× 384 3.19
- LES

Jung and Sung (2006) 0.429 i 8900 65× 256× 256 4.26
- DNS

Hadziabdic et al. (2013) 1.0 o 12500 64× 360× 160 3.69
- LES

Hadziabdic et al. (2013) 2.0 o 12500 64× 360× 160 3.69
- LES

length close to the fine streamwise spacing of the first portion, and gradually in-

creased to very coarse streamwise spacing. A third, very coarse resolution, portion

with uniform streamwise spacing was also added to the jet domain for the rotating

reference frame case. See Figure 3.4.

Whilst this dissertation does not cover the jet with upstream coflow, preliminary

trail work also included an upstream buffer zone which consisted of a collar region

containing most of the elements of the jet domain proper but excluding the core

pipe portion as well as the first annuli, 0.01R, off from the pipe core. When fitted

upstream of the jet domain proper around the inlet pipe, this collar region served as

an upstream domain for the jet which provided upstream passive coflow, induced by

jet entrainment. See Figure 3.5 for the schematic which includes the collar region.

Research into a pipe jet with upstream coflow was not progressed beyond a trial

phase.

All jet geometry components where combined to each other using merging commands

in prenek, and done in sequence starting with the 3D inlet pipe portion, so that

element numbering was easily indentifiable for data gathering and post-processing.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: Pipe jet mesh used, (a) streamwise mesh, (b) spanwise mesh.

3.2.7 Pipe jet boundary conditions

With the view of ultimately progressing the non-rotating pipe jet to a pipe jet with

some or all components under rotation, Figure 3.5 gives an overview of the possible

jet domain arrangements and boundary conditions examined. Here W means no-slip

wall and O means zero pressure outlet (velocity outlet), the recycle condition refers

to the pipe inflow condition. These were done considering the two different rotation

methods that are possible and initially tried on the standalone pipe. The different

possible configurations are:

(a) The jet domain has upstream entrainment or passive coflow occurring,

accommodated by having an open wall and buffer region upstream of the

inflow pipe.

(b) The jet domain does not have upstream entrainment occurring, so that

the inflow nozzle is flush with a wall at the entrance to the jet domain.

(c) The jet domain is stationary with only the inflow pipe swirling, applied

by wall rotation applied to the inflow pipe nozzle only.

(d) The jet domain also rotating at the same swirl number - applied by

Coriolis force to the entire domain, hence a rotating reference frame is

considered.

Hence, preliminary jet simulations were conducted with either of six conditions

consisting of a combination of either:
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Figure 3.5: Pipe jet schematic of all possible conditions

1. (a) without any global rotation,

2. (b) without any global rotation (non-buoyant plume),

3. (a) and (c),

4. (a) and (d),

5. (b) and (c),

6. (b) and (d).

Turbulent pipe jet experiments are difficult because a pipe with a sufficiently long

entrance length is required, after which it is also necessary to prove that that tur-

bulence in the developed region of the pipe flow is indeed fully developed. Attempts

were made by Facciolo and others (Facciolo and Alfredsson, 2004; Facciolo, 2006;

Facciolo et al., 2007; Maciel et al., 2008; Örlü and Alfredsson, 2008), who used a

inflow pipe of 100D for this. Thus they attempted condition 2 and 5. These re-

searchers also seemed to have the option of fitting an aperture to the inflow nozzle

which is tapered or of large thickness hence accommodating a small buffer region

upstream. Castro and Demuren (2017) appear to have mimicked this option and so

may have attempted condition 1 and 3, though this has not been clearly documented

as entrainment was not the focus of their investigation. A considerable number of

non pipe jet experimental investigations into vortex breakdown in a swirling jet

have been done which attempt to implement conditions 2, 5 and 6 above. Vortex
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breakdown is defined as an abrupt change to the shape and size of the coherent

structures which occur in turbulent flow, and its study is important for industrial

applications; to enhance mixing, reduce pollution, and enhance flame stabilization.

In some instance the jet domain is confined (Sanmiguel-Rojas et al., 2008), where

essentially a smaller diameter pipe discharging to a much larger diameter pipe with

no-slip wall conditions. Condition 1, 3 and 4 are admittedly very difficult to exper-

imentally replicate because upstream coflow, which is exactly parallel to flow in the

inflow pipe (free shear flow in cylindrical coordinates), is very difficult to practically

set up. Numerical setups on the other hand should not face such constraints.

Facciolo (2006); Facciolo et al. (2007) attempted DNS of the pipe jet conditions

2 and 5, in the last decade. However they stated that they could not maintain a

consistent mass flow rate and so only used the results qualitatively. Within this

decade however, condition 1 and 3 have been numerically achieved. Various LES

studies have been done by Mullyadzhanov and others (Mullyadzhanov et al., 2017a,b;

Castro and Demuren, 2017). Ivashenko et al. (2018); Mullyadzhanov et al. (2018),

have also carried out DNS of the pipe jet with condition 1 and 3. These studies were

performed at relatively low swirl number compared to ReD, i.e. high Rossby number

(Ro = Um/2ΩR), hence typical conical-shaped vortex breakdown is observed to

occur (Figure 3.6). Note here, swirl number is same as pipe rotation rate N =

Uθ/Um = 1/(2Ro). For Castro and Demuren (2017) the inflow nozzle seems to be

tapered (or of large thickness) to replicate the experiments of Facciolo (2006) and

Facciolo et al. (2007). It is unsure if the upstream condition of the jet boundary

of Castro and Demuren (2017) was open to velocity entrainment, but it is probable

that condition 2 and 5 were duplicated here.

The present study was able to construct geometry and impose rotation for all 1-6

conditions, in both laminar and turbulent flows. The geometry construction effort

and more importantly the computational cost for a successful fully developed run for

each condition was highly varied, and this also determined which simulations were

eventually pursued to completion. Preliminary DNS simulations of condition 1, were

at ReD = 4900 and 5300, see Figure 3.6. Interesting new qualitative observations

have been made with these early runs. For the laminar non-rotating pipe jet at

ReD < 500 under condition 1, see Figure 3.7, vortex breakdown does not occur

due to passive upstream coflow, this is even when the mesh was made coarse in

the streamwise extremity to effect breakdown, see Figure 3.8. For the turbulent

pipe jet with global rotation applied under condition 4 and at N = 2, simulations

reveal that vortex breakdown also does not occur, and instead the effects of the
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Figure 3.6: The turbulent pipe jet under condition 1 - isosurfaces of pressure
−p/ρU2, coloured by streamwise velocity.

Figure 3.7: The laminar pipe jet under condition 1 - streamwise velocity.

Taylor-Proudman theorem can be clearly seen with formation of a Taylor column

- see Figure 3.9. This type of turbulent jet condition is highly convective and

energetic within the Taylor column. Admittedly the simulation of Figure 3.9 could

not be completed due to the high cost of adding more elements, albeit coarse, to

the streamwise length, to enable breakdown, so that only the fully developed jet

near-field could be studied.

From the preliminary simulations it can be seen that upstream passive coflow plays

a significant role in the downstream breakdown ability of the pipe jet regardless of

whether it is globally rotating or not, particularly radial breakdown. Immediately

at the jet inflow (pipe exit), if there is upstream coflow, then very little radial

Figure 3.8: The laminar pipe jet under condition 1 - flow mesh.
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Figure 3.9: The pipe jet under condition 3 - isosurfaces of velocity magnitude
coloured by streamwise velocity.

entrainment can occur and the entrainment is rather, at low angles to streamwise

(Babu and Mahesh, 2004). To accommodate the long streamwise extent caused

by this, additional mesh is required in the very-far-field > 50D. Alternatively a

convective outflow boundary condition can be set (Mullyadzhanov et al., 2017a,b), or

a numerical non-reflective condition imposed (Mullyadzhanov et al., 2018; Sandberg

and Sandham, 2006; Sandberg et al., 2012). These boundary conditions enforce

locally one dimensional velocity conditions at the boundaries. However were not

available in this research. Regardless, the same effect was achieved by simply making

the mesh successively coarse at the domain periphery. Ultimately, it was not the

aim of the research to allow upstream coflow, whether passive or induced. In Section

7.1 of Chapter 7 it is shown that preventing coflow and allowing only purely radial

entrainment at the pipe jet inflow, makes it more canonical (less input parameters),

so that Re is the only input parameter. Hence condition 2 was carried out to full

development and result analysis. The research also narrowed down to condition 6,

firstly because it was already observed in the present concentric pipe studies that the

flow becomes interesting at Ro ≤ 1. Also, the emergence of inertial waves, induced

by v′r arrangements should present opportunities to observe novel phenomena.

The final pipe jet mesh imposing condition 2 had 371760 elements (127.5M grid-

points). Of this 51840 elements are in the inflow pipe. The pipe jet imposing

condition 6 is the same as that imposing condition 2 except it has one additional

element in the radial and five additional elements in the streamwise periphery. This

is just to add very coarse mesh close to the boundaries and drown out any rouge vor-
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Figure 3.10: The radial arrangement in the jet domain proper (excluding inflow
pipe).

tices. Hence had 389760 elements (∼ 133.7M gridpoints). There are 48 azimuthal

elements in the jet domain proper which match the pipe. There are twenty-two

radial elements apart from the five radial annular elements of the pipe, for the mesh

in the jet domain proper for the pipe jet imposing condition 2, and twenty-three

radial elements for the pipe jet imposing condition 6. The radial element arrange-

ment for the jet domain proper is as given in Figure 3.10, and is not dissimilar to

the transverse mesh spacing of Bogey and Bailly (2009). The streamwise element

arrangement is as is given in Table 3.8.

Table 3.8: Pipe jet streamwise (z-) arrangement.

Portion pipe jet proper 1st coarse jet 2nd coarse jet

z-range (R) −30 ≤ z/R ≤ 0 0 ≤ z/R ≤ 100 100 ≤ z/R ≤ 225 225 ≤ z/R ≤ 405

No. of elements 120 200 15 5

Increment ×1 (uniform) ×1 ×1.137411 ×1.137411

3.3 Flow development and stability checks

This being DNS research, utmost importance is placed on ensuring each mesh is

resolved down the Kolomogorov scale (Section 2.2 and Appendix C), and that this

can be verified, either through grid sensitivity checks, validation against other DNS

work, or both. To ensure that the simulation has reached a statistically stationary
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state (Pope, 2003), and prior to these checks being done, instantaneous flow statistics

have also been monitored towards the end of each simulation, before mean and

instantaneous data are gathered for analysis.

3.3.1 Pipe flow stability checks

Simulations were done in the pipe for five cases, all using the two different pipe mesh

described at the end of Section 3.2.2. A summary of the five pipe cases is thus given

in Table 3.9, here Nel is number of elements and BC is boundary condition.

Table 3.9: Pipe cases studied.

Case N ReD design ∼actual Nel BC Rotation development
Reτ Reτ method time (R/Um)

1 2.0 4900 180 100 49248 periodic wall > 300

2 2.0 4900 180 160 49248 periodic Coriolis > 300

3 0.0 5300 180 170 51480 recycle nil > 700

4 0.5 5300 180 167 51840 recycle Coriolis > 600

5 1.0 5300 180 165 51840 recycle Coriolis > 700

As can be seen from Table 3.9 actual Reτ realized for all cases was less than the

design Reτ as obtained from Wang (2017). As such it was deemed unnecessary to

carry out a grid independence test as the mesh was finer than required. Validation

against previous DNS is discussed in Chapter 4.

For the pipe, prior to mean flow statistics being taken, checks where done on instan-

taneous flow statistics for, mass flow rate, and fluctuation from mean uirms values

at y+ = 5 from the pipe wall and at centreline. Figure 3.11 details an example of

the stability checks done for the respective pipe case of Table 3.9. The rest of the

stability checks for the pipe flow with wall rotation cases, are show in Appendix

F. Essentially these plots have been taken after the flow has become statistically

stationary and indicate this. In that the mean of the lines and the deviation from

mean become consistent, so that the mean is now a straight line with the fluctua-

tions evenly spread around it. Demonstration of statistical stationarity is important

in such numerical (DNS) research due to large computational time/ costs involved.
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Figure 3.11: Statistical stationarity in the pipe with a periodic BC and a wall
tangential velocity imposed at N = 2.

3.3.2 Concentric pipe flow stability check

The concentric pipe mesh was initially constructed based on δReτ . So the flow

was started in these coarse mesh. The mesh resolution was gradually increased

until it was based on Table 3.6. For all seven cases, flow was allowed to develop

for more than 200 time units (in R/Um). As for the pipe, stability checks were

then done, prior to mean flow statistics being taken, as a confirmation of statistical

stationarity. Checks were carried out on instantaneous flow statistics for, mass flow

rate, and fluctuation from mean uirms values at y+ = 5 from the inner wall, at

centreline and at y+ = 5 from the outer wall. All demonstrations of flow stability

in each of the concentric pipe wall rotation rate cases of Table 3.6, are given in

Appendix G, for both the inner and outer wall rotation cases.

3.3.3 Concentric pipe grid independence check

Previous DNS papers have only been performed for axial flow in the concentric

pipe with same α = 0.5 and axial ReH = 8900, for only the case without rotation

(Chung and Sung, 2001; Chung et al., 2003) and the case with inner wall rotating

at N = 0.429 (Jung and Sung, 2006). Hence validation is done with these cases

in Chapter 5. There have been LES studies for the inner wall N = 0.2145, 0.429

and 0.858 (Chung and Sung, 2005) and also for the outer wall N = 1.0 and 2.0, at

same α but ReH = 12500 (Hadziabdic et al., 2013). Hence qualitative comparisons

have been done with these. However given that here it is claimed that a better grid

resolution is used, a grid sensitivity test is done for all seven cases. An example is

shown in Figure 3.12 of the streamwise grid independence test (GIT). The rest of the
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Figure 3.12: Non-rotating and inner wall N concentric pipe streamwise velocity
GIT. Note here, N = lx1− 1 = 5 when lx1 = 6 and N = 7 when lx1 = 8 (same for
Figures in Appendix H).

GIT checks for the concentric pipe with inner wall rotation, are show in Appendix

H.

For the concentric pipe with inner wall rotation the grid independence test was

carried out for all N cases by using the next polynomial order down. Hence reducing

the number of grid points, i.e. from nel × 73 to nel × 53. Where polynomial order

N = lx1 − 1, and lx1 is the number of grid points in the unit element, and is

the parameter selected in nek5000 to represent polynomial order. Note, element

boundary gridpoints are shared with neighbouring elements. A reduction in number

of grid points is considered as it is believed that the current mesh is already well

resolved due to the generous refinement already done to the mesh spacing criteria

obtained from El-Khoury et al. (2013). This is detailed in Table 3.4. The reduction

in number of gridpoints in the GIT comparison cases are given in Table 3.10.

All comparison N = 5 cases, were run for over 40 computational time units and

the flow development stability checks plotted for the inner wall N = 2 rotation rate

case, being the case with the highest Reτ . This is shown in Appendix G Figure G.8.

The development run times for the inner wall rotation, comparison N = 5 cases,

before the mean flow statistics were collected, are as follows: For N = 0, 0.2145,

0.429, 0.858 and 2, the pre-data collection runs times were respectively, R/U = 328,

208, 349, 92 and 84.

The required GIT checks were carried out for the following mean flow statistics, U ,
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Table 3.10: Concentric pipe inner wall N = 2 GIT comparison grid differences.

Inner N Current mesh N = 7 Comparison mesh N = 5

0 85.57 ×106 31.12 ×106

0.2145 85.57 ×106 31.12 ×106

0.429 85.57 ×106 31.12 ×106

0.858 119.85 ×106 43.68 ×106

2.0 158.25 ×106 57.67 ×106

Vθ, the three mean u′irms and the three mean Reynolds shear stress u′iu
′
j statistics.

These are detailed in Figure 3.12 and Appendix H. These GIT checks indicate that

the mesh is well resolved for all inner wall rotation rate cases, as there is coincidence

of the plots for the slightly coarser mesh with the finer mesh. GIT checks are a

common test in CFD for adequacy of mesh resolution. There is slight discrepancy

for fluctuation results for the inner wall N = 2 case, however the coarser mesh in

this comparison case is more coarse than even the mesh of the lower rotation rate

cases. This just demonstrates that the current mesh selected is better resolved, and

to computational capacity.

For the concentric pipe with outer wall rotation, given the typical friction Reynolds

numbers encountered, as shown in Table 3.5, it was decided that the mesh of the

coarse inner wall mesh based on median δReτ = 150 should be used for the GIT

comparison check. The stability check for the N = 1 GIT comparison case is shown

in Appendix G Figure G.9. Initially, for the outer wall N = 2 case, the coarser

mesh based on median δReτ = 150 was selected as the prototype mesh. However

there was a lack of data convergence as can be seen in Appendix G Figure G.10.

Hence this mesh was instead used for the grid independence test comparison, and

the finer mesh based on median δReτ = 170 was used for the actual results. These

mesh comparison details are given in Table 3.11. Since there was an insufficient

amount of data gathered at the time of writing, and also for the N = 2 GIT

comparison case perhaps questionable mesh resolution, the GIT comparison check

are left for inclusion in Chapter 6 on, the concentric pipe with outer wall rotation.

The development run times for the outer wall comparison Reτ = 150 mesh cases,

before the mean flow statistics were collected, are as follows: For N = 1, and 2, the

pre-data collection runs times were respectively, R/U = 180, and 80.
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Table 3.11: Concentric pipe inner wall N , GIT comparison grid differences.

Outer N Current mesh Comparison mesh

1 119.85 ×106 85.57 ×106

2 119.85 ×106 85.57 ×106

3.4 Data collection and postprocessing main features

During simluation runs, at each timestep a log file records, simulation time, mean

velocity U , Re, uτ , Reτ and streamwise pressure gradient dp/dz. For the concentric

pipe uτ and Reτ are recorded separately for the inner and outer wall. For the recycle

pipe simulations this log file is restricted to only the recycle zone, and is important

for monitoring U . The recycle method results in this quantity fluctuating in the

order 1× 10−4. U has to be monitored at all times, as the recycle length can cause

the mean velocity to increase or decrease, particularly in the pipe, with the recycle

method, when it is attached to the jet. During each nek5000 simulation a 2D flow

field file is generated, which is either a temporal average of the streamwise length or

a temporal average of flow through a cross-sectional slice. These 2D *.dat files can be

generated at specified number of timesteps or averaged throughout the whole run to

produce one time averaged 2D flowfield at the end of the run. 3D flowfield files can

also be generated by nek5000 in similar on-demand fashion. 3D flowfield files are in

generated in metadata, *0.f00*, file formats. Since nek5000 calculates in Cartesian,

coordinate rotation is required to cylindrical coordinates, in postprocessing.

The 2D and 3D flow field data pick up is specified in the nek5000 *.usr file, and as

a bare minimum, contain the three cartesian velocities vz, vx, vy as well as pressure

p. Throughout this text the z direction is taken as streamwise, to coincide with the

convention used by nek5000 and VisIt graphic user interface (GUI) (Childs et al.,

2012), hence vz is streamwise velocity. Various additional operations of these can

also be specified including, velocity and pressure polynomials and gradients, vortic-

ity and the λ2 vortex algorithm (Jeong and Hussain, 1995; Haller, 2004). Additionals

are subject to computational processing capability as well as memory capacity, par-

ticularly for 3D flow field files which are already disproportionately large with just

the bare minimum flow field data set.
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3.4.1 Recycle length mean flow stability

In the pipe jet, when the pipe recycle length is too close to the jet-domain proper,

the mean velocity decreases. Presumably this is due to the ingress of the low ve-

locities from the jet-domain proper or from the lower end of the pressure gradient

in the pipe. Periodic domains do not suffer this problem, within the current com-

putational precision. In the current study the inflow pipe was 30R long and it was

iteratively found that if the recycle length was set at any length greater than two-

thirds of this the mean velocity reduces. It was also found in the pipe jet that when

the recycle length is too far back from two-thirds of the length, the mean velocity

tends to increase. This problem was also reported by Facciolo et al. (2007), who

stated problems in their DNS of the pipe jet with a swirling inflow, with conserving

axial and angular momentum. Through trial and error, it was found that optimum

stability within the order of deviation mentioned above (10−4), was achieved in the

pipe jet with a inflow pipe recycle length set at exactly two thirds of the length.

Since there are three straight pipe cases with the recycle method which are studied,

the mean flow stability is monitored for all these cases, as well as for the three pipe

portions which form part of the pipe jet, at the inflow. Whilst the recycle length

for all six cases is monitored at every timestep of the simulations, examples of the

stability of U over a specified time (at time of writing) is detailed in Figure 3.13.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.13: Example of stability monitoring of mean velocity U in the recycle zone
of the straight pipe, (a) non-rotating, (b) Coriolis rotation N = 0.5, (c) Coriolis
rotation N = 1.0.
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3.4.2 Coordinate rotation

Coordinate rotation from Cartesian to cylindrical coordinates are linear transforma-

tions, which are spelled out in texts such as Pozrikidis (2017). Since vz is invariant

in this transformation, consider the angle θ in 2D, of the velocity vector, from the

positive (right) horizontal axis, which in Cartesian, is described as θ =tan−1(vx/vy).

Thus, the elementary transformation of vx and vy in Cartesian, to a corresponding

vr and vθ in cylindrical is,

vr = vx cos θ + vy sin θ (3.3)

vθ = vy cos θ − vx sin θ (3.4)

Other operations carried out from the three velocity components can be similarly

transformed, likewise with velocity-pressure combinations. To further clarify, exam-

ple transformations are carried out for four terms which appear in the Reynolds-

stress transport equations.

triple correlation term:

(
vθvθvr

)
= (vy cos θ − vx sin θ)

(vy cos θ − vx sin θ)(vx cos θ + vy sin θ)

= vxv
2
y cos3 θ + v3

y sin θ cos2 θ − 2v2
xvy sin θ cos2 θ − 2vxv

2
y sin2 θ cos θ + v3

x sin2 θ cos θ − v2
xvy sin3 θ

(3.5)

velocity velocity-gradient correlation term:(
vθ
∂vr
∂θ

)
= (vy cos θ − vx sin θ)

(
∂vx
∂y

cos2−∂vx
∂x

sin θ cos θ +
∂vy
∂y

sin θ cos θ − ∂vy
∂x

sin2 θ

)
= vy

∂vx
∂y

cos3 θ − vy
∂vx
∂x

sin θ cos2 θ + vy
∂vy
∂y

sin θ cos2 θ − vy
∂vy
∂x

sin2 θ cos θ

−vx
∂vx
∂y

sin θ cos2 θ + vx
∂vx
∂x

sin2 θ cos θ − vx
∂vy
∂y

sin2 θ cos θ + vx
∂vy
∂x

sin3 θ (3.6)
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velocity-gradient correlation term:(
∂vz
∂r

∂vθ
∂r

)
=

(
∂vz
∂x

cos θ +
∂vz
∂y

sin θ

)(
∂vy
∂x

cos2 θ +
∂vy
∂y

sin θ cos θ − ∂vx
∂x

sin θ cos θ − ∂vx
∂y

sin2 θ

)
=
∂vy
∂x

∂vz
∂x

cos3 θ +
∂vz
∂x

∂vy
∂y

sin θ cos2 θ

−∂vx
∂x

∂vz
∂x

sin θ cos2 θ − ∂vx
∂y

∂vz
∂x

sin2 θ cos θ +
∂vz
∂y

∂vy
∂x

sin θ cos2 θ

+
∂vz
∂y

∂vy
∂y

sin2 θ cos θ − ∂vx
∂x

∂vz
∂y

sin2 θ cos θ − ∂vx
∂y

∂vz
∂y

sin3 θ (3.7)

velocity pressure-gradient correlation term:(
vr
∂p

∂θ

)
= (vx cos θ + vy sin θ)

(
∂p

∂y
cos θ − ∂p

∂x
sin θ

)
= vx

∂p

∂y
cos2 θ − vx

∂p

∂x
sin θ cos θ + vy

∂p

∂y
sin θ cos θ − vy

∂p

∂x
sin2 θ (3.8)

Each required component Cartesian term is thus obtained in nek5000. Coordinate

rotation is then carried out on component terms prior to routine commutation.

Required fluctuation terms can be calculated from the Reynolds decomposition ex-

pression. The triple correlation example is given,

u′v′w′ = uvw − u v w (3.9)

and similarly for correlation pairs.
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3.4.3 Production terms

Derivation and detail of the full Reynolds stress transport equations are readily

available from turbulence texts such as that by Pope (2003).

Reynolds stress transport equation: Aij + Pij + Tij +Dij + Πij + εij = 0. (3.10)

From which the turbulent kinetic energy transport equations are:

TKE transport equation: ∂k
∂t = A+ P + T +D +Dρ − ε, (3.11)

where k, A, P , T , D, Dρ and ε are respectively diagonal Reynolds stress terms of the

Reynolds stress tensor, advection, production, turbulent transport, viscous diffusion,

pressure diffusion and dissipation. Π is the pressure rate of strain tensor, from which

the pressure strain term is zero in TKE, leaving only the pressure component of the

Reynolds stress flux (pressure diffusion). Coordinate transformation of these have

been done by Eggels (1994) and Facciolo (2006), who also studied turbulence in

a straight pipe with rotation. Initial examinations of the turbulent kinetic energy

(TKE) budget in the concentric pipe with inner wall rotating, revealed extremely

high viscous diffusion near the rotating wall,

viscous diffusion: D = ν ∂2k
∂xj∂xj

. (3.12)

It was difficult to plot a smooth curve for this component owing to the second-order

nature of diffusion and due to the extreme anisotropy at the rotating wall. A work-

around would have been to add more grid points near the wall to properly resolve

the second-order terms, however a thorough TKE budget examination has been left

for future work. A list of the TKE production terms used in the current report is
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given below and the format is similar to Eggels (1994) and Facciolo (2006),

−2uzur
∂Uz
∂r

for u2
z or Pzz (3.13)

−2uθur
∂Uθ
∂r
− 2uθur

(
Uθ
r

+ ∗
)

for u2
θ or Pθθ (3.14)

+2uθur
∂Uθ
∂r

+ 2uθur

(
Uθ
r
− ∗
)

for u2
r or Prr (3.15)

−uzur
∂Uθ
∂r
− uθur

Uz
r
− uzur

(
Uθ
r

+ ∗
)

for uzuθ or Pzθ (3.16)

−urur
∂Uz
∂r

+ uzuθ
Uθ
r

+uzuθ

(
Uθ
r

+ ∗
)

for uzur or Pzr (3.17)

−urur
∂Uθ
∂r

+ uθuθ
Uθ
r
− urur

(
Uθ
r

+ ∗
)

+ uθuθ

(
Uθ
r

+ ∗
)

for uθur or Prθ (3.18)

The asterix (∗) denotes the wall rotation term Vw
Um

, which was added by Facciolo

(2006). However it was later seen that this term is unnecessary as regardless of wall

rotation, the instantaneous fluid flow settles in a non-inertial reference frame and

the addition of this term in low Ro flows gives a false impression of negative produc-

tion. See Section 2.7 for brief on the error in considering the Reynolds stress trans-

port equations as material frame indifferent. Terms which are not underlined were

deemed too small by some three dimensional boundary layer (3DTBL) researchers

and left out altogether (Poncet et al., 2014; Hadziabdic et al., 2013; Eggels, 1994).

In this research the terms are left as their contribution is seen to be significant.

One of the outcomes of this research has been that, for globally rotational turbulent

flows in cylindrical coordinates, all terms for Uθ should be in the rotational reference

frame. Uθ for laminar pipe flow is the same as solid body rotation. For the concentric

pipe with axial flow and one wall rotating, this creates Couette flow. Therefore

the Uθ values considered in the Reynolds stress transport equations, must be the

deviation of turbulent azimuthal velocity or turbulent Couette flow (quasi-parabolic

line) from the laminar flow (straight solid-body rotation line) or laminar Couette

flow. This effectively accounts for any Coriolis effect in the fluid that needs to be

considered in Equation 3.13 to Equation 3.18. Otherwise upon global rotation, the

full Coriolis force (not considered in Equation 3.10), is absorbed in A in Equation

3.11. See Orlandi and Ebstein (2000). The full TKE budget has not been reported

in the present research, but can be considered further in future.
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3.5 Flow angle and anisotropy quantification

Canonical rotational turbulent flows result in a two dimensionalising trend of oth-

erwise 3D turbulent flow - in the instantaneous sense. In the mean sense a 3DTBL

is seen where the direction of the mean velocity changes continuously in the wall

normal direction until it reaches the free-stream, a practical example being on the

swept wing. In contrast, in 2DTBL the direction of the mean flow is constant,

but in the instantaneous sense 3D turbulence is manifested, such as in canonical

channel and pipe flow. The current study has also attempted to observe quasi-two

dimensional flow emanating from a mean 3DTBL.

3DTBL’s can be pressure driven or shear driven. The former can be induced by

a spanwise pressure gradient (swept wing), or generated by a moving wall for the

latter. This is repeated again, as from the results of this research, some of the follow-

ing equations will need modifying, to consider this. Important baseline parameters

quantifying the orientation of the mean flow velocity, shear stress and strain rates,

are commonly given as,

γi = 0.5 tan−1 2vz ′vθ ′

vz ′2 − vθ ′2
, (3.19)

γs = tan−1 (Vθ − Vθw)

Vz
, (3.20)

γg = tan−1 ∂Vθ/∂r

∂Vz/∂r
, (3.21)

γτ = tan−1 vr
′vθ ′

vr ′vz ′
. (3.22)

These are respectively called, the intensity angle,(3.19), mean velocity angle (3.20),

mean velocity gradient angle (3.21), Reynolds shear stress angle (3.22). Refer to

flow angle sections of each chapter for illustrations of these.

In reference to flow angles, a difference in the ratio of RSS to strain rate is an indi-

cation of departure from isotropy as given by Littell and Eaton (1994) in Equation

2.3, and the measure of the inequality (anisotropy) Ne is given as in Equation 2.4.
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3.5.1 Energy partition parameter K∗

The energy partition parameter K used by Chung et al. (2002) and others (Lee et al.,

1990; Poncet et al., 2014) was introduced to investigate the energy distributions by

the curvature effects1 and is given as,

K∗ =
2v′z

2

v′r
2 + v′θ

2
(3.23)

It is worth noting that a comparable measure to K∗ in lower order, is the Rossby

number Ro = U/2Ωl. Where l is a variable like y or r in the K∗ plot.

3.5.2 Structure parameter a1

The structure parameter a1 is examined to evaluate the efficiency of eddies in pro-

ducing turbulent shear stresses for a given amount of turbulence energy. Schwarz

and Bradshaw (1994), describe a1 as a crude expression of the efficiency of eddies

in producing turbulent shear stress for a given amount of turbulent kinetic energy.

The form originally given by Townsend (1961) is,

a1 =
[vr ′vz ′

2
+ vr ′vθ ′

2
+ vz ′vθ ′

2
]1/2

v′r
2 + v′θ

2 + v′z
2

(3.24)

3.5.3 Anisotropy tensor

The structure parameter is a basic form (a zero rank tensor) of the anisotropy tensor,

bij . The anisotropy tensor bij is the normalisation of the Reynolds-stress anisotropy

aij = uiuj − 2
3kδij . As given by Lumley and Newman (1977) and elaborated on

by Lumley (1979); Choi and Lumley (2001); Pope (2003); Simonsen and Krogstad

(2005); Castro and Demuren (2017) among others bij is,

bij =
uiuj

q2
− δij

3
(3.25)

q2 = uiui = 2k (3.26)

The aniosotropy tensor can thus be expressed as a matrix (Pope (2003) Appendix

B) 2,

1Effect of departure from a flat/straight surface towards concave or convex surface
2A matrix is a numerical array and a tensor is a linear map of vector spaces to a field.
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uθuθ
2k −

1
3

 (3.27)

3.5.4 Anisotropy invariant maps

Lumley and Newman (1977), while investigating lag of strain rate and stress in

axisymmetric contraction and expansion, figured out that the invariants of the

anisotropic tensor (forming the isotropic boundaries of turbulence), roughly form

a triangle within which all realizable turbulence must lie. For a second order tensor

there are three principle invariants, the first invariant of bij is zero and together, the

second and third invariants are expressed as,

Ib = bii = trace(B) (3.28)

IIb = b2ij = bijbji =
1

2

[
(bii)

2 − bii]2
]

=
1

2

{
[trace(B)]2 − trace(B2)

}
(3.29)

IIIb = b3ij = bijbjkbki =
1

6
(bii)

2 − 1

2
biib

2
jj +

1

3
bii = det(B) (3.30)

Choi and Lumley (2001) reviewed the previous investigations and defined the isotropic

boundaries as,

F = 1 + 27III + 9II (3.31)

here F = 0 wherever turbulence is two-dimensional (Section 2.3) hence a linear

boundary, and

III = ±2

(
−II

3

)3/2

(3.32)

which signify curves of axisymmetric contraction(-ve) and expansion (+ve) (all re-

alizable turbulence lies within these bounds).

Alternatively given (Castro and Demuren, 2017), the basic Lumley triangle is an

anisotropy invariant map. It bounds all realistic turbulence, and is roughly a triangle
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formed by the two axisymmetric lines,

IIb =
3

2

(
4

3
|IIIb|

)2/3

(3.33)

and the straight line,

IIb =
2

9
+ 2IIIb (3.34)

Pope (2003) (section 11.3.2) and others (eg: Emory and Iaccarino (2014)), who find

it useful to provide a detailed view of the bottom isotropic corner use the coordinate

system (η, ξ) where,

ξ3 = III/2 (3.35)

and,

η2 = II/3 (3.36)

This anisotropy invariant map is usually called the turbulence triangle. This form

of the anisotropy invariant map is used in this dissertation.

3.6 The effective velocity

In a 3DTBL, where the flow orientation is constantly changing with distance from

the wall, it is convenient to calculate the effective friction velocity Vτ , due to the

action of the two velocity components Uz and Uθ,

Vτ =

√
ν

(∣∣∣∣∂Uθ∂r

∣∣∣∣
w

+

∣∣∣∣∂Uz∂r

∣∣∣∣
w

)
. (3.37)

For simplicity and to avoid working with complex numbers, effective wall shear stress

is alternatively solved as,

τweff = ν

√(∂Uθ
∂r

)2

w

+

(
∂Uz
∂r

)2

w

 . (3.38)
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Figure 3.14: Derivation of acceleration in curvilinear motion.

Resultant velocity is solve as,

|V | =
√
U2
z + U2

θCoriolis
, (3.39)

hence the semi-log wall velocity plot is V + = |V |/Vτ vs r+. Where r+ = rwVτ/ν.

Note here UθCoriolis , is mean azimuthal velocity in the rotational reference frame.

3.7 Dynamics of curvilinear motion

Just to recap on dynamics of curvilinear motion, whenever there is curvilinear mo-

tion there is tangential and radial component, likewise there will be centripetal

and possibly tangential acceleration. Figure 3.14 shows the derivation of this.

When there is uniform circular motion, only the first term at the end survives

so a = rθ̇2 = rω2, which is centripetal acceleration.
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Chapter 4

The rotating pipe

4.1 Introduction

The axially rotating pipe has attracted turbulence researchers because with in-

creased rotation1, either by wall shear or a Coriolis body force, there is resulting

quasi-relaminarisation of the flow and reduced skin friction Cf . Skin friction reduc-

tion has been a major inspiration for boundary layer research, no less in 3DTBL

research which are more replicative of natural flows. Essentially for high frequency

rotating pipes, axial flow tends towards a parabolic Poiseuille laminar profile where

U+ = y+ (in the semi-log scale). Hence a higher axial velocity U+ is obtained per

Reτ equivalent in the non-rotating pipe. The trade-off is in the input work of rota-

tion. Hence the overall mechanical advantage of this system is another matter for

consideration. Figure 4.1 shows the increase in U+ in the semi-log plot of axial flow

at ReD = 4900 and N = 2 using the two methods of rotation, by wall shear which

is wall tangential velocity and by Coriolis force. Validation plots from Orlandi and

Fatica (1997) are also shown.

Practically, similar flow conditions as that in the axially rotating pipe, exist in

cyclones and other phase separation devices, rotational heat exchangers, in turbo-

machinery, combustion receptacles and aeroacoustics. The aim of this chapter is to

introduce the research, study some of the foundational statistical analysis carried

out in recent previous studies, and further elaborate on findings that might have

previously been under-emphasized or missed entirely.

1Throughout the rest of this chapter and the next four chapters on the simulations carried out
in this research, any reference to rotation, means global rotation applied to the entire domain and
not to local vortical rotations or coordinate rotation etc., unless otherwise specified.
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Figure 4.1: Streamwise velocity, semi-log plot for the axially rotating pipe at rotating
rate N = 0 and N = 2.

4.2 Previous work on the rotating pipe

Early research revealing skin friction reduction in axially rotating pipes was con-

ducted in a experimental investigation by White (1964). Here, it is summarized

that at high rotational speeds there was reduction in hydraulic losses by up to 40%.

This discussion mentions that this was due to a reduction in radial flow from the

core to the walls and hence dissipation was reduced. White (1964) explains that this

is becuase when the pipe wall is rotated, angular momentum increases with radius

and there is stability. An early use of the theoretical mixing length model (Section

2.4) for laminar and turbulent flow in a rotating pipe was carried out by Kikuyama

et al. (1983). Their calculations showed that with increase in N the mixing length

decreased substantially to zero. Essentially the relaminarisation phenomena. They

corroborated this by experiments. Further confirmational experiments were per-

formed by Nishibori et al. (1987), but more focused on entrance region transitional

flow in an effort to see the relaminarisation transition process. Reich and Beer (1989)

continued the work of Kikuyama et al. (1983) with the mixing length model and con-

cluded that radial turbulence migration was suppressed in pipe flow with rotation.

Kitoh (1991) did experiments with swirling pipe flow where rotation was induced

by a swirl generator. Here the sectional flow was classified into wall, annular and

core zones. Flow at the wall was said to be predictable by classical mixing length
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models. For the annular region they suggested using RSM models (Section 2.4)

which could handle anisotropic turbulence. For the core region they suggest that

the flow is non-dissipative and it is here where the radial influence of rotation is

greatest.

Eggels (1994) carried out one of the first numerical investigations on flow in the ax-

ially rotating pipe. In chapter five of Eggels (1994) LES investigations were carried

out and compared with experimental results. They found that the eddy viscosity

model used in the subgrid scale was not appropriate for this type of flow and gave

incorrect results in the Reynolds stress transport budgets. Their mean flow plots for

velocity and fluctuations compared reasonably well with experimental results. Some

assessment of the accuracy of the rapid and return-to-isotropy parts of the pressure

strain model (Rij in Section 2.4) was also carried out2. In Eggels et al. (1994), they

also shared one of the earliest DNS investigations of non-rotational turbulent pipe

flow, here, ReD = 7000. Eggels (1994) point out that the difficulty in developing a

numerical application for handling turbulent pipe flow was the singularity encoun-

tered at r = 0 in cylindrical coordinates. They were able to work around this with

their finite volume method, by defining artificial radial velocity components at the

centreline by linearly interpolating values across the centreline. The limitation in

the time-step size near the centre was overcome by using combined implicit and

explicit discretisation schemes.

A DNS numerical scheme developed by Verzicco and Orlandi (1996) was further de-

veloped and used by Orlandi and Fatica (1997) to do one of the most comprehensive

DNS investigations into the rotating pipe to date. As with most following numeri-

cal studies of the rotating pipe, a lot of validation work in the present simulations

for the rotating pipe, have been attempted against the work of Orlandi and Fatica

(1997). In Verzicco and Orlandi (1996) they state that standard spectral methods

are well able to handle flows in Cartesian coordinates, and whilst being highly ac-

curate, cannot handle cylindrical coordinates. Thus Verzicco and Orlandi (1996)

use a finite difference scheme where viscous and advection terms were treated by a

second-order scheme and temporal discretisation is by third order Runge-Kutta with

viscous terms handled by the Crank-Nicolson scheme. They treat the singularity at

the centreline by introducing radial flux qr = r · vr on a staggered grid.

Orlandi and Fatica (1997) carried out DNS of flow at ReD = 4900 and at N = 0, 0.5,

1 and 2. They also observed almost complete relaminarisation (parabolic streamwise

2See Pope (2003) from 11.2 for a full analysis of pressure-strain and its importance in the closure
problem of modelling. Also Speziale et al. (2000) for its importance.
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profile) at N = 3. Their rotation is induced by an azimuthal Coriolis body force

which causes an azimuthal pressure gradient resulting in mean azimuthal velocity,

Vθ. Their pipe geometry contained at most, 1.57 × 106 gridpoints. The current

pipe simulations have 11.85 × 106 gridpoints, for a 20R length-equivalent and for

same Reτ . Wherever there has been deviation from the plots of Orlandi and Fatica

(1997), for the validation plots of the present simulations, the reasons have been

attributed to the difference in mesh resolution as well as the difference in the DNS

numerical method; essentially, second-order finite difference method for Orlandi

and Fatica (1997), versus the spectral element method of nek5000. Where there

are differences, attempts are made to further verify with other DNS or experimental

results.

Orlandi and Fatica (1997) noticed that with higher rotation, streamwise velocity

gradients reduced in line with the Taylor-Proudman theorem and the core region

of the pipe flow had very long timescales to acheive stationarity. As pipe length

was a concern, they did two-point correlation and said 20R was a good pipe length

for N = 2. They confirmed skin friction reduction with N . They showed mean

streamwise vorticity, ωz, had high clockwise magnitude towards the pipe core and

this increased with N but there was also a lower anticlockwise peak near the wall.

There were two zero crossing for the mean ωz. The first was very close to the wall

which they mention coincided with the transition of Vθ from linear to parabolic,

and the second in the region where ωz moved from anticlockwise to clockwise. The

latter crossing matched closely with the crossing of the streamwise, Uz profile, at

N = 0, with the parabolic line, 1− r2.

Orlandi and Fatica (1997) mention that the profile of Wθ, the calculated azimuthal

profile induced by wall rotation, does not exactly match with the theoretical fluid

solid body rotation profile, Wθ/Vθ0 = r2. They say this is because at the wall the

Vθ profile must go to zero with a zero slope. Also that with increasing N , the Wθ

profile matches more closely with the theoretical profile, but there remains a viscous

correction which is higher with reduced N .

Orlandi and Fatica (1997) show that with higher rotation the two RSS components,

which are zero in the non-rotating case, become similar in magnitude to v′rv
′
z. They

explain that high v′zv
′
θ near the wall is due to tilting of wall streaks. They mention

that the relation between the profiles of Wθ, v
′
θv
′
r and maximum centreline velocity

have growths that are not proportional to N and this is due to the deviation of Wθ

from theoretical, Wθ/Vθ0 = r2. This deviation prevents the linear profile of v′θv
′
r,

in the core region of the pipe from extending all the way to the wall in accordance
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with v′θv
′
r = νrN .

For a1, they found an increase near the wall, compared to the N = 0 case, primarily

due to a decrease in diagonal TKE and increase in off-diagonal RSS. They also

show plots of mean skewness and flatness for only v′r which they point out, is of

more significance. Here v′r towards the pipe centre was positive. The skewness

for v′r becomes less positive and more negative with rotation. The zero crossing

from positive to negative also draw closer to the wall with rotation. Flatness for v′r

increases with rotation as expected. They also do various near-wall contour plots

and joint probability density function plots. From this they conclude that drag

reduction is due to widening of wall streaks.

Following the work of Orlandi and Fatica (1997), Orlandi and Ebstein (2000) at-

tempt budgets of ReD = 4900 at some higher rotation rates: N = 0, 2, 5 and 10.

They point out that for better model development the region near the wall of a

3DTBL should be fully described, particularly the modelled terms of the Reynolds

stress transport budget. They first demonstrate semi-log plots of the diagonal and

off-diagonal RSS terms. They then carry out budgets for each term of the TKE

budgets as well as the enstrophy budgets.

Around the end of the last century there were fervent attempts at developing an ac-

curate turbulence model for what many regarded as one of the simplest 3DTBL that

could be formed, axial flow in the rotating pipe. Oberlack (1999) attempted to use

a previously developed Lie Group approach, to establish mathematical symmetries

in turbulent flow in the rotating pipe. Oberlack (1999) said finding symmetries are

useful in improving turbulence models. The concept is from mathematical topology

theory, and was earlier developed by Oberlack (1997) for detecting symmetries in

plane shear flows. The method is superior to classical approaches such as the Buck-

ingham Π theorem of dimensional analysis. Oberlack (1999) had only some success

in formulating an algebraic law for axial velocity which covered only 70% of the

interior flow of a rotating pipe.

Speziale et al. (2000) attempted to examine various models for flow in the rotating

pipe and concluded that eddy-viscosity models were not good and mentioned that

the quadratic pressure strain RSM model performed best particularly the Speziale-

Sarkar-Gatski (SSG) model. They had various suggestions for further work. Recent

work by Cloos (2017) did experiments on flow separation in the transient flow en-

trance region, in the rotating pipe, in an attempt to describe the flow analytically,

with the generalized Karmen momentum equation.
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Facciolo et al (Facciolo and Alfredsson, 2004; Facciolo, 2006; Facciolo et al., 2007;

Örlü and Alfredsson, 2008) and Castro and Demuren (2017) and Mullyadzhanov

et al. (2017a,b)) carried out experiments and DNS/ LES research on the rotating

pipe as a launching point to study swirling jet flows. Their rotating pipe findings

were validated with the previous work of Orlandi and Fatica (1997). Castro and

Demuren (2017) who carry out LES for rotating pipe flow did anisotropy invariant

maps and found that with increased rotation rates flow in the buffer layer moves

away from the one-component limit and flow in the midspan moves towards being

purely isotropic. They also find Reynolds number dependence, with increased Re the

return-to-isotropy is further away from the axisymmetric line. Castro and Demuren

(2017) used the Smagorinsky eddy viscosity model for the subgrid scale (SGS), which

is unreliable for 3DTBL (Section 2.5.2).

Nygard and Andersson (2010) carry out DNS of swirling pipe flow, establishing the

3DTBL by an azimuthal body force which sets up an azimuthal pressure gradient
dP
dθ (r) = S. This swirl induction is confined to the near wall region. This research

is prior to the 3DTBL in the channel by Holstad et al. (2012), hence they present

similar tilted streak as in Figure 2.5. Despite their form of swirl being slightly

different, the only additional information to Orlandi and Fatica (1997), is that tilted

streaks alone do not seem to be sufficient to reduce drag as their lower swirl case

increased drag whilst their high swirl case reduced it. They also mention that in the

drag-reducing case there was a prominent reduction in streak length and increase in

distance between streaks.

Ould-Rouiss et al. (2010) investigate heat transfer in the rotating pipe by DNS at

axial ReD = 5500 and N = 0, 1 and 3. They also use LES for N at higher rotation

rates. They have a more expansive DNS dataset for intermediate N , i.e. N = 0.5.

These have been made available to the present research, via Mullyadzhanov et al.

(2017b). Ould-Rouiss et al. (2010) have a similar numerical set up to that of Orlandi

and Fatica (1997), however their wall boundary condition has a uniform heat flux.

They essentially confirm the results of Orlandi and Fatica (1997) and also discuss

a reduction in heat transfer caused by reduced turbulence with rotation. They use

4.28 × 106 grid points in their rotating pipe, compared with 8.89 × 106 gridpoints

used in the 15R length-equivalent for the present simulation.

4.2.1 Laminar pipe flow with rotation

Speziale et al. (2000) mentioned that the laminar pipe flow under rotation is iden-

tical to its non-rotating counterpart. They say this becuase with rotation the flow
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remains largely unidirectional over short lengths, with a consistent parabolic veloc-

ity profile. However Kikuyama et al. (1983) had earlier observed instability in the

laminar pipe with rotation and formulated a modified mixing length 3, based on

rotational Reynolds number Reω, to cater for this. Despite laminar rotating pipe

research seeming somewhat trivial, Miranda-Barea et al. (2015) carry out extensive

experiments on the laminar rotating pipe flow. Their experiments were conducted

on a pipe longer than 40R, and rotated as defined by a swirl parameter L = ΩD
4U

(inverse Rossby number). They observe conical and spiral patterns at L = 1 and

L = 5.25 that are within and past the entrance region respectively, and are due to

hydrodynamic instabilities. This is comparable to the results obtained in current

preliminary work and explains the difference between the numerical results for lam-

inar flow at Ω = 2 and 50R long and a previous short pipe at 10R, which saw no

instability, hence the importance of sufficient pipe length as a boundary condition.

Miranda-Barea et al. (2015) ultimately reported wavelengths, frequencies and un-

stable helical filaments wrapped around the axis, with rotation of laminar pipe flow.

Figure 4.2 shows a comparison of preliminary numerical simulations carried out in

the present research, to a laminar rotating pipe experiment of Miranda-Barea et al.

(2015).

Figure 4.2: Current comparison (left), with Miranda-Barea et al. (2015) (right) on
laminar rotating pipe flow.

Very recently and similar to the current research, Brehm et al. (2019) used nek5000

to do DNS simulations of the axially rotating pipe in the rotating reference frame at

three ReD; 5300, 11700 and 19000, and at N = 0, 0.5, 1 and 3. They found that for

increased ReD there was a bigger drop in Reτ with N . They also demonstrated plots

for TKE, diagonal RSS components, dissipation and production. They also carried

out plots for the principle values and axes of the Reynolds stress tensor, σ1. These

last plots indicated significant altering of σ1 and their orientation with rotation.

These recent findings use new statistical analysis to confirm previous findings about

relaminarisation with pipe rotation.

3Equation 32 of Kikuyama et al. (1983).
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In the plots of Brehm et al. (2019) they indicate zero azimuthal velocity for the

laminar pipe with rotation. Since in their simulation, rotation has been imposed by

the Coriolis body force, this would indicate that although the flow is under global

rotation the fluid is irrotational. If transformed to the inertial reference frame,

this would imply that in laminar pipe flow under wall rotation, the azimuthal ve-

locity would be under solid body (irrotational) rotation (confirmed in Davis et al.

(2020)). Given that hydrodynamic instability has been observed, consider the fol-

lowing thought experiment. The flow is under global rotation, and therefore it must

have centripetal force. At higher rotation rates, this inward centripetal force must

be high enough to overcome viscous forces and inward velocity must ensue. How-

ever because of continuity, there must be a compensating outward velocity which

is centrifugal. Ekman pumping occurs, resulting in a meridional vortice (see Ap-

pendix B). Since at different points on the length of the pipe the radial velocity is in

opposing directions, together with a consistent forward linear momentum, opposing

rotational directions and angular momenta are generated which compete gyroscopi-

cally, resulting in flow deformation, in the form of helical filaments wrapped around

the axis. This can only be observed over a long enough pipe, with stationary flow,

where meridional vortices are able to be established above some Reω.

4.3 Rotating pipe results

4.3.1 Pipe flow validation

When carrying out DNS research, a primary essential step is to carry out flow

validation. Therefore this section details this. As mentioned the current work has

been closely compared with the work of Orlandi and Fatica (1997). Differences in

plots are explained as being due to the difference in the number of grid points and

the DNS methods used. Ould-Rouiss et al. (2010) have a more similar number of

grid points to that of the current research and have comparable data available for

N = 0, 0.5 and 1. The mean streamwise velocity plot for the current work is shown

in Figure 4.3. The plots for N = 0 and N = 2 coincide exactly with that of Orlandi

and Fatica (1997). The intermediate plots of N = 0.5 and N = 1 do not exactly

match that of Orlandi and Fatica (1997), but are closer to that of Ould-Rouiss et al.

(2010). As pointed out by Orlandi and Fatica (1997), when rotation is applied a

very long computational time is required to attain the statistically stationary state.

Indeed, in the current research it has been observed that the flow development

needs sufficient time to evolve from the inertial (laboratory) reference frame to a

fully rotational reference frame.
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Figure 4.3: Streamwise velocity for the axially rotating pipe at rotating rate N = 0,
0.5, 1 and N = 2.

This is obvious for the wall rotation method, where rotation is done in the inertial

reference frame (by wall rotation). For the higher rotation rate of N = 2 the tran-

sient flow first becomes fully laminar before breaking down into its steady turbulent

state at around time t = 200R/Um, where the turbulent structures are larger and

more coalesced. This coalescence increases with rotational frequency. With rotation,

the mean streamwise profile approaches that of the parabolic profile.

There is no apparent mean radial profile, and this is in line with the continuity

equation. Primarily because there is no source or sink for radial velocity and hence

must cancel out. At N = 0 this also applies to azimuthal velocity. However when

there is rotation, mean azimuthal velocity is sustained around the radial annulli.

Figure 4.4 shows the azimuthal velocity plots given in the inertial reference frame.

In the current research results, only the N = 2 case was rotated via wall rotation

in the inertial reference frame. However the azimuthal mean velocity for the other

rotation rates done by Coriolis rotation (shown in Figure 4.5) can be transformed

to the inertial reference frame coordinate basis by adding the component for linear

tangential velocity in solid body rotation (Ωr), which is the straight diagonal line

in Figure 4.4. This line is also the profile for rotational pipe flow which is laminar

(Brehm et al., 2019; Davis et al., 2020). This is essentially the tangential (azimuthal

velocity) relation to radius, where Vθ = Ωr (or ωr). The inverse transform can be
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Figure 4.4: Wθ velocity profile for the axially rotating pipe at rotating rate N = 0,
0.5, 1 and N = 2.

done by removing this quantity (straight line) from the mean azimuthal velocity

plots in the inertial reference frame to give the mean azimuthal velocity plots in the

rotational reference frame, given in Figure 4.5. Following Orlandi and Fatica (1997),

the azimuthal profile in the inertial reference frame is here denoted Wθ (Figure 4.4)

and the azimuthal profile in the rotating reference frame is denoted Vθ (Figure 4.5).

Wθ is normalized by dividing by the rotation rate N which is the same as Ω angular

velocity at the wall and radius at the wall, R = 1. This is the same as rotation

applied to the pipe jet, discussed in Chapter 7, Section 7.4.

The parabolic plot given as theoretical r2 in Figure 4.4 is the mean azimuthal ve-

locity profile of a fluid in solid body rotation, and is a consequence of the decrease

in centripetal acceleration (a = rΩ2) as one moves from the rotating wall where tan-

gential or azimuthal velocity is maximum at R = 1 to the centre where it decreases4.

This calculation does not consider the effects of turbulence and particularly the im-

portance of viscosity in turbulence closer towards the wall. In Figure 4.4 the plots

do not match with the plots of Orlandi and Fatica (1997). However the plots match

closely with the data of Ould-Rouiss et al. (2010) for N = 0.5 and N = 1. Unlike

Orlandi and Fatica (1997), with increased rotation the profile moves away from the

4See Orlandi and Fatica (1997) or helpful websites on fluids in rigid body motion, such as,
https://www.me.psu.edu/cimbala/Learning/Fluid/Rigid body/rigid body.htm, for further guid-
ance.
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Figure 4.5: Vθ velocity profile for the axially rotating pipe at rotating rate N = 0,
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theoretical curve of r2 and towards solid body rotation (Ωr) but the viscous effects

of turbulence are reduced and hence the profile tends towards being more parabolic.

In the low rotation rates, the curve is closer to the theoretical r2 but near the wall

is further away due to lower turbulence and higher viscous effects. This confirms

the findings of Mullyadzhanov et al. (2017a).

Because there is already major deviation in the plot of Wθ from Orlandi and Fatica

(1997) in Figure 4.4, and the plots match more closely with the data of Ould-Rouiss

et al. (2010), the data of Vθ is only compared with the DNS data of Ould-Rouiss et al.

(2010), shown in Figure 4.5 for the rotation rate cases N = 0.5 and N = 1. There is

very close comparison. Rotation by slip wall for the N = 2 case, is compared to the

rotation by Coriolis in the rotational reference frame and the plots agree precisely.

The virms data from Ould-Rouiss et al. (2010), in wall units, obtained from the

authors of Mullyadzhanov et al. (2017a), is plotted against the current results and

there is generally good agreement for all cases. For the N = 0 case a comparison is

made with the nek5000 obtained DNS data of Wang (2017). This data from Wang

(2017) was obtained using polynomial order N = 9. In comparing with the current

N = 0 pipe data at same axial Reτ = 180 but at N = 7, there is exact coincidence of

the plots. Hence this check essentially also serves as a grid sensitivity check for this

pipe mesh. For the N = 0 case, only the plot for v′z,rms for Ould-Rouiss et al. (2010)
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Figure 4.6: v′i rms velocity profile for the axially rotating pipe at rotating rate N = 0.

deviates slightly at mid pipe-radius. This persists for the N = 0.5 case, however at

N = 1 there is good coincidence. Presumably this is becuase turbulence has been

reduced and the mesh of Ould-Rouiss et al. (2010) is now sufficiently resolved.

Having carried out these validation plots further results are confined to only the

current research, the plots are only compared with those in the plots of Orlandi and

Fatica (1997) and others. However these plots are not overlaid onto further current

results (except Figure 4.48).

4.3.2 Mean and instantaneous vorticity results

The plots for mean streamwise vorticity compare well with that of Orlandi and Fat-

ica (1997), as shown in Figure 4.10. In the findings of Orlandi and Fatica (1997)

a comparison is made between the two zero-crossings of the mean streamwise az-

imuthal vorticity and other plots. The first zero-crossing is compared with the

transition of Vθ near the wall, from linear to parabloic. This is shown in Figure

4.5. The second zero-crossing in the region where ωz moved from anti-clockwise

to clockwise was similar to the streamwise velocity plots, point of intersection, as

shown in Figure 4.3. This is again found to be the case.

Given that ωz = (∂vr∂θ −
∂vθ
∂r ), and because there is only small mean radial velocity

gradient in the azimuthal direction, streamwise vorticity is essentially the negative
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of the azimuthal strain rate across the radius. This is shown as an inset in Figure

4.10. Although it can be seen that the plots of Figure 4.10 are not exactly mirror

reflective about ωz = 0, and therefore ∂vr
∂θ must have some value - indicative of

helical/ spiralling flow.

Figures 4.11 to 4.13 show instantaneous streamwise vorticity in the spanwise plane.

They indicate that radial clustering of streamwise vortices occurs with increased

rotation, this becomes more obvious when considering azimuthal vorticity below,

which is rotationally invariant. Here the relevance to the study of uniform momen-

tum zones is mentioned. The vector field has been included for the instantaneous

streamwise vorticity and it can be seen here that there is an overall instantaneous

anticlockwise (positive) vorticity which is prominent near the wall. This is even

in the non-rotating, N = 0 case. The figures are also indicative of prominence of

clockwise streamwise vorticity in the core. The contrast in rotational orientation

becomes more apparent with increased rotation. In Figure 4.14, the streamwise

vorticity is given in the streamwise plane. The vorticity limits are constrained here

to −10 ≤ ωz ≤ 10.
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Figure 4.10: Mean streamwise vorticity profile. Inset is the azimuthal strain rate
profile.

Recalling that streamwise vorticity largely consists of the azimuthal strain rate, gives

the difference in colouration of the N = 2 rotation rate case by wall rotation, to that

of the N = 2 rotation rate case by Coriolis rotation. This is because the azimuthal

velocity occurs in different reference frames for the two cases. The general picture

is that with rotation there is less radial disruption in streamwise vorticity.

Figure 4.15 shows the mean azimuthal vorticity profile across the radius. In the

inset the mean streamwise strain rate is shown, which is exactly the same. This

coincidence is quite logical as ωθ = (∂vz∂r −
∂vr
∂z ), and here the second term on the

Figure 4.11: Streamwise vorticity for N = 0 and N = 0.5.
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Figure 4.12: Streamwise vorticity for N = 1 and N = 2 by Coriolis rotation.

Figure 4.13: Streamwise vorticity for N = 2 by wall rotation.

Figure 4.14: Streamwise vorticity in the streamwise plane, from N = 0 at top to
N = 2 by wall rotation at bottom. All streamwise vorticity limits −10 ≤ ωz ≤ 10.
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right must be zero because of continuity. This is an elementary demonstration

that azimuthal vorticity is wholly dependant on streamwise strain rate which is

rotationally invariant. Here there is no negative component of the mean azimuthal

vorticity. There is a prominence of high magnitude anticlockwise (+ve) azimuthal

vorticity near the wall, which is higher for the non-rotating case. Upon rotation the

azimuthal vorticity drops at the wall but gets higher towards the core with rotation.

Since this is the gradient of Figure 4.3, this shows the trend of those profiles toward

laminar parabolic. Generally there is a reduction in the profile integrals (area under

curves). Per Lin (1955) flow stability increases with a decrease in inflexion points

(gradients) in the velocity profile.

This positive-only trend for azimuthal vorticity can also be seen in the spanwise

instantaneous azimuthal vorticity snapshots shown from Figure 4.16 to 4.18. In

all rotation rate cases the high magnitude anticlockwise azimuthal vorticity at the

wall is consistent. This tapers off towards zero in the pipe core. Again, like in the

instantaneous ωz snapshots, there is radial segregation which indicates the formation

of order in the turbulence. From literature reviews in Section 4.2, this behaviour

is termed relaminarisation and is accompanied by skin friction reduction. Despite

this, below (from Section 4.3.4) turbulence fluctuations are seen to increase with

rotation. The flow becomes more turbulent with rotation, and yet is now more
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ordered.

In higher Reτ flows, the high streamwise gradients, and positive azimuthal vorticity,

manifests as hairpin vortices in the turbulent boundary layer (Adrian et al., 2000).

Manipulation of hairpin vortices have been given practical utility by Yang et al.

(2001). Wu and Christensen (2006) investigate population trends of anticlockwise

(prograde) and clockwise (retrograde) vortices in wall turbulence at high Reτ ≥ 500

and find that the phenomenon is also Re dependent and that negative azimuthal

vorticity only start to appear in the flow at higher Reτ . Chen et al. (2019) and

Chen et al. (2020) who use nek5000 for DNS of turbulent pipe flow at Reτ = 500,

also observe high magnitude azimuthal vorticity at the wall. Towards the pipe core

Chen et al. (2020) relate high magnitude positive azimuthal vorticity with uniform

momentum zone (UMZ) interfaces, which have been observed in turbulent flow. It

should be noted that at this Reτ they also find stronger negative azimuthal vorticity

in the flow. The streamwise strain rate and by implication azimuthal vorticity,

for the non-rotating pipe, such as that given in Figure 4.15, will be pushed closer

towards the zero horizontal line with increased streamwise Reτ . Hence there would

be a greater probability for negative azimuthal vorticity with increased Reτ (Wu and

Christensen, 2006). Apparently this tendency is reduced with pipe rotation where

there is a greater magnitude of positive azimuthal vorticity towards the pipe core,

as seen in Figure 4.15. This trend coincides with the high magnitude of negative

azimuthal velocity in the rotating reference frame, in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.16: Azimuthal vorticity for N = 0 and N = 0.5.The minimum vorticity is
zero (blue and the maximum is unconstrained (brown) - same for ensuing Figures.

Figure 4.17: Azimuthal vorticity for N = 1 and N = 2 by Coriolis rotation.

Figure 4.19 shows the instantaneous azimuthal vorticity in the streamwise plane,

which shows clearly defined long coherent trains of azimuthal vorticity, at high

rotation rates, seen from the spanwise sections. From Chen et al. (2020) it would

seem that the meandering and contortion of the UMZ interfaces are straightened out,

and the UMZs become more clearly defined with axial rotation. This straightening-

out effect from the non-rotating case to the high rotating rate case is well worth

further study.

4.3.3 Mean and instantaneous λ2 results

Taking the symmetric strain rate part S and antisymmetric vorticity part Ω, of

the velocity gradient tensor of the flow field, and taking the three eigenvalues of

S2 + Ω2 such that, λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3, for every λ2 < 0 (implying that λ3 < 0), is a

point in a coherent structure as defined by Jeong and Hussain (1995). Otherwise

popularly known as the λ2 vortex identification criterion (see also Haller (2004)).
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Figure 4.18: Azimuthal vorticity for N = 2 by wall rotation.

Figure 4.19: Azimuthal vorticity from N = 0 at top to N = 2 by wall rotation at
bottom. All azimuthal vorticity limits 0 ≤ ωθ ≤ 10.
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Figure 4.20: Mean λ2 in the pipe.

In nek5000 the subroutine for calculating this has been used to visualize turbulent

coherent structures in the pipe with rotation, and in ensuing research work. In the

pipe, first, the mean value for λ2 has been determined. In Figure 4.20 it can be

seen that with rotation the mean values in the rotating reference frame delve into

the negative realm in the core region. The scale (datum) here is understood to be

different from that used to calculate the instantaneous λ2 isosurfaces in nek5000.

An examination of the λ2 contours in the 3D instantaneous flow field, in Figures

4.21 to 4.25, very clearly show the coalescing of turbulent structures with rotation.

The λ2 contours are coloured by streamwise velocity, and show in pairs; the upper

figure shows the pipe mid-section (−20R ≤ z/R ≤ −10R), 3D λ2 contours, and

the lower shows a half streamwise section with a much larger contour level (one

order of magnitude higher). It can been seen that in the non-rotating pipe there

is greater distinction in coherency and turbulent structure filaments, and that this

distinction decreases with rotation. Sustained elongated eddies also become more

apparent with rotation. In these figures, as with all other 3D pipe images flow is

from left to right and the positive anticlockwise wall rotation is according to the

right hand rule, therefore up around the back of the curvature of the pipe.
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Figure 4.21: λ2 for N = 0 external and internal view with increased contours.
Colour is streamwise velocity.

Figure 4.22: λ2 for N = 0.5 external and internal view with increased contours.
Colour is streamwise velocity.
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Figure 4.23: λ2 for N = 1 external and internal view with increased contours.
Colour is streamwise velocity.

Figure 4.24: λ2 for N = 2 by Coriolis rotation, external and internal view with
increased contours. Colour is streamwise velocity.
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Figure 4.25: λ2 for N = 2 by wall rotation, external and internal view with increased
contours. Colour is streamwise velocity.

4.3.4 Mean and instantaneous velocity fluctuations

Previously the velocity fluctuations in rms plots were carried out in wall units for

the purpose of flow validation. In Figures 4.26, 4.28 and 4.30 these are shown again

without normalization by uτ . In this form the profiles show close similarity with

that of Orlandi and Fatica (1997)5. It can be seen that for all three components

turbulence increases with rotation. Only streamwise velocity fluctuations near the

wall decrease with rotation while increasing elsewhere.

Figure 4.26 shows mean streamwise velocity fluctuation rms plots. Figure 4.27

shows the instantaneous streamwise velocity fluctuations in the streamwise plane.

There is clear radial segregation and two-dimensionalising of the streamwise turbu-

lence.

The instantaneous radial fluctuations in the streamwise plane are shown in Figure

4.29. Here the radial segregation seen in the other two components is not so appar-

ent. Rather there is a streamwise clumping together of positive and negative radial

velocity fluctuations.

5The plots for Orlandi and Fatica (1997) are not shown superimposed as their plots have been
normalized by UCL, hence the ordinate scaling is different. However as mentioned the profile shape
is the same. It is not intended to show normalised plots here.
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Figure 4.26: Mean streamwise velocity rms.

Figure 4.27: Streamwise velocity fluctuations from N = 0 at top to N = 2 by wall
rotation at bottom. All streamwise velocity limits −0.4 ≤ vz ≤ 0.4.
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Figure 4.28: Mean radial velocity rms.

Figure 4.29: Radial velocity fluctuations from N = 0 at top to N = 2 by wall
rotation at bottom. All radial velocity limits −0.3 ≤ vr ≤ 0.3.
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Figure 4.30: Mean azimuthal velocity rms.

The instantaneous azimuthal velocity fluctuations show a tendency to elongated

radial segregation of fluctuations. However this is not as much as the instantaneous

streamwise fluctuations. For the rotating pipe cases there is anticlockwise rotation,

which may restrict any counter-oriented fluctuations as there is a mean quantity,

which is orientated in the anticlockwise direction when in the inertial reference

frame, or in the clockwise direction when in the rotational reference frame, i.e.

Coriolis rotation.

For the non-rotating case whilst there is no such tendency for bias of azimuthal

velocity fluctuations, Figure 4.47, indicates there is a dominant positive (outward

centrifugal) radial velocity at the wall. From above discussions on azimuthal vor-

ticity, it has been observed that there is dominant positive (anticlockwise) vorticity

in both the mean and instantaneous sense, at the wall, at this low Reτ ≤ 180.

This uni-directional vorticity possesses angular momentum, tangentially around the

azimuth, in the anticlockwise direction. One can only presume that this angular

momentum contributes to the radial fluctuating velocity in the instantaneous flow

field to be skewed to positive (directed inward in centripetal acceleration) near the

wall; i.e. it results in an instantaneous rotational reference frame. This instanta-

neous rotational reference frame is not observable in single order mean quantities.

This phenomena in v′r skewness can also be observed in the channel (Kim et al.,

1987), and generally this can be attributed to ejections encountered in wall turbu-
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Figure 4.31: Azimuthal velocity fluctuations from N = 0 at top to N = 2 by wall
rotation at bottom. All radial velocity limits −0.3 ≤ vθ ≤ 0.3.

lence, and together with the high streamwise gradients results in, unidirectionally

oriented, spanwise anticlockwise azimuthal vorticity at the wall. However for the

pipe, this unidirectional vorticity is globally oriented anticlockwise at the concave

pipe wall, hence is termed a rotational tendency.

4.3.5 Mean Reynolds shear stress and TKE

Figures 4.32, 4.33 and 4.34, show the three Reynolds shear stress component cases

- the off-diagonal (antisymmetric) components of the Reynolds stress tensor. Here

the plots are normalized by uτ in wall units so as to compare with the plots of

Orlandi and Fatica (1997), and there is good comparison for all cases. The plots

for Orlandi and Fatica (1997) are not superimposed here to avoid cluttering the

plots - validation has already been done in Section 4.3.1. In Figure 4.32, the RSS

which exists in the 2DTBL non-rotating pipe, vrvz
+, moves away from the diagonal

line of total shear stress −vrvz+ + ν ∂Uz∂r , with rotation. In Figure 4.32 total shear

stress is only calculated for the two extreme cases of N = 0 and N = 2 in Coriolis

rotation. The move away from the diagonal is due to the influence of rotation, as

can be seen in the central downward bulge in profiles, which coincide with the Vθ

profile of Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.32: Reynolds shear stress v′rv
′
z

+.

In the spanwise plane vrvθ (Figure 4.33) consistently increases with rotation. To-

wards the core Orlandi and Fatica (1997) have pointed out that the increase in this

RSS is proportional to νrN , and that at the wall there is deviation due to the vis-

cous and turbulent effects on the isobars of laminar/static fluid, rigid body rotation.

In the azimuthal plane vzvθ (Figure 4.34), is high near the wall indicating near-wall

streak deformation - shortening and thickening, due to the general coalescing ac-

tion produced by rotation. Figure 4.35 shows the near-wall streaks in v′z (velocity

fluctuations) on a unwrapped hemispherical portion of the nonrotating, and N = 2

rotation case under Coriolis rotation. The same hemisphere is shown with v′r fluc-

tuations in Figure 4.29. Orlandi and Fatica (1997) have shown that such widening

of wall streaks results in drag reduction in the pipe under axial rotation. This is the

quasi-relaminarisation phenomenon.

The half sum of the diagonal RSS components (the v′ii variances) gives the TKE

which is shown in Figure 4.37. It can be seen that while there is a general decrease in

TKE production (Figure 4.43), with rotation there is still higher TKE with rotation.

This possibly indicates disruption to the energy cascade.

The structure parameter in Figure 4.38 is higher near the wall consistent with Or-

landi and Fatica (1997) but as with other 3DTBL (Johnston and Flack, 1990) de-
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Figure 4.33: Reynolds shear stress v′rv
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Figure 4.34: Reynolds shear stress v′zv
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+.
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Figure 4.35: Streamwise velocity wall streaks at y+ = 5 for N = 0 (left) and N = 2
by Coriolis rotation.

Figure 4.36: Radial velocity fluctuations for the pipe at y+ = 5 for N = 2 by Coriolis
rotation.
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Figure 4.37: TKE for the pipe, normalized by u2
τ (k+).
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Figure 4.38: Structure parameter a1, for the pipe.

creases below the 2DTBL case at its familiar peak, at 0.15. Obviously the efficiency

of eddies to produce shear stress from the given TKE is greatly reduced towards the

pipe core, therefore the usual TKE sink is reduced (i.e. dissipation).

The energy partition parameter decreases with rotation number. From the literature

review this is not so useful unless examining the effect of curvature on turbulence.

However K∗ (Section 3.5.1) is comparable to the Rossby number which similarly

decreases with increased rotation, but consistent streamwise flow velocity. In Figure

4.39 it is apparent that K∗ for N = 2 is less than one in the pipe core region, and

it is also in this region where two-dimensionalisation and radial segregation of flow

structures is greatest.

The most significant normal production term is the streamwise production given in

Figure 4.40. The other two production components for radial and azimuthal, whilst

an order of magnitude smaller, increase in magnitude with rotation and as can be

seen in Figures 4.41 and 4.42, also have significant negative components, towards the

core for the radial TKE production, and nearer to the wall for the azimuthal kinetic

energy production. This negativity drags the total TKE production (Figure 4.43)

down lower than the streamwise production. The most significant RSS production

term is as shown in Figure 4.44, which is all positive. All three RSS production

terms increase with rotation.
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Figure 4.39: Energy partition parameter K∗, for the pipe.

The importance of these finding is that, in previous work (Section 4.2) quasi-

relaminarisation occurs with rotation and there is an accompanying skin friction

reduction. Here we see that there is an increase in the production of turbulent

kinetic energy (Figure 4.43), the TKE content of the flow (Figure 4.37), and the

production of turbulent Reynolds shear stresses (Figures 4.44 to 4.46). But this

increase in turbulence statistics is still accompanied by the expected tendency of

the axial velocity profile to parabolic (Figure 4.3) and shifting of the semi-log plot

for axial velocity up towards U+ = y+ (Figure 4.1), which are the hallmarks of

relaminarisation. Furthermore Table 4.1 below and the associated passage details

that there is skin friction reduction with rotation. The significance of this is either,

the traditional turbulence energy cascade is no longer in equilibrium or there is some

order imposed in the turbulence field, brought about by global rotation.

4.3.6 Skewness and kurtosis

In the opening remarks of White (1964), stability in the flow due to rotation occurs

when angular momentum increases with radius, such as that which occurs in the

rotating pipe. In this situation the balnce between centrifugal (rotating reference

frame) and centripetal (inertial reference frame) forces occurs and hence radial mo-

tions are suppressed. Whilst there is no net mean radial flow due to the restriction

of the continuity equation, it is possible, via v′r skewness, to examine where in the
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Figure 4.40: Pzz production for the pipe.
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Figure 4.41: Prr production for the pipe.
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Figure 4.42: Pθθ production for the pipe.
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Figure 4.43: TKE production for the pipe.
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Figure 4.44: Pzr production for the pipe.
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Figure 4.45: Pzθ production for the pipe.
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Figure 4.46: Prθ production for the pipe.

pipe section is the strength of inward (centripetal) flow more dominant.

To further ascertain the dominance of positive or negative contributions to the radial

velocity fluctuations, plots for this skewness are done in Figure 4.47. At the highest

rotation rate N = 2, the zero crossing coincides with the peak Vθ in the rotational

reference frame (Figure4.5). To the right of this (towards the core), there is high

positive radial skewness. To the left is high negative radial skewness. Essentially

the zero crossing of the radial skewness has become a reference basis, so the negative

radial skewness to the right is not outwards dominated, but rather decreasing from a

peak in a frame of reference similar to the rotational reference frame of the azimuthal

velocity. For the N = 0 case the dominant positive azimuthal vorticity near the wall

results in a similar rotational tendency although there is no actual rotation. This

is manifested by a now familiar high positive radial skewness. For the intermediate,

N = 0.5 case the weaker rotation centred at mid-radius tries to overcome this near-

wall rotational tendency but doesn’t quite manage. For the N = 1 case, although

the near wall rotational skewness has been overcome, it remains in competition,

with the Coriolis rotation centred at mid-radius unable to dominate as yet. For

the N = 2 case the rotational centre has moved midway towards the core and

the positive inwards centripetal velocity is dominant from this point. The radial

kurtosis is shown in Figure 4.48. Here the N = 0 case of Eggels et al 1994, taken

from Orlandi and Fatica (1997), is also included. Orlandi and Fatica (1997) have
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Figure 4.47: Radial skewness in the pipe with rotation.

said that the increase of radial kurtosis at y = 0.2 indicates a narrow near-wall

region of large fluctuations and a large core region of small fluctuations, the large

fluctuation region gets closer to wall (smaller) with increased rotation.

4.3.7 Flow orientation angles and resultant velocity

The flow angles commonly given for any 3DTBL are all calculated here and plotted

in Figures 4.50 to 4.53. The angles in the vertical axis are in degrees (◦) and distance

from the wall in wall units is given on the horizontal axis. In Figure 4.49 the flow

orientation is calculated and given. Since the rotation method shown is only by

Coriolis body force and Wθw = 0, Equation 3.20 is modified as γs = tan−1 Vθ/Vz.

This modification gives the true resultant flow orientation all across the pipe radius.

Figure 4.49 clearly shows that the flow orientation at the wall is zero and therefore

is purely streamwise. As such wall streaks, whilst deformed, cannot be tilted, as

also shown in Figure 4.35. In the research of Nygard and Andersson (2010), tilted

streaks are encountered because the azimuthal pressure gradient, responsible for the

rotational reference frame, is imposed in the region which is 10% radially from the

wall. It is presumed that by imposing this type of rotation, tilted wall streaks were

being sought.
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Figure 4.48: Radial kurtosis in the pipe with rotation.
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Figure 4.49: Mean velocity angle γs for pipe flow orienetation.
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Figure 4.50: Intensity angle γi for pipe flow orientation.

In Figure 4.50 the intensity angle is given, where there is a major deviation from

the axial direction, near the wall. This deviation increases with rotation.

The lag in γg and γτ has been given as a criterion in Equation 2.5. When > 10◦,

eddy viscosity cannot be used. Figure 4.53 shows that in the region of y+ = 40, lag

exceeds 10◦ even for the lowest case of N = 0.5. As such it will be very difficult to

fully model these types of flows.

The calculation for effective velocity V and V + per Equations 3.37 and 3.39, are

made and plotted in Figure 4.54 and 4.55 respectively. Here Uθw = 0, as the

simulations are either already in the rotating reference frame, or for the wall rotation

case, has had its linear solid body component removed.

In Figure 4.54, the plots of purely streamwise mean velocity U are shown alongside

V . There is very little deviation of V from streamwise mean velocity U . As such the

effective friction velocity Vτ , is very similar to uτ . There is a slight increase in Vτ

with rotation due to the influence of the azimuthal component. The corresponding

effective coefficient of skin friction (Cf ) has dropped slight for all rotating cases.

Where Cf = u2τ
1/2U2

m
. Here, uτ is replaced by Vτ to get the effective skin friction

coefficient, which is the Cf of the resultant flow, in its resultant orientation. Um is

mean velocity (unity). Table 4.1 compares uτ and Vτ , as well as Cf in the streamwise

as well as in the resultant flow orientation.
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Figure 4.51: Mean velocity gradient angle γg for pipe flow orientation.
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Figure 4.52: Reynolds shear stress angle γτ for pipe flow orientation.
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Figure 4.53: Shear stress and strain lag γg − γτ for pipe flow orientation.
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Figure 4.54: Effective velocity magnitude V for pipe.
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Table 4.1: Skin friction, effective skin friction, Cf and effective Cf for the pipe.

N ReD uτ ×10−2 Vτ ×10−2 axial Cf ×10−2 effective Cf ×10−2

0 5300 6.83365 - 1.14326 -

0.5 5300 6.31244 6.26260 0.965996 0.94812

1 5300 6.37167 6.35600 0.96070 0.94684

2 (C) 4900 6.56566 6.60801 0.98423 0.97402

2 (sw) 4900 6.54087 6.58488 0.97789 0.96730

4.3.8 Anisotropy invariant maps

It should also be pointed out that whilst there are clear effects of rotation, the lowest

Rossby number obtained in all these cases, would be in the N = 2 rotation rate case

and would only be around, Ro = Umax/|Vθmin| ≈ 1.5/0.3 = 5. Since this is a long

way from unity the linear effects on rotational turbulence as earlier described, are

not prominent in these cases of turbulent pipe rotation. From the figures of ω, λ2

and v′ it is quite obvious that there is two-dimensionalising of the turbulence with

rotation, and this occurs as K∗ simultaneously reaches and delves below one for
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Figure 4.56: Anisotropy invariant maps for the pipe with axial rotation.

N = 2. This can be further quantified in the turbulence triangle of Figure 4.56.

Here, the flow tends to being more two-dimensional right from the wall (left corner

of triangle) with rotation. For the N = 2 case, its return to isotropy path jumps

across to approach isotropy from the left (oblate spheroid RSS ellipsoid) contraction-

axisymmetric side. There is obviously a non-linear convective influence from the

rotation on the two-dimensionalising of the pipe turbulence.

The plots are consistent with the findings of Castro and Demuren (2017), although

not exactly the same as their LES investigation. In this figure the plot of wall

rotation is shown instead of Coriolis rotation for the N = 2 case, but both are very

similar.

4.4 Conclusion

This investigation into turbulent pipe flow with rotation was initially attempted

as a preparation for simulations of the pipe jet with rotation. Ultimately it has

performed DNS research of the rotating pipe, with a better resolved mesh than ear-

lier comparable investigations. The research has confirmed that with axial rotation

rates up to N = 2 and Reτ = 180, full relaminarisation does not occur, but rather

there is a two-dimensionalisation of the flow. This is well demonstrated in the tur-
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bulent structures examined by vorticity, the λ2 criterion and velocity fluctuations.

It is observed that the energy partition parameter K∗ decreases towards unity with

rotation in tandem with eddy elongation. The anisotropy invariance map also shows

this. The research has found that to reach the steady state a long computational run

time is required and that for rotation in the inertial reference frame this means that

the flow transitions to the rotational reference frame. It is during this transition

that laminarisation occurs only to break down to a quasi-2D turbulent flow.

For flow subject to rotation, by examining the resultant of the magnitude and ori-

entation of the streamwise and azimuthal velocity components in action, it has been

found that the inclusion of azimuthal strain in the three dimensional boundary layer

reduces skin friction velocity (wall shear stress) at the wall. There is also around a

15% reduction in the coefficient of skin friction and hence viscous drag. This hap-

pens at small azimuthal velocity and increases gradually as the azimuthal influence

increases.

There is indication that the traditional turbulence energy cascade is disrupted from

the equilibrium state seen in the usual 2DTBL. Or there is some order imposed in the

turbulence field, brought about by global rotation. As whilst quasi-relaminarisation

seems to occur together with skin friction reduction, the existing TKE in turbu-

lence is higher with higher rotation rates. At this low turbulent Reynolds numbers

it is also observed that there is very small negative azimuthal vorticity in the flow

and high positive azimuthal vorticity at the wall caused by the high streamwise

gradients there. It is hypothesized that this results in a positive (anticlockwise)

rotational tendency via anticlockwise azimuthal angular momentum. The plots for

v′r skewness show an actual shift in low apparent centripetal force (actually strong

ejections) from right next to the wall at N = 0, towards the core at N = 2. As

rotation commences the high inwards centripetal action is smothered near the wall.

However, as the azimuthal velocity shifts to a rotational reference frame, the positive

skewness of v′r shifts in tandem, towards the core. This is a novel demonstration

of centripetal acceleration and its influence on rotational flow stability, and com-

plements the instability criterion argued by Lord Rayleigh in 1917 (Strutt, 1917).

There is possibility for further work in examining the effect of rotation on the uni-

form momentum zones, as two-dimensionalisation also occurs in the related az-

imuthal vorticity. It is also recommended that further research be conducted on

the instability encountered by longer laminar pipe flows under rotation (Kikuyama

et al., 1983; Miranda-Barea et al., 2015).
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Chapter 5

The concentric pipe with inner

wall rotation

5.1 Introduction

Turbulent flow in a concentric pipe, or turbulent annular pipe flow, provides an

interesting case to study asymmetric flow which occurs when the streamwise mean

velocity profile is not symmetric (lopsided). Asymmetric flows also occur elsewhere,

including in channel flow with unequal wall roughness and in a wall jet. The con-

centric pipe also presents an opportunity to study flow over a convex surface (inner

wall), and simultaneously over a concave surface (outer wall). The latter situation

also occurs in pipe flow.

When one or both of the walls are rotated, a 3DTBL is formed which further com-

plicates. Such rotation when allowed to dominate flow momentum, can present in-

teresting scenarios for Taylor-Couette flow. Such emphasis was made by Meseguer

and Marques (2002), Meseguer et al. (2009) and Moser et al. (1999). The current

research is confined to: turbulent axial flow; wall rotation which is confined to only

one wall at a time; only anticlockwise rotation with respect to a consistent inertial

reference and; at no time does Rossby number decrease below unity. The last con-

dition ensures turbulent axial flow is always prominent and resultant flow is always

oriented less than 60◦ to axial.

When a 3DTBL forms over a convex surface turbulence production increases, but

when formed over a concave surface, there is turbulence suppression (Orlandi and

Fatica, 1997; Chung and Sung, 2005; Jung and Sung, 2006; Hadziabdic et al., 2013).

The current research comparatively examines these behaviour. Chung and Sung
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(2005); Jung and Sung (2006) find that enhanced splatting and near-wall ejections

are responsible for augmented turbulence near the rotating inner wall. In this re-

search it is proposed that since wall-normal velocity is fundamentally responsible for

such near-wall behaviour, and that centripetal acceleration or centrifugal force are

elemental features of uniform circular motion, it follows that this velocity compo-

nent must be thoroughly examined to establish the fundamental cause of enhanced

and suppressed turbulence with inner wall and outer wall rotation respectively.

There are important practical examples where related flows are encountered. Such

as, in the rotor-stator scenario of pumps and motors, around drill pipes, rifled projec-

tiles and the curved surface of swept wings. Similar kinds of 3DTBL are a prominent

feature in a wide range of turbomachinery. The versatility of experiments allow fur-

ther test parameters such as varying eccentricity and testing with non-Newtonian

fluids as was investigated by Nouri and Whitelaw (1993) and Nouri and Whitelaw

(1994). However the advantage of numerical simulations lies in its ability to thor-

oughly disect and examine the 3D flow-field for extraction of finer details of the flow

physics. Since DNS is still rather limited in the complexity of geometry that can

be worked on, any increase in flow considerations, enable a greater level of natural

flow scenarios that can be accurately simulated. The concentric pipe with static

and rotating walls presents such an opportunity.

5.2 Literature review of the concentric pipe

5.2.1 Asymmetry and negative production

Asymmetry does not go away with varying rates of rotation of either the inner

wall, or the outer wall, but instead it shifts across the annular gap span. The

ensuing digest is a discussion of asymmetry in the concentric pipe with static walls.

Asymmetry is more pronounced in smaller radius ratios (Chung et al., 2002; Rehme,

1975). The experiments by Rehme (1975), for the concentric pipe with static walls,

were done using three radius ratio’s α = 0.02, 0.04 and 0.1. It was established that

asymmetry increases with decreasing radius ratios. Turbulence intensities on the

inner wall were lower than the outer wall and the difference increased with radius

ratio. As realized in the early 70’s by Hanjalic and Launder (1972) asymmetric flows

are too complex for the eddy viscosity simplification.

A consequence of asymmetry in the mean axial flow in the concentric pipe is the

coincidence or otherwise of the zero crossing of the RSS v′rv
′
z, and the strain rate

dvz/dy, and is a focus of various studies (Rehme, 1974; Chung et al., 2002; Ghaemi
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et al., 2015). For 2D mean flows which are asymmetric, negative RSS involving the

axial velocity component, thus continues towards the midspan, where it is debated

that shear stress leads the strain rate. Such an examination becomes more complex

when examining a 3DTBL because of the additional strain rate now involved i.e,

dvθ/dy.

Rehme (1975) reference a 1963 paper by Brighton which downplays asymmetry

and assumes coincidence of zero velocity gradient and zero shear stress, as having

faulty experimental apparatus by way of intrusions to the flow (spacers). It should

be mentioned that Brighton and Brighton & Jones (1964) arguments for the non-

coincidence of maximum streamwise velocity and zero shear stress were not isolated

but were supported by others at the time, such as Quarmby (1967). This can be

attributed to the very small differences that were being observed.

Negative production essentially implies that there is a localized reversed energy cas-

cade. This has been a subject of interest as the promotion of such localized reverse

entropy is not only rare in physics, but the resulting re-laminarization can be re-

lated to reduced viscous drag. In the in-depth discussion of coherent structures

in turbulence, Hussain (1986) mention that the elusive negative production, is a

counter-gradient transport of heat and momentum can be obtained via the coherent

structures concept. Hussain acknowledges that in asymmetric flows a small region

of negative production occurs. The study of Hussain (1986) is to do with the oc-

currence of negative production in coherent structures with acoustic excitation in

low Re turbulent axisymmetric jets. They summarize that without excitation, neg-

ative production configurations occur randomly in space and time, such as during

the paring process where merging takes place soon after negative production. Be-

cause these occurrences are random they will not be strongly felt in a time average.

However with excitation negative production during the pairing process can occur

successively at a fixed location and even the time average will indicate this.

In their DNS simulation of the concentric pipe at α = 0.1 and 0.5 Chung et al. (2002)

confirm the non-coincidence of the zero’s of mean streamwise velocity gradient and

shear stress with the difference between the two given as 0.5% and 1.5% of gap width

for α = 0.5 for α = 0.1 respectively. The position of zero shear stress was observed

to be closer to the inner wall in both instances. See Figures 5.1 and 5.2. Chung

et al. (2002) do not discuss the non-coincidence of zero’s any further but reference

Rehme (1974) for further elaboration.

The follow-on DNS investigation to Chung et al. (2002), by Jung and Sung (2006),
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Figure 5.1: Streamwise mean velocity profiles from Chung et al. (2002). Note the
indication at the top of the figure, the outer wall is on the left and the inner wall is
on the right. This is opposite to the current research.

Figure 5.2: 2DTBL shear stress profiles from Chung et al. (2002). The inner wall is
on the right and the outer wall is on the left.

to recap, applied rotation at swirl number N = 0.429 to the inner wall of the

concentric pipe, with α = 0.5 at the same ReH = 8900. The swirl caused a 3DTBL

to form. They do not discuss negative Reynolds shear stress at all. However there

is an indication of it occurring in their results in the flow angle profiles, which is

used for 3DTBL analysis as compared to two dimensional flow.

In the flow angle profiles given by equations 3.19 to 3.22, the lag between γg and γτ

should be zero for isotropic conditions (the plots should coincide). If they form a

straight line on zero the flow is 2D. Lagged (separated) plots of γg and γτ indicate

anisotropy in the boundary layer. The lag between the plots of γg and γτ for Jung

and Sung (2006) is observed to be quite large, but lag also occurs in other 3DTBL

studies such as that by Moin et al. (1990). However unlike most 3DTBL’s seen
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from literature reviewed, the gradients of γg and γτ are at different orientations

from y+ = 0 to around 50 which is indicative of negative Reynolds shear stress in

this area. See Figure 5.3. It can thus be surmised that Jung and Sung (2006) find

negative Reynolds shear stress also occurring in a 3DTBL as it seems to occur in

asymmetric profiles, but they do not discuss this indication of negative RSS in the

relatively long span of y+ where there is difference in orientation in the slopes of γg

and γτ .

Figure 5.3: Flow angle profile from Jung and Sung (2006)

5.2.2 Negative production in static wall concentric pipe flow

Despite the seemingly sound arguments for negative production or at least negative

Reynolds shear stress for 3DTBL, in asymmetric flows, there is still scepticism about

its occurrence due to numerical and experimental uncertainties and the very small

differences in the zero’s of streamwise velocity gradient and Reynolds shear stress.

Boersma (2011) carry out DNS on a concentric pipe with very small α ranging from

0.02 to 0.1 and at ReD ranging from 8900 to 13940 in three increments (of ReD) for

2D flow. They confirm asymmetry of the flow. They even record small differences

in the zero’s of mean streamwise velocity gradient and Reynolds shear stress, for the

first three Re, but they attribute this being at the same order of the grid-spacing

and therefore coincide within the numerical accuracy of the simulation. Without

elaboration they conclude that the DNS results of Chung et al. (2002) are incorrect

due to poor radial resolution and the experiments of Rehme are due to experimental

error and biased reporting.

Another sceptic of non-coincidence of the zero’s is Burratini et al. (2008). They

compare and investigate turbulent flow in a 2D channel with roughness on one

wall using experiments and DNS. The roughness is applied by regular square ribs

which where 0.05 × h, channel height, and equally separated by 0.2 × h. They
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do speculate that if the location of the zero’s were not coincident, the possibility

that the mean field can extract energy from the turbulent field would exist and the

eddy viscosity concept would be invalidated. Burratini et al. (2008) say their paper

presents detailed experimental distribution corroborated by statistical moments (up

to fourth order) of velocity fluctuations, length scales and power spectra. They

present a sound argument that turbulent energy production is always positive for

this type of asymmetric flow. However they concede that it is plausible that the

coincidence is influenced by the roughness factor, and that at higher Reτr there may

be ranges of Reτr where the two locations do not match and yuv > yU (zero uv and

Umax position) yielding regions of negative production.

Ghaemi et al. (2015), dedicate their entire paper to investigating turbulent structures

at the midsection of an annular flow and particularly the non-coincidence of the

zeros. See Figure 5.4. They perform their experiments at Re = 59200 to 90800

and at α = 0.4. They discuss that negative production observed in the concentric

pipe flow is acting towards smoothing the mean velocity profile at the joint of the

two wall flows by equalizing its curvature (∂2U/∂y2) from both sides of yU . They

say that the region of negative production remains closer to the wall with a thinner

boundary layer. They also observe that yU is also non-coincident with u2
min and

v2
min. They support the non-coincidence by a Reynolds shear stress budget showing

that advection and production terms act towards the coincidence of the zero’s while

the dissipation term works against the coincidence of the two points. See Figure 5.5.

Eventually they plot graphs in the midsection, of curvature (µ∂2U/∂y2) as well as

ρV (∂U/∂y) and ρU(∂U/∂x) and Reynolds stress gradient ρ∂uv/∂y, and conclude

that because the curvature is not horizontal, and the Reynolds stress gradient and

ρU(∂U/∂x), are not zero and also not horizontal, the flow is not yet fully developed.

See Figure 5.6. Ghaemi et al. (2015) also say Burratini et al. (2008) have too short

a domain for complete spatial development.

Figure 5.4: Non-coincidence of the zero’s of streamwise shear strain and stress from
Ghaemi et al. (2015).
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Figure 5.5: Velocity fluctuation quadrant comparison from Ghaemi et al. (2015).

Figure 5.6: (a) Streamwise curvature of U (µ∂2U/∂y2); and (b) ρV ∂U/∂y (circle),
ρU∂U/∂x (triangle) and ρ∂uv/∂y (square). From Ghaemi et al. (2015).

5.2.3 Other static wall findings

Chung et al. (2002) also note slight curvilinearity of the shear stress gradient which

they attribute to the curvature of the geometry. Chung et al. (2002) observe a

thinner boundary layer on the inner wall. In confirmation with the experiments of

Rehme, turbulent intensities were noted to be smaller on the inner wall, they say

this is because of the smaller surface area to volume ratio of the inner wall. They

demonstrate reduction of the boundary layer thickness in the streamwise semi-log

plot for inner and outer wall. For the α = 0.1 case, the slope of the inner wall profile

is lower then that of the outer wall profile. The extent of the boundary layer is also

much shorter. They introduce K∗ given in Equation 3.23, and use it to show that

the intercomponent energy transfer at the inner wall is lower than that of the outer

wall. They use quadrant analysis to demonstrate that turbulence production and

sweep events are stronger near the outer wall.

Chung and Sung (2003) do further study of the concentric pipe with static wall but

with a uniform heat flux ratio q∗ = q∗o/q
∗
i = 1. Essentially they find similar results

to Chung et al. (2002) and find that the thermal structures near the outer wall are
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more activated than at the inner wall.

5.2.4 The concentric pipe with inner wall rotation

One of the earliest numerical simulations of inner wall rotation in the concentric pipe

was done by Chung and Sung (2005), who essentially applied rotation to a similar

mesh as that used in Chung et al. (2002) and Chung and Sung (2003). They carried

out rotation at N = 0.2145, 0.429 and 0.858. Due to the rotation of the inner wall,

a higher streamwise Reτ was encountered which prompted use of LES. Modelling

was accomplished by the Smagorinsky sub-grid scale. In addition to the additional

mean flow statistics, they did analysis in terms of the Richardson number (Ri),

which is a modification to the traditional buoyancy to shear ratio analogy, done

by Bradshaw (1969). This attempts to quantify centrifugal force rω2 (essentially

centripetal acceleration - Section 3.7), in terms of streamwise strain. The technique

was used by Reich and Beer (1989) in their study of the pipe with axial rotation.

Chung and Sung (2005) found Ri increases with rotation near the rotating inner

wall. They say that this shows swirl increases turbulent transport.

Chung and Sung (2005) also carry out an assessment of the bij components of the

Reynolds stress anisotropy tensor and anisotropy invariant maps. In their examina-

tion of a1 they gather that with rotation there is greater efficiency in the extraction

of shear stress per TKE. On plotting the flow angles they find greater lag in stress

and strain angles, with rotation. They also do octant analysis and joint pdf ’s of

pressure and velocity/ vorticity fluctuations and show that streamwise vorticity is

strongly correlated with large negative pressure fluctuations at the wall. This leads

to an assessment of splatting, associated with sweep events. They find that splat-

ting increases with wall rotation. Visualisation of wall streaks showed tilting with

rotation.

Jung and Sung (2006) continue the work of Chung et al. (2002); Chung and Sung

(2003, 2005), and use DNS in slightly finer mesh, to examine 3DTBL inside a con-

centric annulus with a rotating inner cylinder at N = 0.429. Jung and Sung (2006)

confirm that the production of turbulent shear stress for a given amount of turbulent

kinetic energy is more efficient in a 3DTBL formed by rotating the inner cylinder.

They also found that the Reynolds-stress producing events are significantly affected

by three-dimensionality. From their assessment of near wall vortical structures they

discuss that the enhanced ejections are primarily responsible for the augmented tur-

bulent structures. They conclude that the 3DTBL formed in a rotating concentric

annulus is different from other types observed, such as in a rotating disk, due to the
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transverse curvature. They urge further investigations to clarify the dependence of

turbulent structures on the curvature.

Initially Poncet et al. (2011) carry out a rudimentary attempt at using an RSM

model to carry out numerical simulation of the concentric pipe with inner wall

rotation. They utilise a temperature gradient across the walls and with incoming

fluid at some elevated temperature. Poncet et al. (2014) then do LES of Taylor-

Couette-Poiseuille flows in a narrow-gap system, particularly that which can be

found in a rotor-stator assembly of an electric motor, where rotation is imposed on

the inner surface. Here they describe most of the general flow parameters governing

concentric cylinder annular flows: the aspect ratio, Γ = h/∆R; the radius ratio, and

two Reynolds number; η; ReΩ = ΩR1∆R/ν, which is based on the rotating velocity

of the inner cylinder and; ReQ = WmδR/ν which is based on the axial inlet velocity.

The swirl parameter is also spelled out, N = ΩR1/Wm.

Poncet et al. (2014) conclude that: The mean tangential velocity profile is dominated

by the rotation of the inner cylinder and the fluid rotates almost in solid body

rotation within the gap (narrow gap); Turbulence is mainly concentrated within the

boundary layers with high peak values compared to other studies in similar systems,

and is slightly higher at the rotor boundary layer; Whilst both boundary layers

exhibit the main characteristics of 2D boundary layers, there is a misalignment

for Reynolds shear stress and the mean velocity gradient angles for all values of

N tested; Coherent structures in well organized spiral patterns, are noted in the

boundary layers, with a negative angle along the rotor and a positive one along the

stator. They also observe that for high Re the spirals penetrate the gap span.

Recently Schneider et al. (2017) use LES to simulate the concentric pipe with the

inner wall rotating and acting as a heat source. They carry out rotation at rates

same as Chung and Sung (2005). Essentially they confirm that enhanced turbulence

generation by the rotating inner wall increases thermal dispersion.

Splatting

It is deemed worth further clarifying splatting. In tandem with the early observation

of near wall bursting and discussion of these by Kline et al. (1967); Kim et al.

(1987); Robinson (1991) and others. Perot and Moin (1995), who study DNS of

the boundary layer, described a splat event as one which transfers energy from the

normal component (vr) to the tangential components (vθ and vz). This was affirmed

by Chapman and Kuhn (1986) who while attempting model optimization mentioned
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that splatting occurs upon interaction with the wall. Thus produces positive ∂w
∂z and

since u is also positive, produces a positive correlation of the two (in cylindrical:

+uz
∂uθ
uθ

). This lead them to surmise that uv would be proportional to y3 in a log-log

plot. Perot and Moin (1995) say that the pressure strain term tends to isotropize

homogenous turbulence, but near the wall pressure strain moves turbulence away

from isotropy. This is evident in the anisotropy invariant maps. They mention that

understanding of splatting is key to pressure strain and near wall modelling.

Shen et al. (1999), in their DNS of a free-surface layer, explain that in the return to

isotropy energy is transferred from u′ to v′ and w′ through pressure strain correlation

terms. Contrary to Chung and Sung (2005) the antisplat region on the free surface

is larger than the splat region, due to anisotropic compliance of the free surface.

In Chung and Sung (2005) the radial pressure strain term is highly negative near

the rotating inner wall. High negativity of pressure strain was initially attributed

to Moin and Kim (1982). For Moin et al. (1990), who do DNS of a 3DTBL in

a channel, they find the pressure strain term at the wall decreases. There is an

accompanying decrease in turbulence.

Mansour et al. (1988) emphasise the dominant role that the pressure gradient terms

play in energy redistribution among the components. The usual approach has been

to split the expression into the redistributive and transport part. The redistributive

part is then analysed with the aid of the pressure-Poisson equation.

In examining the Reynolds stress transport budgets whilst doing further DNS of

turbulent pipe flow, Eggels et al. (1994) say that in the u′r
2 budget the dissipation

and velocity-pressure gradient terms are dominant (no production) and the viscous

diffusion term has a smaller influence. Also that pressure strain and diffusion are

directly affected by transverse curvature through the splatting effect. In comparison

no pressure diffusion term exists in the u′z
2 budget.

5.2.5 The concentric pipe with outer wall rotation

Hadziabdic et al. (2013) do one of the very few studies of the concentric pipe with

outer wall rotation. Their ReH = 12500, is higher than, Jung and Sung (2006)

and previous work by them. They use the same α = 0.5, and simulate flow with

rotation at, N = 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 2.8 and 4. They find that up to N = 2.8 outer wall

turbulence decreases but is sustained on the inner wall. After N = 2.8, they find a

transition so that turbulence is reduced on the inner wall and helical vortices around

the outer wall become dominant. At N = 4 laminarisation ensues with spiralling
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Taylor-Couette vortices.

Hadziabdic et al. (2013), state that the general tendency is, with higher rotation, the

azimuthal velocity tends towards solid body rotation, which is also observed in rota-

tion of the inner cylinder. With the increase of rotation the profiles of components

of the turbulent stress tensor directly produced by rotation become more noticeable,

these being uθuθ, uruθ and uzuθ. They notice a progressive monotonic increase of

all properties for N values from 0 up to 2. At N = 2.8 all properties show dramatic

changes and a reversed trend compared to N ≤ 2. They notice a general reduction

in turbulence especially in the region near the inner wall with trends towards re-

laminarization. Reynolds stress components suffer significant reduction indicating

that the laminarizing effect of the strong rotation overrules the rotational stress pro-

duction. Similar phenomena is encountered in straight pipe rotation. Contrary to

expectation this reduction was more significant closer to the inner static wall than

the region adjacent to the rotating outer wall. This was reflected in the shape and

size of the vortical structures, which at N = 2.8 tended towards helical motion and

the onset of Taylor-Couette vortical rolls found between counter rotating vortices,

which is the limiting case for N approaching infinity. Sweep and ejection events

were drastically reduced by the spiralling vortices which reduced the generation of

turbulent shear especially in the vicinity of the inner wall.

5.3 Results

Previous DNS studies of the concentric pipe are limited to Chung et al. (2002) and

Chung and Sung (2003) for the non-rotating (N = 0) case. There has only been

one found previous DNS study of the concentric pipe with the inner wall rotating

at N = 0.429 by Jung and Sung (2006). As such results validation are mostly

restricted to these two. There have been several LES studies of the concentric

pipe with inner wall rotation. The LES study by Chung and Sung (2005) has four

rotating rate cases; N = 0.2145, N = 0.429 and 0.858. Thus comparisons have been

made against this research where necessary.

The streamwise velocity as shown in Figure 5.7, is in good agreement with both

Chung et al. (2002) for the N = 0 case and Jung and Sung (2006) for the N = 0.429

case. Note here the left side is towards the inner wall at y = 0 and the right

side is towards the outer wall at y = 0.5. This also goes for all ensuing plots.

The streamwise velocity profile becomes less biased towards the inner wall, and

the asymmetry moves towards the outer wall, with inner wall rotation. Even with
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rotation, at no time do the mean flow profiles become symmetric, as such, mean

flow profiles are usually plotted across the entire gap span 2δ. The only exception

being, when plotting in wall units, as the friction velocity is different for either wall,

likewise for the extent of the boundary layer from either wall, in wall units, Reτ .
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Figure 5.7: Streamwise velocity of the concentric pipe with inner wall rotating.

5.3.1 Streamwise velocity semi-log plots

Wall shear stress in nek5000 is obtained from an inbuilt drag force function, calcu-

lated at each time-step, on both the inner and outer walls and also time averaged.

Friction velocity is thus calculated from wall shear stress, which is itself obtained

by dividing the drag force by the surface area of the respective wall. Theoreti-

cally friction velocity can also be obtained from the laminar viscous sublayer of the

boundary region as here, τw = µdudy . Hence agreement in friction velocity calculated

using the two methods should confirm, both adequacy of mesh resolution in the

near-wall region, and also provide a means of calculating resultant skin friction in

the 3DTBL formed due to the two orthogonal mean velocity gradients at the wall

(in Equations 3.37 and 3.38). Appendix I details this. The purposes of this activity

being to ensure confidence in the method of calculating wall shear stress τw, and

associated friction velocity uτ , boundary Reynolds number Reτ and skin friction

coefficient Cf .

Also shown in Appendix I are attempts at comparing the streamwise semi-log plots

for the concentric pipe with inner wall rotation with similar simulations performed
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by Chung et al. (2002); Chung and Sung (2005); Jung and Sung (2006). Due to

the argument at the end of Section 3.2.5, difference in mesh resolution results in

discrepancy here. Note that in DNS, mesh resolution is of extreme importance,

particularly near the wall, hence any inadequacy will quickly show in streamwise

velocity semi-log plots.

Figure 5.8 (a) and (b) show the streamwise semi-log plot for the inner and outer

wall respectively, for all inner wall rotation rate cases. Table 5.3 shows the purely

streamwise coefficient of skin friction calculated on the wall (Cf = (uτ/δ)2

1/2U2
m

). The

results are obtained from the uτ given in Table I.3. Note here the characteristic

length which is the half gap radius, δ is also factored in to uτ to give comparable

data. Data in brackets denote that for (inner, outer) wall respectively. Chung and

Sung (2005) only give mean flow Cf for both walls so this is given as one number.
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Figure 5.8: Streamwise velocity semi-log plot of (a) inner wall and (b) outer wall of
the concentric pipe with inner wall rotating.

Table 5.1: Streamwise Cf results compared with Literature.

N Present DNS Cf Chung et al. (2002) Cf Chung and Sung (2005) Cf
×10−3 ×10−3 ×10−2

0 (13.800,12.345) (9.41,8.49) -

0.2145 (14.504,12.517) - 8

0.429 (15.893,12.940) - 9

0.858 (18.319,14.264) - 12.048

2.0 (25.756,17.390) - -
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5.3.2 Azimuthal velocity and reference frames

The mean azimuthal velocity for the concentric pipe with inner wall rotation is

given in Figure 5.9. The DNS data from Jung and Sung (2006) is also included.

There is good agreement with Jung and Sung (2006) at both walls. However there

is discrepancy in what seems to be the logarithmic region. This discrepancy is also

seen as corresponding slight deviation in the mean streamwise velocity plot given

in Figure 5.7, for N = 0.429. These differences can be attributed to differences in

mesh resolution.

Although the mean velocity given in Figure 5.9 are from actual measured mean

quantities, from the previous arguments established in the pipe with axial rotation,

these are purely in the inertial reference frame. A mean azimuthal velocity in

the rotating reference frame can be ascertained by removing the linear azimuthal

velocity, Vθ = ωr, which is the solid body rotation of laminar Couette flow, from the

turbulent mean velocity. Which is essentially turbulent Couette flow. This deviation

gives azimuthal velocity in the rotating reference frames. This is shown in Figure

5.10. An illustration of this is given in Tuckerman et al. (2020) as deviations of

turbulent Couette flow from laminar Couette flow.

Unlike in the pipe with axial rotation, the azimuthal velocity in the concentric pipe

with inner wall rotating, in the rotating reference frame, is quite large. For the

N = 2 case, maximum Vθ is around 1. At the corresponding radial position, the

streamwise velocity is also around 1, hence Ro = 1, in this region. From literature

review, inertial waves can be sustained around Ro ≤ 1.

Furthermore, in the rotational reference frame there will be counter-rotating flows

generated. Negative clockwise across most of the radial gap in the region 0 ≤ y ≤
0.35 and anticlockwise positive from y ≥ 0.35. What is more interesting is that this

rotational segregation in orientation, is consistent for all rotation rate cases, hence

appears to be independent of N . Other two parameters that might influence this

consistency are radius ratio α, or mean streamwise velocity U or some function of

it (eg: ratio of inner to outer Reτ ).

5.3.3 Vorticity results

Similar to the pipe with axial rotation ωz = (∂vr∂θ −
∂vθ
∂r ), hence mean streamwise

vorticity should be a mirror reflection of the mean azimuthal strainrate which is still

the case however is very much dependent on which side of the concentric pipe has
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Figure 5.9: Mean azimuthal velocity of the concentric pipe with inner wall rotating.

the mean been taken. In Figure 5.11, the mean streamwise vorticty is given, with

the azimuthal strainrate in the inertial reference frame, shown in the inset, both

are seen to be identical. This is an elementary demonstration of where streamwise

vorticity in the inertial reference frame comes from and that it is wholly dependant

on the reference frame, in this case the inertial reference frame.

Upon considering the instantaneous streamwise vorticity, there is no, coalescing of

turbulent structures, as occurred in the pipe with axial rotation. Rather, with

rotation there is disruption of the streamwise vorticity. At N = 2 turbulence is

obviously very much enhanced, as shown in Figure 5.16.

In the plot for mean azimuthal vorticity, there is an identical but mirror reflection

of the streamwise strain rate, per ωθ = (∂vz∂r −
∂vr
∂z ). This is shown in Figure 5.17. Of

particular note is that away from the walls the mean streamwise strain rate remains

very close to zero. This is unlike in the rotating pipe where the plot moves away

from zero with rotation.

Like streamwise vorticity there is no azimuthal vorticity parity to neatly defined

UMZ’s, as seen in the pipe with rotation. Turbulence is very much enhanced with

rotation as can be seen from Figures 5.18 to 5.22. As in the pipe rotation cases,

positive azimuthal vorticity near the wall is a persistent feature of concentric pipe

flow, due to the high streamwise velocity gradients at the wall. Care must be made

to point out that positive here is from the perspective of the wall over which the
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Figure 5.10: Azimuthal velocity in the inertial (above zero) and rotational (lower
plots) frames, for the concentric pipe with inner wall rotating.

azimuthal vorticity direction points. On the outer wall this direction coincides with

the global positive anticlockwise rotation. On the inner wall this is in the clockwise

direction which is negative to the global positive rotational orientation. The right

hand rule is used here as elsewhere. Directions have been sketched in, per figure

cluster, with red, for additional clarity (eg. Figure 5.16).

As discussed in the pipe with axial rotation, the prominent positive (anticlockwise)

vorticity for the N = 0 case, is simultaneously observed with the prominence of

ejection events. To reiterate, on the inner wall of the concentric pipe the positive

(anticlockwise) azimuthal vorticity, which can also be described as angular momen-

tum acting azimuthally, occurs together with the ejection action at the wall, and

results in a clockwise vector field on the inner wall and hence clockwise rotational

tendency. Figure 5.23, is a partial average of the 3D azimuthal vorticity flow field

with a vector field. It clearly shows a clockwise azimuthal vorticity vector field

on the inner wall and anticlockwise azimuthal vorticity vector field on the outer

wall, which is similar to the pipe. There are clearly two opposing rotational vector

fields. The colour is uniform because all apparent rotation is caused by positive

only, anticlockwise azimuthal vorticity forming on either wall.

From the discussion in Section 5.3.2, azimuthal velocity can be viewed in either the
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Figure 5.11: Mean streamwise vorticity for the concetric pipe with inner wall rotat-
ing. Inset is the azimuthal strain rate dvθ/dy.

Figure 5.12: Streamwise vorticity for N = 0. Minimum vorticity limit is set at -10
(blue) and the maximum at 10 (red) - same for ensuing Figures.

inertial or rotational reference frames. As such the mean azimuthal strain rate can be

calculated from either. Figure 5.24 shows the vertical lag in the azimuthal strain rate

when viewed in either reference frame. Since gradients are Galilean invariant but not

rotationally invariant, this must be considered in ensuing calculations. Particularly

in the Reynolds stress budget and for effective velocity calculations. See Section 2.7.

5.3.4 λ2 results

Figure 5.25 shows the mean λ2 profile for the concentric pipe. The plots are quite

different to the pipe with rotation. At no place are the plots negative, and indeed

they become more positive with rotation. Like the pipe, this is not using the same

datum used for calculating the λ2 isosurfaces. For the N = 2 case the plots move
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Figure 5.13: Streamwise vorticity for N = 0.2145.

Figure 5.14: Streamwise vorticity for N = 0.429.

Figure 5.15: Streamwise vorticity for N = 0.858.

Figure 5.16: Streamwise vorticity for N = 2.
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Figure 5.17: Mean azimuthal vorticity for the concentric pipe with inner wall rotat-
ing. Inset is the streamwise strain rate dvz/dy.

Figure 5.18: Azimuthal vorticity for N = 0. All azimuthal vorticity limits 0 ≤ ωθ ≤
10 - same for ensuing Figures.

well away from zero.

The instantaneous λ2 plots in Figure 5.26 to 5.28 are shell regions taken in the

concentric pipe from near the rotating inner wall to up to y+ = 20 away from the

wall. The shells show λ2 at various contour levels, and are coloured by streamwise

velocity. In these figures, as with all other shell images, streamwise flow is from left

to right and the positive anticlockwise wall rotation is according to the right hand

rule, therefore up around the back of the curvature of the shell. For the lower inner

view of the shell wall streaks can be discerned. With rotation it is quite obvious that

the entire flow becomes tilted and the flow actually becomes corrugated in helical

wave-like forms. For the N = 2 case in Figure 5.28, the flow is clearly high speed at

the corrugation crests and low speed in the troughs. Clearly, a wave is discernible
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Figure 5.19: Azimuthal vorticity for N = 0.2145.

Figure 5.20: Azimuthal vorticity for N = 0.429.

Figure 5.21: Azimuthal vorticity for N = 0.858.

Figure 5.22: Azimuthal vorticity for N = 2.
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Figure 5.23: Partly averaged azimuthal vorticity for N = 0.

at N = 2 precisely where Vθ (in the rotational reference frame) approaches one, and

so Ro = 1. Thus an inertial wave is sustained.

5.3.5 Pressure contours

Perot and Moin (1995) explain that splats on the wall are local stagnation points

on the wall. As such isosurfaces of pressure can be used to identify this stagnation

behaviour, as splats can be associated with high pressure. However other local high

pressure regions can exist near the wall and are the result of the collision of tan-

gentially moving fluid bodies. Ideally, normal velocity contours (v′r fluctuations in

cylindrical) should be used to show splatting. In light of this, Figure 5.29 gives a

preliminary (crude) view of fluid turbulence structure, as pressure contours, encoun-

tered in the concentric pipe with inner wall rotation. Wall streaks are a consequence

of splatting. From Figure 5.29(c), the tilting of the flow at N = 2 is quite clear,

however this cannot be seen in the lower rotation rate case of N = 0.429 in 5.29(b).

5.3.6 Velocity fluctuations

Given the large differences in mesh resolution, reasonable comparisons are made in

mean velocity fluctuation rms plots, with the plots of Chung et al. (2002) for the

N = 0 case and Jung and Sung (2006) for the N = 0.429 case. This can be seen

in Figures 5.30, 5.34 and 5.38. In all these figures it can be seen that there is a

marked increase in fluctuations with rotation, which is indicative of an increase in

turbulence with inner wall rotation.

A reasonably long time average of the 3D mean velocity flow field is obtained, from
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Figure 5.24: Azimuthal strain rate lag in the concentric pipe with wall rotation.

the statistically stationary state, and subtracted numerically from an instantaneous

3D flow field to give a 3D fluctuating velocity flow field. Figures 5.31 to 5.33,

5.35 to 5.37 and 5.39 to 5.41, respectively show 3D shells taken from the inner

wall, to y+ = 5 away from the inner wall, for the N = 0, 0.429 and 2 cases. In

the obvious wall streaks seen, splatting is apparent with the negative v′r fluctuations

being converted to v′z and v′θ fluctuations. There is obvious tilting of the wall streaks

here, which is very clear. The adjacent hemispherical figure is a half section taken

from the middle of the concentric pipe and gives a perspective of the fluctuations

across the section. As with the λ2 figures, there is strong indication of increased

turbulence with inner wall rotation.

5.3.7 Mean Reynolds shear stress and TKE

Figures 5.42 to 5.44 show the three off-diagonal Reynolds shear stresses. There is

good comparison in all three to the DNS date of Jung and Sung (2006) for the

N = 0.429 case. As with rms of velocity fluctuations, there is a marked increase in

all three RSS with rotation. For the v′zv
′
θ case, there is a sudden change in sign for

the N = 2.0 case, near the inner wall which is indicative of a very thin boundary

layer for this case.

There is an increase in TKE with rotation as shown in Figure 5.45. This is expected

as indicated in the previous figures. The structure parameter, unlike in other 3DT-

BLs increases with rotation above the N = 0 case. On the inner rotating wall
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Figure 5.25: Mean λ2 for the concetric pipe with inner wall rotating

this increase continues to N = 0.858, but drops for the N = 2 case. This can

be attributed to a very high TKE in comparison to RSS. The trend on the outer

non-rotating wall continues to increase with rotation. High a1 at the rotating wall

was also observed by Poncet et al. (2014) in the concentric pipe with high α, in the

pipe with wall rotation in the current research and by Orlandi and Fatica (1997),

and also by Hadziabdic et al. (2013) for flow in the concentric pipe with outer wall

rotating. K∗, the energy partition parameter, which essentially gives the ratio of

the strength of the streamwise fluctuations to the other two velocity fluctuations,

is shown in Figure 5.47. As can be anticipated this reduces with increased rotation

rate, as the radial and azimuthal velocity fluctuations become prominent. The plots

are reflective of Rossby number across the gap span. As can be seen for the N = 2

case the value of K∗ is not much above unity across most of y from the rotating

inner wall. In the pipe with rotation K∗ around 1 results in eddy elongation. How-

ever, here Ro is also around one, and therefore the inertial wave appears to take

precedence over eddy elongation.

Having previously mentioned an onging debate about non-coincidence of the zero’s of

shear stress and the strain rate, the plot for this is shown in Figure 5.48(a). The near

vertical lines are the plots for streamwise strain. Figure 5.48(b) is a magnification

of (a). Figure 5.48(b), shows that the plots for strain and stress for the N = 0 and

0.2145 cases are just about coincident at zero. Whilst the plots for N = 0.429 and

0.858 are more deviant, the plot for N = 2 for streamwise strain rate and v′rv
′
z is
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Figure 5.26: A λ2 contours for the N = 0 concentric pipe between the wall and
y+ = 10 from the inner wall. The upper figure is the outer part of this shell and
the lower is the inner part of this shell. Colour is streamwise velocity. Likewise for
ensuing figures.
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Figure 5.27: λ2 contours for the N = 0.429 concentric pipe between the wall and
y+ = 10 from the rotating inner wall.
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Figure 5.28: λ2 contours for the N = 2 concentric pipe between the wall and y+ = 20
from the rotating inner wall.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.29: Isosurfaces of pressure −p/ρUm2 at ten contour levels, coloured by
streamwise velocity. They are taken from a short section of the concentric pipe at
between y+ = 5 and y+ = 10 from the rotating wall. (a) N = 0, (b) N = 0.429 and
(c) N = 2.0.

closer to being coincident at the zero crossing.

Obviously the near coincidence of the N = 0 and N = 0.2145 cases contradict

previous implication that there might be negative production in these cases. The

N = 2 case coincides to within a distance smaller than the adjacent grid spacing and

can therefore be considered also coincident. As shown in Figure 5.23, the partial time

average of azimuthal vorticity in the N = 0 case, there is a very uneven azimuthal

region towards the centre of the concentric pipe gap span that only converges over

a very long time average. In this context the reasoning of Ghaemi et al. (2015), can

be concurred with. That being, a very long time average is required to result in

convergence of the zero’s of shear stress and strain. This has been done in Figure

5.48 for only three of the five cases studied.
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Figure 5.30: Streamwise velocity fluctuations in the concentric pipe with inner wall
rotating.

5.3.8 Reynolds stress transport budget - Production

In rotating pipe flow, whilst TKE becomes large with rotation, the production term

of TKE becomes smaller with rotation. In the concentric pipe with inner wall

rotating, turbulence is enhanced with rotation, as such, TKE increases, and so does

the production of TKE. Per the production formulae used, and given in Equations

3.14 and 3.15, the radial and azimuthal production cancel each other out and hence

TKE production is essentially half of the streamwise production component. This

is quite clear from Figure 5.49.

As with the normal stress production, the shear stress production components all

increase with rotation. For Pzr there is an abrupt sign change close to the rotating

inner wall, this complements Figure 5.43 for the corresponding RSS, and is an

indicator that there is a very thin boundary layer that occurs in the concentric pipe

with inner wall rotating at N = 2. The resultant magnitude of the shear stress

production components indicates a general increase with rotation. The plain sum

shear stress production indicates high negativity is dominant.

5.3.9 Skewness and kurtosis

Whilst the counter rotation tendency shown in Figure 5.23 does not result in physical

rotation, there is clearly a rotational tendency which is manifested in the radial
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Figure 5.31: Instantaneous streamwise velocity fluctuations v′z, for N = 0. On the
left is a shell taken from the inner wall to y+ = 5 from the wall. On the right is a
half-radial section. Below figures likewise.

Figure 5.32: Instantaneous streamwise velocity fluctuations v′z, for N = 0.429. For
the concentric pipe with inner wall rotating

Figure 5.33: Instantaneous streamwise velocity fluctuations v′z, for N = 2. For the
concentric pipe with inner wall rotating
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Figure 5.34: Radial velocity fluctuations in the concentric pipe with inner wall
rotating.

velocity fluctuation skewness as demonstrated in Figure 5.51. Clockwise rotational

tendency is effected by azimuthal vorticity on the inner wall (near y = 0), and the

anticlockwise rotational tendency effected by the azimuthal vorticty on the outer

wall (near y = 0.5). The plot for v′r skewness for N = 0 is very similar to that

in the channel as shown by Kim et al. (1987) (the plot for N = 0 is also shown

in Figure 6.20). In the channel there is uni-directional spanwise vorticity on the

wall, whilst in the pipe this is unidirectional azimuthal vorticity, which has been

termed here as rotational tendency. For N = 0 in Figure 5.51, v′r skewness on

the inner and outer wall show prominently negative and positive radial velocity

fluctuations respectively, which correspond to prominent ejections from either wall,

normally encountered in a 2DTBL. Figure 5.51 shows how the natural clockwise

rotational tendency at N = 0 is dampened out by the imposition of anticlockwise

rotation on the inner wall. Here inward positive (centripetal) skewness of velocity

fluctuations increases with rotation, hence enhanced splatting and compensating

ejections, which leads to an increase in turbulence with rotation of the inner wall.

Figure 5.51 is essentially a raw demonstration of centripetal force in fluid flow, not

dissimilar to that discussed in the tea-leaf paradox. Chung and Sung (2005) and

others have shown corresponding high magnitude negative pressure strain on the

inner rotating wall of the concentric pipe.

The radial kurtosis is shown in Figures 5.52. The plots indicate that like in the pipe
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Figure 5.35: Instantaneous radial velocity fluctuations v′r, for N = 0. On the left
is a shell taken from the inner wall to y+ = 5 from the wall. On the right is a
half-radial section. Below figures likewise.

Figure 5.36: Instantaneous radial velocity fluctuations v′r, for N = 0.429. For the
concentric pipe with inner wall rotating.

Figure 5.37: Instantaneous radial velocity fluctuations v′r, for N = 2. For the
concentric pipe with inner wall rotating.
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Figure 5.38: Azimuthal velocity fluctuations in the concentric pipe with inner wall
rotating.

with rotation, radial fluctuations are prominent on the walls and get closer to the

wall with rotation.

5.3.10 Flow orientation and resultant velocity

The conventional flow angles as given by Equation 3.19, 3.20, 3.21 and 3.22, are

respectively given in Figures 5.53 to 5.56. The intensity angle, γi, for N = 2 has

an abrupt change near the rotating inner wall and by definition, is reflective of

the equally abrupt change in sign near the wall of v′zv
′
θ (Figure 5.44). Note this

occurrence together with the sharp change in gradient in Vθ near the wall, in the

rotating reference frame (Figure 5.10), and the onset of the inertial wave (5.28). The

mean velocity angle γs is not correct in this instance, for use in the concentric pipe

with wall rotation, as it is entirely from the perspective of the rotating inner wall

and cannot be correct across the gap span and particularly for the static outer wall.

The mean strain rate angle and the shear stress angle have similar orientations.

But the difference, γg − γτ , is what matters for modelling in accordance with the

criterion of Equation 2.5. In this Figure 5.57, The flow angle lag, even for the lowest

rotation rate case of N = 0.2145, exceeds 10◦. Therefore any attempt at using

current turbulence models will be highly inaccurate. This includes the SGS models

of LES. Plots against the flow angles of Jung and Sung (2006) are given in Figure

5.58. The discrepancy can be attributed to differences in mesh resolution.
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Figure 5.39: Instantaneous azimuthal velocity fluctuations v′θ, for N = 0. On the
left is a shell taken from the inner wall to y+ = 5 from the wall. On the right is a
half-radial section. Below figures likewise.

Figure 5.40: Instantaneous azimuthal velocity fluctuations v′θ, for N = 0.429. For
the concentric pipe with inner wall rotating.

Figure 5.41: Instantaneous azimuthal velocity fluctuations v′θ, for N = 2. For the
concentric pipe with inner wall rotating.
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Figure 5.42: v′rv
′
z RSS for the concentric pipe with inner wall rotating.

By simply taking the arctan of Uθ/Uz, with an un-modified mean azimuthal veloc-

ity, we can get the flow orientation in the inertial reference frame, this is shown in

Figure 5.59. The magnitude of this is shown in Figure 5.60. Note that here the

integral of each rotation rate curve will not give a consistent mass flow rate, as their

orientation’s (to axial), are not equal. If the azimuthal velocity in the rotating refer-

ence frame is used instead, as was obtained in Figure 5.10, the resultant orientation

is now shown in Figure 5.61, and the resultant velocity magnitude in the rotating

reference frame, is shown in Figure 5.62.

Evidently, from the velocity fluctuation wall streaks and the instantaneous λ2 3D

plots (eg: Figure 5.28), the flow is in the rotating reference frame, regardless of the

static outer wall. Besides, in Figure 5.59 and 5.61, at y = 0.5, both plots converge on

an equivalent angle. Take for instance the N = 2 case, at y = 0 the flow is oriented

at around −55◦ to axial. This is obviously the case in the streak and instantaneous

λ2 images. Figure 5.63, for the N = 2 case, shows that streak tilting is in accordance

with the given angle in Figure 5.61 at y = 0.5. Which is around +27◦. The right

hand rule must be considered throughout.

Having established that the actual flow orientation and magnitude is in the rotating

reference frame, the effective semi-log plot needs to be considered with respect to

the effective friction velocity in this orientation. In Figure 5.64 and 5.65, V + and

y+ are obtained using the friction velocity of Equation 3.37. The azimuthal velocity
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Figure 5.43: v′rv
′
θ RSS for the concentric pipe with inner wall rotating.

and strain rates used are both from the rotating reference frame.

Firstly, it can be seen that the plots in the inertial reference frame are distorted in

the viscous sublayer, with respect to the N = 0 case, and therefore should not be

considered. The viscous regions for the plots in the rotational reference frames do

coincide with the N = 0 case and are therefore in an equal basis. For the N = 2

case on the inner wall (Figure 5.64). It can be seen that boundary layer is very thin.

This is despite the flow being highly turbulent. To compensate, on the outer wall

the boundary layer is elongated (Figure 5.65).

Table 5.2 compares the resultant or effective friction velocity in the different refer-

ence frames with that of the calculated streamwise friction velocity. From it, it can

be gathered that friction velocity in the flow orientation is much greater than in

streamwise, and that this increases with rotation of the inner wall. This is reflected

in the coefficient of skin friction in Table 5.3. The Cf results for Jung and Sung

(2006) are shown in red font for N = 0 and N = 0.429. From these it can be

affirmed that drag increases with turbulence.

5.3.11 Anisotropy evaluation

The thin boundary layer, and much reduced logarithmic region, is the result of a

highly anisotropic wall flow. To evaluate this first each component of the anisotropy

tensor is plotted, for each rotating rate case, and compared with the LES results of
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Figure 5.44: v′zv
′
θ RSS for the concentric pipe with inner wall rotating.

Table 5.2: Friction velocity results in the different reference frames.

N Streamwise inertial ref frame flow rotational ref frame flow
uτ ×10−2 Vτ ×10−2 Vτ ×10−2

0 (6.776,6.446) - -

0.2145 (7.041,6.464) ( 7.546,6.460) ( 7.095,6.448)

0.429 (7.541,6.545) ( 8.552,6.863) ( 7.677,6.555)

0.858 (8.321,9.904) ( 8.964,7.639) ( 8.910,6.961)

2.0 (9.981,7.933) (12.834,8.461) (12.695,8.339)

Chung and Sung (2005).

As with Chung and Sung (2005), it can be seen that the diagonal terms of bij shift

closer to the isotropic state with increasing N . For the off-diagonal terms there

is enhanced anisotropy, except for brz in the centre region. The isotropy of the

diagonal terms is attributed to the enhanced intercomponent energy transfer (K∗)

afforded by the inner wall.

A plot of the anisotropy invariant map, in IIIb vs −IIb has close similarity with

that of Chung and Sung (2005). However are not show here to avoid congesting

the map. The ξ vs η plot is instead shown as there is more clarity in the bottom

isotropic corner of this turbulence triangle. This is shown in Figure 5.67.
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Figure 5.45: TKE for the concentric pipe with inner wall rotating.
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Figure 5.46: Structure parameter a1 for the concentric pipe with inner wall rotating.
On the right is a comparison with previous work.

It can be seen that with enhanced rotation the flow becomes highly two-dimensionalised

on the inner wall. For the N = 2 case the flow at the wall is almost on the left

corner two-component limit, and the flow meanders from side to side of the map,

indicating highly varied anisotropy forms. The extent of the return to isotropy is

also reduced with rotation.

5.4 Conclusion

This research into DNS of the concentric pipe with inner wall rotation has firstly

shown that negative production (for a 2DTBL) or negative Reynolds shear stress

(3DTBL), in the midspan of the concentric pipe does not occur due to non-coincidence
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Figure 5.48: (a) RSS vs strain rate zero-point coincidence check (b) closeup.

of the zero of Reynolds shear stress and the zero of strain rate. This region of the

midspan is where there is opposingly oriented azimuthal vorticity, having opposing

rotational tendency, and it is here where mean statistics only obtained over a very

long time average will enable full coincidence. In this research this has been conclu-

sively shown for the inner wall rotation rate N = 0, 0.2145 and N = 2 cases. For

the N = 0.429 and 0.858 cases to also show this would require a longer time average

of data gathering.

Another significant finding of this research is that the mean azimuthal velocity has

to be considered in the rotational reference frame in order for there to be a com-

promise between mean and instantaneous flow orientation and effective or resultant
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Figure 5.49: (a)-(c) diagonal turbulence production components, and (d) TKE pro-
duction for the concentric pipe with inner wall rotation.

velocity. This has clearly been demonstrated by the wall streaks on either wall of

the concentric pipe in the rotating and static cases. Therefore Equation 3.20 for γs

cannot be used. Instead γs = tan−1 Vθ
Vz

should be used. Where Vθ is azimuthal veloc-

ity in the rotating reference frame. This Vθ is effectively the deviation of turbulent

Couette flow from laminar Couette flow for the concentric pipe. Effective velocity

should be similarly calculated. Calculations for strain rates and the various terms

of the Reynolds stress budget including production should also consider azimuthal

velocity in the rotating reference frame. This has implications in turbulence mod-

elling. It has also been found that in the concentric pipe with inner wall rotation,

the azimuthal velocity is quite prominent relative to streamwise velocity. Hence for

the inner wall N = 2 rotation rate case, Ro goes down to around one. In this case

a wave formation can be clearly seen by λ2 coherent structure isosurfaces. It is

surmised that this waveform is an inertial wave.

Complementing previous researchers, it has been found that with increased rotation

of the inner wall of a concentric pipe there is increased turbulence. An analysis of

the skewness of radial velocity fluctuations, has revealed that with increased rotation

there is an increased strength of positive velocity fluctuations. This is a display of
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Figure 5.50: (a)-(c) off-diagonal (RSS) production components, (d) magnitude sum
of off-diagonal components and (e) plain sum of off-diagonal components, for the
concentric pipe with inner wall rotation.

increased inwards centripetal force in the concentric pipe with inner wall rotation,

and is demonstrated by enhanced splatting discussed by previous researchers who

showed high negative pressure strain on the inner rotating wall. In the rotational

reference frame, which is manifested by mean azimuthal velocity, this is strong

centrifugal force emanating off from the inner wall which has been shown by others

as increasing ejections. These findings thus provide a rather rare demonstration of

raw centripetal acceleration in fluid flow. Centripetal acceleration is an integral part

of fundamental uniform curvilinear motion, and is obviously behind the enhanced

splatting and compensating ejections. Finally, there is no return to isotropy in these
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Figure 5.51: v′r skewness in the concentric pipe with inner wall rotating.
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Figure 5.52: Radial normalized kurtosis in the concentric pipe with inner wall ro-
tating.
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Figure 5.53: Intensity angle γi for the concentric pipe with inner wall rotation.
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Figure 5.54: Mean velocity angle γs for the concentric pipe with inner wall rotation.
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Figure 5.55: Strain rate angle γg for the concentric pipe with inner wall rotation.
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Figure 5.56: RSS angle γτ for the concentric pipe with inner wall rotation.
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Figure 5.57: Angle difference γg−γτ for the concentric pipe with inner wall rotation.
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Figure 5.59: The actual (3DTBL) flow orientation in an inertial reference frame, for
the concentric pipe with inner wall rotating.
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Figure 5.60: The resultant effective velocity in the inertial reference frame, for the
concentric pipe with inner wall rotating.
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Figure 5.61: Effective (actual 3DTBL) flow orientation γs in the rotational reference
frame, for the concentric pipe with inner wall rotation.
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Figure 5.63: Instantaneous radial velocity fluctuations v′r, for N = 2. On a shell
from y+ = 5 from the outer wall of the concentric pipe with inner wall rotating.
This is the non-rotating outer wall.
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Table 5.3: Cf results in the different reference frames.

N Streamwise inertial ref frame flow rotational ref frame flow
Cf ×10−3 Cf ×10−3 Cf ×10−3

0 (13.800,12.345) - - (9.18,8.24)

0.2145 (14.504,12.517) (14.749,12.476) (14.612,12.489)

0.429 (15.893,12.940) (16.544,12.865) (16.069,12.815)(12.16,8.56)

0.858 (18.319,14.264) (21.126,14.013) (19.743,13.118)

2.0 (25.756,17.390) (42.259,15.311) (37.017,13.044)

types of flows and the flow remains highly anisotropic.
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Figure 5.66: Anisotropy tensor components (a) N = 0, (b) N = 0.2145, (c) N =
0.429, (d) N = 0.858 and (e) N = 2.0
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Chapter 6

The concentric pipe with outer

wall rotation

6.1 Introduction

There has only been one found numerical study of the concentric pipe with outer

wall rotation by Hadziabdic et al. (2013). In their opening remarks they highlight

that annular flows are not only a regular occurrence in industry, but that such flows

also present interesting physics. They point out that the previous LES study on the

inner rotating wall by Chung and Sung (2005), show no dramatic difference in flow

with an increase in N .

Their literature survey reveals that in the case without axial flow but only inner wall

rotation, there is a critical Taylor number Ta, above which Taylor toroidal vortices

(or Taylor-Couette vortices) form. Here Ta = 4Ω2R2/ν2, is the ratio of inertial

centrifugal forces to viscous forces. By this theory, if the outer wall is rotated, the

turbulence is caused by the shear (viscous forces). Then the flow is characterized

by Ta/Re2 which is directly correlated to N2. They mention that TC vortices will

also form on the outer wall at sufficiently high N in a similar manner as the inner

wall rotating, as succinctly described in the visualisations of Meseguer and Marques

(2002).

6.2 Adequacy of geometry lengths

Meseguer and Marques (2002) studied spiral Poiseuille flow in a concentric pipe with

the inner and outer wall rotating independently. They carried out linear stability

analysis and were able to calculate a 3D reduced order model display based on the
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first integration of the perturbation field. Apart from differences in flow properties

to the current research, both walls were rotated in a clockwise manner, unlike the

current anticlockwise rotation. Otherwise their α = 0.5, is same as the present

research. Their axial length was 8δ, which is shorter than the current simulation

geometries which are 22δ long. Figure 6.1 a) shows iso-surfaces of this display with

the inner wall rotating at 62% faster than the outer wall. The dominant spiral

Poiseuille modes have short periods that are able to be fully captured within the

geometry. Obviously the azimuthal velocity component is prominent here. This is

comparable to the discussions in Section 5.3.2 where the azimuthal velocity in the

rotational reference frame, of the concentric pipe with inner wall rotating is found

to be close in magnitude to axial velocity, with Ro = 1 in some places.

On the other hand Figure 6.1 b), from Meseguer and Marques (2002), shows the

outerwall rotating 52% faster than the inner wall. This clearly shows the dominant

modes as being elongated, with very long periods, which in this case extend beyond

the axial length of the geometry, 8δ. The axial velocity is apparently dominant

here. The ensuing discussion will show that a similar prominence of axial velocity

occurs in the current simulations of the concentric pipe with outer wall rotation.

Although in the present research the geometry is 22δ long, the flow is much faster

and turbulent. As such, as discussed by Orlandi and Fatica (1997), the axial length

of the pipe has to be sufficiently long to capture the large scale coherent motions.

Otherwise mean flow statistics will be unlikely to converge.

The current scope of the research has multiple geometry and DNS simulation types

spread over available computational capacity. As such the current simulations of

the concentric pipe with outer wall rotation have been restricted to a 22δ long con-

centric pipe, which is only 5.5R. It is very plausible that the large scale coherent

fluid motions encountered are not fully captured in the current geometry lengths,

and therefore full mean flow convergence and consequently grid independence checks

are affected. Nevertheless, the purpose of the results of this chapter is to further

demonstrate that instantaneous flow orientation is dictated by the rotational ref-

erence frame. Also to further show the relationship between tangential velocity,

centripetal acceleration afforded by radial velocity and angular momentum which

exists parallel to axial velocity. Hence the importance of full mean flow statistical

convergence is not of paramount importance in this section.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.1: Figure from Meseguer and Marques (2002) showing 3D iso-surface of
a reduced order model of spiral-Poiseulle flow in a concentric pipe; (a) the inner
wall rotating 62% faster than the outer wall and, (b) the outer wall rotating 52%
faster than the inner wall. In these figures flow is from left to right like current
simulations, but wall rotation is clockwise unlike the anticlockwise rotation of the
current simulation.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Grid independence checks and comparisons

As indicated at the end of Section 3.3.3, the plots for mean flow statistics grid

independence checks are given here, but are rather rudimentary and indicate a lack

of flow convergence to a statistically stationary state. Further to the discussion at

the end of the last section (Section 6.2), this is very likely due to the very long fluid

motions (structures) that have been created, which are too long for the currently

available geometry. In Section 3.3.3 flow stability for both the outer wall rotation

rate cases of the concentric pipe as well as the N = 1 GIT comparative case, were

demonstrated. However here, the flow stability in the concentric pipe with outer

wall rotating N = 2 GIT comparative case was not shown to be adequate, despite

running for over 300R/U time units.
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Figures 6.2 and 6.4 include GIT checks for the mean velocity profiles and Reynolds

shear stress profiles. The only plots which are in close agreement with the GIT

comparative geometry are the streamwise profiles of Figure 6.2(a). Figure 6.2 and

6.4 as well as Figure 6.3 and 6.5 have data from the LES of Hadziabdic et al. (2013)

included, which at least show similarities in scale and general profile.
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Figure 6.2: Streamwise and azimuthal (W ) velocity plots; respectively (a) & (c)
with the GIT checks and (b) & (d) with the LES data of Hadziabdic et al. (2013).

The streamwise velocity profile of Figure 6.2(b) compares well with the N = 1

case for Hadziabdic et al. (2013). However the N = 2 case of Hadziabdic et al.

(2013) is more symmetric and parabolic. It takes a very long time for rotating outer

wall flows to reach a statistically steady state, as was seen in the pipe, and now

in the concentric pipe with outer wall rotation. During this transition it has been

observed that upon rotation, laminarisation emanates from the rotating wall and

progresses towards the centre. This observation in the concentric pipe with outer

wall N = 2 will be further discussed in Section 6.3.8. For now it is surmised that the

streamwise profile of Hadziabdic et al. (2013) is reflective of this laminar phase of
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flow development. The azimuthal velocity in the inertial reference frame is generally

closer to linear solid body rotation than the concentric pipe with inner wall rotation,

but less so than the pipe with rotation.

The velocity fluctuations (Figure 6.3) appear to be generally higher with rotation,

but are suppressed in the immediate vicinity of the rotating outer wall. This indi-

cates that for a longer developed flow the transitional quasi-laminar state diminishes

particularly for the higher rotation N = 2 case. In the main Reynolds shear stress

v′rv
′
z (Figure 6.4(a)) there is a decrease with rotation, similar to the pipe with ro-

tation. Like the pipe with rotation there is an increase in the other two RSS, v′rv
′
θ

and v′θv
′
z (Figure 6.4(c) and (e)), although this is suppressed at the rotating outer

wall.
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Figure 6.3: Velocity fluctuation rms plots for the concentric pipe with outer wall
rotating, (a) v′zrms, (b) v′rrms and (c) v′θrms

In the velocity fluctuation variances of Figure 6.5, Only radial variance is suppressed

throughout the gap span with rotation. In all three variance profile sets there

is suppression at the outer rotating wall. The collective effect expressed in TKE

further below in Figure 6.15, shows that TKE is enhanced with rotation, except at
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Figure 6.4: Reynolds shear stress plots GIT check and comparison with the LES
of Hadziabdic et al. (2013) ((e) showing the v′tv

′
z plots did not have a figure in

Hadziabdic et al. (2013)).

both walls where it is less.

6.3.2 Azimuthal velocity in the rotating reference frame

As discussed in Chapter 5 from Section 5.3.2, the azimuthal velocity has to be

considered in the rotational reference frame. At the current stage of development of

rotation in the concentric pipe with outer wall rotating, at the time of writing, the
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Figure 6.5: Velocity fluctuation variance plots for the concentric pipe with outer
wall rotating

azimuthal velocity in the rotating reference frame is given in Figure 6.6. As can be

seen the azimuthal velocity is at most only 25% on axial velocity , at N = 2. The

influence of azimuthal velocity is thus seen to be a lot less than in the concentric

pipe with inner wall rotating, even considering the difference in ReH .

6.3.3 Vorticity and λ2

Mean streamwise vorticity is shown in Figure 6.7 and compared to the azimuthal

strain rate in both the inertial and rotational reference frames. From the literature

review of Section 2.7 and Pope (2003), velocity gradients are Galilean invariant but

not rotationally invariant or material frame indifferent. As such streamwise vorticity

compares more closely to azimuthal strain rate in the inertial reference frame. The

instantaneous azimuthal streamwise vorticity, shown in Figure 6.8 and 6.9 relates

to the mean profiles in that they become more positive (red) with rotation. There

appears to be a greater level of turbulence with rotation.

The mean azimuthal vorticity matches the streamwise strain rate as shown in Figure
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Figure 6.6: Azimuthal velocity in the rotational reference frame, for the concentric
pipe with inner wall rotating.

6.10. In the global consideration the overall rotation on the inner wall is negative

clockwise and on the outer wall is positive anticlockwise. The streamwise strain

rate is inversely related. In the local consideration the vortices near both walls are

always anticlockwise due to the high streamwise gradients at the wall, as discussed in

Section 4.3.2. This local consideration of uni-directional vorticity per the right hand

rule, can be seen in the instantaneous azimuthal vorticity of Figure 6.11 and 6.12.

Particularly at the walls which is similar to the pipe with rotation and concentric

pipe with inner wall rotating. However reflective of the mean velocity profile (Figure

6.6), the intense positive azimuthal vorticity at the wall diminishes with rotation

and instead it is towards the central region of the gap span where Vθ is maximum

that the vorticity is zero and changes sign.

The mean λ2 plots are more similar to the pipe plots but apparently scale less

(Figure 6.13). 3D instantaneous λ2 contours (coloured by streamwise velocity) over

the entire gap span are given in Figure 6.14. Unlike in the pipe with rotation, there

is no sign of elongated eddies here, for both rotation rate case (N = 1 and 2). For

clarity, elongated eddies are not the same as large scale turbulent motions.
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Figure 6.7: Mean streamwise vorticity for the concentric pipe outer wall rotating.
Also included are plots for the mean azimuthal strain rate in the two reference
frames.

Figure 6.8: Streamwise vorticity for outer wall N = 1. Minimum vorticity limit is
set at -10 (blue) and the maximum at 10 (red) - same for ensuing Figure.

Figure 6.9: Streamwise vorticity for outer wall N = 2.
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Figure 6.10: Mean azimuthal vorticity for the concentric pipe outer wall rotating.
Mean streamwise strain rate is shown in the inset.

Figure 6.11: Azimuthal vorticity for outer wall N = 1. Minimum vorticity limit is
set at 0 (blue) and the maximum at 30 (red) - same for ensuing Figure.

Figure 6.12: Azimuthal vorticity for outer wall N = 2.
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Figure 6.13: Mean λ2 for the concentric pipe outer wall rotating.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.14: Instantaneous λ2 in the concentric pipe with outer N , (a) N = 1 and
(b) N = 2.

6.3.4 TKE, a1 and K∗

As mentioned in Section 6.3.1, the TKE plots given in Figure 6.15 shows that like

the pipe there is an increase in TKE with rotation. There is TKE suppression only

at the walls. However there is a greater suppression of RSS near the walls and this
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Figure 6.15: TKE for the concentric pipe outer wall rotating.

shows in the structure parameter given in Figure 6.16 where the TKE to RSS ratio

is quite similar to some of the cases for the concentric pipe with inner wall rotating.

Particularly, the N = 0.429 inner wall case corresponds to the N = 1 outer wall

case and the N = 2 case for both inner and outer rotating wall are similar. For

these extreme N , a1 remains highest at both walls.

The energy partition parameter K∗, for the concentric pipe with outer wall rotation

is unlike that of the pipe and the concentric pipe with inner wall rotation. Here there

is never any reduction in values to around unity. Streamwise velocity fluctuations

are therefore always much greater than the sum of the azimuthal and radial velocity

fluctuations. This effect can be seen in Figure 6.14 where there are no elongated λ2

structures. This is unlike in the pipe with rotation where eddy elongation became

more pronounced with greater rotation when there was a lower K∗, at around one,

or slightly less than one, towards the pipe centre. This is at Ro much greater than

unity. In the concentric pipe with inner wall rotation, although K∗ also goes to

less than unity in the middle of the gap, Ro is also around unity. Per discussion

in Section 2.3, when Ro is around or less than unity, inertial waves become visible,

and this is the case for N = 2 for inner wall rotation, as can be seen in Figure 5.28.

This enhanced turbulent interaction in the concentric pipe with inner wall rotation
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Figure 6.16: The structure parameter for the concentric pipe outer wall rotating.

between Ro at unity and K∗ at unity, prevents K∗ from facilitating elongated eddies.

6.3.5 Production components

The radial and azimuthal normal production components have regions of negative

production across the gap span (see Figure 6.18) which increases in magnitude with

rotation. This is similar to the pipe with rotation and the concentric pipe with

inner wall rotation. The contribution from these two is quite small compared to

streamwise. Nevertheless, like the pipe with rotation, the production of TKE is

seen to decrease with rotation. In the concentric pipe with inner wall rotation TKE

production increases with rotation. In all three cases TKE increases with rotation.

For the concentric pipe with outer wall rotation the comparison is as follows; TKE

in Figure 6.15, increases with rotation, while the production of it in Figure 6.18(d)

decreases with rotation. This contrast is also observed in the pipe with rotation. For

the shear production components, all three plots in Figure 6.19 indicate an increase

in positive production on the inner non-rotating wall, with rotation.
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Figure 6.17: The energy partition parameter for the concentric pipe outer wall
rotating.

6.3.6 Skewness and kurtosis

Skewness of radial velocity fluctuations for the concentric pipe with outer wall ro-

tation are shown in Figure 6.20. They largely decrease with rotation from the outer

rotating wall at y = 0.5, to the centre of the gap where there is a general reduction

in magnitude. However, this decrease occurs more in the negative outward radial

velocity fluctuation towards the outer wall, as there is a general decrease in v′r there,

which can also be seen in v′r rms (in Figure 6.3(b)). For the inward positive radial

velocity there is an increased extent across the gap span with rotation, than when

compared to the static wall case. An integration of the positive (centripetal inwards)

radial velocity skewness would generally be higher than that of negative (centripetal

outwards) radial velocity skewness when there is rotation, compared with that for

the non-rotating case. The region of positive radial skewness for the rotating cases

corresponds to the negative slope of Vθ from maximum magnitude shown in Figure

6.6. As in Section 5.3.9, this is a demonstration of inward centripetal force occurring

in tandem with the azimuthal velocity in the rotating reference frame. However here

obviously v′r fluctuations emanated are dampened due to convergence unlike in the

concentric pipe with inner wall rotation, where the v′r vector field is divergent. The
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Figure 6.18: (a)-(c) diagonal turbulence production components, and (d) TKE pro-
duction for the concentric pipe with outer wall rotation.

radial kurtosis shown in Figure 6.21 is similar to the pipe with wall rotation and

the concentric pipe with inner wall rotation. However, the difference is, in these two

cases the radial kurtosis moved closer to both walls with rotation, whereas in this

case the profile moves away from the wall with rotation.

6.3.7 Flow angles

The intensity angle for the concentric pipe with outer wall rotating given in Figure

6.22 is quite different to that found in the pipe with wall rotation and the concentric

pipe with inner wall rotating. At the higher N = 2 outer wall rotation rate, γi is

higher on both walls. The mean velocity angle plot in Figure 6.23 is determined

by the equation, γs = tan−1 Vθ
Uz

, rather than Equation 3.20. This is because Vθ in

the rotating reference frame is used instead of (Wθ −Wθw) in the inertial reference

frame. The plots for γs indicate that unlike the Vθ values obtained in the concentric

pipe with inner wall rotation, for the concentric pipe with outer wall rotation, the

lower azimuthal velocity in Figure 6.6 results in an effective flow orientation that

is not much deviant from streamwise. In Figure 6.23 the flow is never much more
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Figure 6.19: (a)-(c) off-diagonal (RSS) production components.

than 10◦ magnitude from positive axial (left to right). Like the concentric pipe with

inner wall rotating there is a change in orientation sign as the profile moves from

the rotating wall to the opposite wall. The flow angles γg and γτ given in Figure

6.24 and 6.25 respectively, are not very different to those in the concentric pipe with

inner wall rotating. Similar plots for γi, γg, γτ and the difference can be found in

Hadziabdic et al. (2013). The lag in stress and strain angle is very high for the

concentric pipe with outer wall rotation, like the pipe with wall rotation and the

concentric pipe with inner wall rotation, and is an indication that this kind of flow

can only be studied accurately by well resolved DNS or high precision experiments.

6.3.8 Wall streak orientation check

To further confirm that the instantaneous flow turbulent fluctuations are settled

in the rotating reference frame, and that the instantaneous flow is oriented as per

Figure 6.23, the v′r streaks on the non-rotating inner wall of the concentric pipe

with outer wall rotating, are show in Figure 6.27 for the N = 1 and N = 2 cases.

In Figure 6.27(a) it can be observed that the streaks are tilted at around +4◦ to
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Figure 6.20: v′r skewness in the concentric pipe with outer wall rotating.
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Figure 6.21: v′r kurtosis in the concentric pipe with outer wall rotating.
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Figure 6.22: Intensity angle γi for the concentric pipe with outer wall rotation.
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Figure 6.23: Mean velocity angle γs for the concentric pipe with outer wall rotation.
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Figure 6.26: Angle difference γg−γτ for the concentric pipe with outer wall rotation.

streamwise (left to right), and in Figure 6.27(b) the streaks are tilted at around

+9◦ to streamwise. These correspond to γs on the inner wall given in Figure 6.23.

In Figure 6.28(a) the streaks are tilted at around -8◦ to streamwise (left to right),

and in Figure 6.28(b) the streaks are tilted at around -11◦ to streamwise. These

correspond to γs on the outer wall given in Figure 6.23.

Flow comparison with an earlier time

Earlier in the flow transition at around 150R/U time units before the current statis-

tics were taken, the mean flow statistics for Wθ and Vθ for both the concentric pipe

with rotating inner wall and rotating outer wall were plotted in Figure 6.29. The

resultant orientation (γs) based on these Vθ for both concentric pipe wall-rotation

types is plotted in Figure 6.30. Figure 6.31(a) and (b) gives the v′r streaks on the

inner wall of the transient concentric pipe flow with outer wall rotating, for the two

rotation rate cases (N = 1 and 2). It can be seen that these streaks are oriented

closely corresponding to γs of Figure 6.30. The streak angles on the inner wall are

around +5◦ and 0◦ for the N = 1 and N = 2 rotating outer wall cases respectively.

On the outer rotating wall show in Figure 6.32(a) and (b), the streak angles again

closely correspond to Figure 6.30, as around -26◦ and -50◦ for the N = 1 and N = 2

rotating outer wall cases respectively.

At this earlier time for the outer wall N = 2 case there was quasi-laminarisation
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.27: v′r streaks on the inner wall of the concentric pipe with outer wall
rotating at, (a) N = 1 and (b) N = 2. This is the non-rotating inner wall.

occurring as part of this transient phase. Just like in the pipe with rotation, a

laminar front was emanated from the rotating outer wall and moved towards the

inner wall. The progressing laminar front has been visualised by λ2 in Figure 6.32(b).

Here the v′r streak width is much larger than the current, more turbulent, snapshot

(Figure 6.28(b)). The comparison λ2 snapshot for the N = 1 case is given in Figure

6.32(a). This transition laminar phase can be related to the instantaneous fluid flow

transitioning from an inertial reference frame to a rotational reference frame.

6.3.9 Effective resultant velocity

Figure 6.34 shows the effective (resultant) velocity for both rotating outer wall

N = 1 and 2 cases. Because Vθ is quite small at the walls and relatively smaller

than streamwise velocity towards the middle, there is relatively little difference in
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.28: v′r streaks on the outer wall of the concentric pipe with outer wall
rotating at, (a) N = 1 and (b) N = 2.

effective velocity V with the streamwise velocity profile U . This can also be seen

in the semi-log plots for which there is very little difference on both the inner wall

(Figure 6.35) and rotating outer wall (Figure 6.36), between V + and U+.

From the upward shift in semi-log plot of velocity it can be seen that the wall

velocity plots approach the laminar Poiseuille, U+ = y+, flow with rotation. There is

associated reduction in τw and Cf which is detailed in Table 6.1 and 6.2 respectively.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.31: Earlier v′r streaks on the inner wall of the concentric pipe with outer
wall rotating at, (a) N = 1 and (b) N = 2. This is the non-rotating inner wall.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.32: Earlier v′r streaks on the outer wall of the concentric pipe with outer
wall rotating at, (a) N = 1 and (b) N = 2.

6.3.10 Anisotropy invariant maps

The anisotropy invariant map for the concentric pipe with outer wall rotation is given

in Figure 6.37. There is tendency towards two dimensionalisation in the N = 2 case,
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.33: Earlier λ2 for the concentric pipe with outer wall rotating at, (a) N = 1
and (b) N = 2.

Table 6.1: Friction velocity results.

N Streamwise rotational ref frame flow
uτ ×10−2 Vτ ×10−2

0 (6.776,6.446) -

1 (6.304,4.968) ( 6.324,4.899)

2 (5.528,3.905) ( 5.569,3.966)

which is similar to the N = 2 pipe wall rotation case. However there is no return

to isotropy, just an excursion in the midspan to the boundary for axisymmetric

contraction. This is indicative that in the stress ellipsoid, σθ and σr become just as

influential on the flow as σz.

6.4 Conclusion

This chapter details DNS research of the concentric pipe with outer wall rotating

at N = 1 and N = 2. It has shown that while there has been retardation of tur-

bulent kinetic energy production with rotation of the outer wall, TKE has infact

been observed to increase. This is an indication of disruption to the energy cascade

which could be a matter for further study. A similar occurrence has been observed

in the pipe with rotation. An analysis of azimuthal velocity in the rotational refer-

ence frame has again confirmed that instantaneous flow characteristics settle in this
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Table 6.2: Cf results.

N Streamwise rotational ref frame flow
Cf ×10−3 Cf ×10−3

0 (13.800,12.345) -

1 (10.744, 8.111) (10.655, 7.861)

2 ( 8.231, 5.852) ( 8.236, 5.833)

frame of reference despite there being one static wall. An analysis of the skewness

of radial velocity fluctuations again confirms that the retardation in turbulence is

accompanied by more stronger inward (centripetal positive) radial velocity. Which

is consistent with the findings of Chapter 4 on the pipe with rotation, and Chapter

5, the concentric pipe with inner wall rotation. In the pipe with rotation the rota-

tional reference frame settles with the peak azimuthal velocity towards the midspan

of the pipe and it is from here that inwards (positive) radial velocity picks up and

peaks. This facilitates a near unity energy partition parameter K∗, which results

in eddy elongation in the pipe with rotation. In the concentric pipe with inner

wall rotation, K∗ is low, at around unity, but so also is Ro. As such inertial waves

become apparent and overriding. In the concentric pipe with outer wall rotation,

at the current advanced stage of flow development, K∗ and Ro are much greater

than unity. There are no elongated eddies, neither are there inertial waves. This

is notwithstanding that there are most likely to be large scale turbulent motions

which extend past the current geometry length. Nevertheless, the confirmation or

otherwise of such large scale motions is left as a recommendation for future research.
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Chapter 7

The pipe jet

7.1 Introduction - the axisymmetric jet

The canonical jet is defined as an incompressible turbulent round pipe flow dis-

charging axially into a quiescent domain of infinite diameter (Lipari and Stansby,

2011). Experimentally there are a very large number of dimensionless parameters

governing the flow (Mullyadzhanov et al., 2017a) such as details of the nozzle, flow

profile and boundary layer momentum thickness, this is in addition to the jet do-

main surroundings, including wall proximity and noise factor which also have some

effect on jet development. In an ideal situation, the only non-dimensional parameter

that has an effect on the flow is Reynolds number based on nozzle exit diameter,

ReD = UjD/ν (Pope, 2003).

The round jet is a basic flow, others of which are free shear layers, wakes and

boundary layer. Most fluid flows can be broadly categorized as one of these basic

flows. The round jet is an external flow which gives rise to free shear layers in

cylindrical coordinates.

The canonical jet as defined by Lipari and Stansby (2011) can also be regarded

as isothermal. As described by Pope (2003) the dissipation of turbulent kinetic

energy, which is caused by fluctuating velocity gradients working in opposition to

fluctuating deviatoric stresses (distortion component of the stress tensor), changes

kinetic energy into internal energy. However the resulting rise in temperature is

almost always negligibly small.

In this research jet inflow conditions are provided with a separately developed pe-

riodic pipe flow simulation, mimicking a supply duct of infinite length so that fully

developed turbulence at the jet inflow occurs and the ideal situation is arrived at.
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The phenomenon of the canonical jet dependent on only ReD can then be easily

studied. Furthermore, this inflow method can also be applied to the rotating (or

swirling) jet by first allowing the periodic pipe to undergo rotation at the swirl

number, N = Uθ/Ub where Uθ is the wall tangential (or azimuthal W ) velocity. The

fully developed rotating pipe is applied to the jet domain via an interpolation script

in the *.usr file of nek5000.

7.2 Literature review

7.2.1 Background application

Jet flow occurs in a broad range of modern engineering applications. Jet flow as

a means of propulsion is a feature of modern aircraft. Depending on Reynolds

number, based on exit nozzle diameter ReD, jet flow can be highly unstable and

thus important for mixing. Early studies on jet instability theory were by Batchelor

and Gill (1969); Michalke (1972); Michalke and Hermann (1982); Michalke (1984),

who did surveys on jet instability theory. Jet transition to instability is very much

reminiscent of the general transition of laminar flows to turbulence. Michalke (1984)

reports that in the latter half of the 1800’s there was reports of gaslight flickering

to music and later that the jet was observed to be sensitive to sound. More recent

studies of instability include those by O’Neil et al. (2004) and Gohil et al. (2012).

Important practical features of a jet such as mixing and noise generation, are closely

associated with the development of turbulence from the jet, which is sensitive to

inflow conditions such as initial shear layer thickness. Numerous studies have been

conducted on the sound produced by the traditional jet (Lorteau et al., 2015; Bogey

and Marsden, 2013; Bogey et al., 2012, 2011). Investigations have also been carried

out by Arakeri et al. (2003) on use of microjets externally mounted and focused on

the main jet inflow nozzle. The purpose of this arrangement is to suppress turbulence

induced noise, and is done on a Mach 0.9 axisymmetric jet. Other research has been

conducted into compressible jets (Ghasemi et al., 2017). Li et al. (2012) have used

DNS research on compressible jets. Yet others have researched non-traditional jet

flow such as that which occurs with the Coanda effect as investigated by Miozzi

et al. (2010).

Buoyancy as a factor in jet flow categorizes it as a plume. These have been intensely

studied in recent times by Ezzamel et al. (2015); van Reeuwijk and Craske (2015);

Craske and van Reeuwijk (2016). The first with PIV experimental data and the

latter two using DNS where the aim was to develop theoretical models for plumes.
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In the context of the earth’s rotation, Deremble (2016) and Frank et al. (2017)

studied buoyant plumes in a rotating reference frame. The latter in the aftermath

of the Deepwater Horizon submarine oil plume disaster of 2010.

A full general dissection of the jet, based on prior study, is given in Appendix J. Here

details are given of the different parts of a jet (Section J.0.1), immediate observable

equations (Section J.0.2), self similarity (Section J.0.3), consistent examinations in

the jet (Section J.0.4), inlet boundary and initial conditions (Section J.0.5) and jet

instability (Section J.0.6).

7.2.2 Further jet studies

The hot-wire experiments of Panchapakesan and Lumley (1993) were among the first

to thoroughly characterize the full TKE energy budget of the turbulent axisymmetric

jet, as well as give updated plots for third and fourth moments. Hussein et al. (1994)

complemented this finding soon after with hot-wire and laser-doppler anemometry

experiments. Hussein et al. (1994) produced time-averaged results which have been

validation benchmark plots for the self similar (Re independent) region ever since.

Thereafter Weisgraber and Liepmann (1998) used particle image velocimetry to

study turbulence in the transition region before self similarity. They found that this

region was Re dependent.

In a two part series of first the near field then the far field, Jung et al. (2004a,b),

were the first to do proper orthogonal decomposition on 2D data obtained by a hot

wire probe mesh arrangement. They found that in the near field there was no Re

dependence for the most energetic first POD mode. In the far field they found self

similarity with the end of the near field in the region usually not attributed to self

similarity. They also confirmed the mode-2 azimuthal mode in the far field.

Recently Craske and van Reeuwijk (2015a,b) used DNS to study the unsteady tur-

bulent jet. In the first study this was compared to the steady turbulent jet. This jet

was at low turbulent Re similar to the current research but run for trun/τ0 = 3000

computational time units. They point out that in the streamwise direction the jet

turnover time is per the relation z ∼
√
t. Hence the need for a long development

time to eliminate transient effects. They impose artificial inflow conditions with

prescribed perturbations.

Also recently van Reeuwijk and Holzner (2014) have found existence of a viscous

superlayer (VSL) in the turbulence boundary of the plane temporal jet, by examining

a threshold on the enstrophy ω2. This study has not yet been extended to the
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axisymmetric jet.

As discussed in Section J.0.5, ultimately almost all jet studies to date have been

unable to fully implement a fully developed turbulent pipe flow at the inlet, and

therefore implement the most fundamental of canonical jet conditions, where only

ReD is the defining parameter. Experimentally this would essentially require a pipe

of very long length, or one in which the entrance region could be confirmed as

fully developed. The disadvantage of using artificial inlet flows, is the plethora

of additional flow parameters that now have to be considered. Numerical studies

in theory, are not constrained as such. As the fully developed conditions can be

virtually recycled (Section 3.2.7). When such fully developed turbulent pipe flow

conditions are established at the inflow, the jet is termed a pipe jet.

The LES study by Mullyadzhanov et al. (2017a) and DNS studies by Facciolo (2006);

Ivashenko et al. (2018); Mullyadzhanov et al. (2018), are among the first numerical

studies to attempt studies of the canonical pipe jet. However the added flow con-

siderations in all these simulations is upstream co-flow. The imposition of co-flow

restricts radial dispersion of the jet-cone and shortens computational time (t ∼ z2).

In these studies, axial dispersion is managed by convective boundary conditions.

Wave packets

The consistent observation of large scale vortical coherent structures called wave

packets in the jet (mode 1 and 2), have motivated advanced studies (Cavalieri et al.,

2013; Semeraro et al., 2016). The former study examines the azimuthal modes

extracted from the azimuthal content of the velocity field. The recent pipe jet DNS

study by Mullyadzhanov et al. (2018) provides a most comprehensive investigation

on wavepackets. They find that growing azimuthal structures universally act as a

vortical energy frame for axisymmetric jets under all conditions, inclusive of swirling

and nonaxisymmetric jets.

There are good comparisons with the current research in the study by Mullyadzhanov

et al. (2018). Their jet inflow is at similar ReD = 5940. Their domain consists of

400× 106 grid points, whereas the current study has 127.5× 106 grid points. Their

analysis is up to 40D, whereas in the current research analysis considered is up

to 70R. Their simulation was allowed to develop for 400D/Ub computational time

units whereas in the present simulation 400R/Ub time units have been taken. Half

of this for flow development and half for data gathering. Most differences are due

to availability of computational resources. The biggest difference in simulations is
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their implementation of a 27%Ub coflow. This obviously has a large distorting effect

on radial entrainment, and is an additional influencing parameter.

7.2.3 Swirling jet studies

The swirling jet has only started to be numerically investigated in the last decade and

a half (Sanmiguel-Rojas et al. (2008)), although experimental studies have been on-

going over many decades, e.g: Benjamin (1962, 1967); Grabowski and Berger (1976);

Escudier (1984); Lopez (1990); Brown and Lopez (1990, 1992); Billant et al. (1998);

Blackburn and Lopez (2000). It has frequent application in industry in uses such as

flame stabilization and toxic emission control. It is of interest particularly because

of its unique feature commonly known as vortex breakdown. Per Oberleithner et al.

(2011) vortex breakdown occurs when the ratio of the azimuthal or swirling mo-

mentum to axial momentum exceeds a certain threshold, usually within the same

order of magnitude. When this occurs the jet-like velocity profile transits to a wake

like velocity profile where the peak of the bell-shape begins to dip into a trough.

Apart from Reynolds number the other main parameter influencing this flow is the

swirl parameter S. Ruith et al. (2003) give, S = ṽθ(R)/ṽz,∞. In this instance S

represents the azimuthal tangential velocity at the edge of the core relative to the

free stream velocity, and is the same as N for the axially rotating pipe and the

concentric pipe. Rukes et al. (2017) give a swirling number in terms of momentum,

which is useful for variable density considerations.

Rukes et al. (2017) mention that the dominant coherent structure which accompanies

vortex breakdown is the precessing vortex core (PVC). They use other statistical

methods, finite time Lyapunov exponent (FTLE) and local linear stability analysis

(LLSA), to complement POD in their analysis of PVC.

In the hope of diminishing the influence of the wall of the jet domain as much as

possible, several experiments have been performed in environments where the do-

main is extremely large compared to the emerging jet. Earlier such an experiment

was carried out by Niino (1978). More recently Atthanayake et al. (2019) have been

better able to examine such a scenario in their PIV (particle image velocimetry)

experiments. They confirm that a jet in a rotating reference frame undergoes a

formation-breakdown cycle. They identify a frequency for this and also determine a

precession frequency using the techniques of Graftieaux et al. (2001) and Nagarathi-

nam et al. (2015). Formation-breakdown was earlier examined in the LES study of

Lawrie et al. (2011), who attempted to study inhomogeneous turbulence under ro-

tation. They used large co-flow and numerical conditions in the lateral boundaries
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to subvert the spread angle and limit the radial extent of the domain.

There have been recent attempts at imposing the fully developed turbulent pipe

under rotation to the quiscent static domain, i.e. the swirling pipe jet. Facciolo

and Alfredsson (2004); Facciolo (2006); Facciolo et al. (2007); Örlü and Alfredsson

(2008) have done experiments with a long pipe under rotation discharging to a

static domain and have observed a counter rotating core. Facciolo and Alfredsson

(2004); Facciolo (2006) have also attempted DNS at low turbulent ReD = 5000, but

were unable to maintain axial and angular momentum, which decreased with time.

Similar studies have been carried out by Liang and Maxworthy (2005); Luginsland

et al. (2016); Mullyadzhanov et al. (2017b); Castro and Demuren (2017).

7.3 Results of the turbulent pipe jet

To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first DNS research to be conducted

on this type of pipe jet (without coflow), it has taken a long time to properly

establish the flow. Once a relatively steady mean velocity was able to be obtained

in the inflow pipe recycle length (Figure 3.13), the flow in the jet domain proper

was monitored and allowed to fully develop over 200 time units (in R/U), before

data was collected. Data was then gathered over a further 250 time units up till

around the time of writing. 2D time averaged data, over various slices in the jet were

taken at z/R = 2.5R, 5R, 10R, 30R and 70R. The times over which this data was

collected is detailed in Table 7.1. At around t = 350R/U computational time units

after steady mean velocity was obtained, λ2 images of the turbulent (non-rotating)

pipe jet were obtained as shown in Figure 7.1

Table 7.1: Pipe jet time average periods for slice data.

Slice z/R 2.5R 5R 10R 30R 70R

Time R/U 115.5 106.2 206.7 258.24 251.04
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.1: λ2 of the pipe jet in the streamwise range −5 ≤ z/R ≤ 40. (a) coloured by streamwise velocity (−0.3 ≤ vz ≤ 1.61)
and (b) coloured by azimuthal velocity (−0.125 ≤ vθ ≤ 0.125). Taken at around 350R/U time units after steady pipe mean
velocity acheived.
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7.3.1 Attempts at validation

Numerically the pipe jet requires a very long development period, before statistical

stationarity is achieved. Another lengthy period is then required for data gathering.

Craske and van Reeuwijk (2015a,b) took 3000trun/τ0 and Mullyadzhanov et al.

(2018) took 400D/Ub computational time units to establish flow, and gather data

over their jet simulations. Given the limited progress able to be made, in the

current pipe jet research, the ensuing results are from data that has obviously not

converged well enough. The self similar profiles for mean streamwise velocity and

velocity variance fluctuations including v′rv
′
z, are done in Figures 7.2 and 7.3. This

data is compared with the data of Hussein et al. (1994). For the streamwise profile,

comparisons are also made with O’Neil et al. (2004).

The streamwise self similar profiles are in good agreement with the plot of Hussein

et al. (1994) up to 30R. From Figure 7.4 which is for a 3D mean flow field taken

over a time average of 66R/U , it can be seen that 10R is at the end of the potential

core and hence the near field. The fluctuating velocity profiles of Figure 7.3 require

a longer data-gathering time. Therefore the profiles have not quite converged at

10R, and not very well at 30R.

From the fluctuation profiles of Figure 7.3 taken at 10R, the v′r and v′θ profiles in

the centreline (r/(y − yo) = 0) are not near the profiles of Hussein et al. (1994).

This is because the profiles of Hussein et al. (1994) are for the fully developed self

similar region. 10R is close too, but not quite in the self similar zone and hence the

centreline velocities differ. On the contrary, in Figure 7.3, the v′r and v′θ profiles for

30R, appear to be moving up towards that of Hussein et al. (1994) at r/(y−yo) = 0,

as 30R is fully in the self similar region.

7.3.2 Mean streamwise and radial velocity

The mean streamwise velocity at the five slices in the pipe jet from where 2D time

averaged data were taken, are given in Figure 7.5. Likewise for the mean radial

velocity profile, which is given in Figure 7.6. Here the inwards direction (towards

the centre of the jet), is positive and outwards is negative. There is no mean

azimuthal velocity in the non-rotating pipe jet. In Figure 7.5, as the jet emerges

from the inflow pipe, the streamwise (Gaussian-shaped) profile flattens out. This

occurs consistently after the potential core, so that when appropriately normalised

(Section J.0.3), becomes self similar (profiles shown in Section 7.3.1).

The radial velocity profiles of Figure 7.6, are a demonstration of radial entrainment.
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Figure 7.2: Self similar streamwise velocity in the pipe jet. Here U0 is U at r/(y −
y0) = 0, or centreline streamwise velocity.
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Figure 7.3: Current attempt at a self similar check on the fluctuations in the pipe
jet.
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Figure 7.4: 3D flow field time average over 66 R/Um

As soon as the jet emerges from the pipe there are obviously very high gradients

in Ur. More so, as the pipe inflow is flush with the wall, and there is no coflow,

passive or active. The inwards positive radial entrainment gets less intense away

from the inflow pipe and forms a wider frontal cone in the established zone, with

z/R. The negative outwards velocity diminishes with the outflow potential core up

to around 10R. But then in the established region, between 30R and 70R, picks up

in magnitude again. Of course, this last trend can only be confirmed when more

data is gathered.

7.3.3 Vorticity

The mean azimuthal vorticity, ωθ, profile is shown in Figure 7.7. There is no ωz and

ωr, as these values do not exist as mean quantities over the azimuthal spatial 1D

average, for the radial expanse considered. The mean azimuthal vorticity is always

positive owing to the fact that, both gradients (in ωθ = (∂vz∂r −
∂vr
∂z )), are high and

combined are positive. ∂vz
∂r is dominant, according to the self similar streamwise

profile (mirror reflection of Figure 7.2).

2D images of the three vorticity components, ωθ, ωz and ωr, for the four nearer

slices (2.5R, 5R, 10R and 30R), have been time averaged over the periods detailed

in Table 7.1, and are shown in Figures 7.8, 7.10 and 7.12. Instantaneous streamwise

sectional snapshots are shown in tandem in Figures 7.9, 7.11 and 7.13. It may be

that the 2D time averaged figures for ωz and ωr, may not have been taken over a

long enough time. However images taken at approximately 40R/U earlier show very

little difference. It would therefore require a very long time average for the 2D mean
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Figure 7.5: Streamwise velocity in the pipe jet at various slices. Here and in all
ensuing plots, y = r to be consistent with the previous plots in this dissertation.
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Figure 7.6: Radial velocity in the pipe jet at various slices.
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Figure 7.7: Azimuthal vorticity in the pipe jet at various slices.

images of ωz and ωr to either fade away completely or become more clearly defined.

Generally, vorticity intensifies as soon as the flow emerges from the pipe. This

is obvious in the shear layer at around 2.5R. This intense vorticity shrouds the

potential core, until it becomes completely dominant at 15R in the self similar

region - Figure 7.9 and 7.13(a).

Figure 7.8 showing an attempt at time averaged 2D streamwise vorticity, indicates

that in the shear layer as well as in the established zone, positive and negative

streamwise vorticity are equally distributed in strands of approximately equal mag-

nitude. Figure 7.10 also seems to indicate radially aligned columns of positive and

negative ωr vorticity. Similar observations were made in the pipe studies (but not

shown). In Figure 7.12 it can be seen that azimuthal vorticity is prevalent in the

shear layer of the near-field and throughout the far-field. As mentioned earlier, this

is due to the high streamwise gradients in corresponding parts of the jet. However

this could be interpreted as a rotational frame of reference which has been promoted

by the purely radial entrainment of this type of pipe jet, in combination with the for-

ward linear momentum (of streamwise velocity). This dominant induced azimuthal

vorticity can be associated with the wavepackets, reviewed in Section 7.2.2.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7.8: 2D time average attempt of pipe jet sectional streamwise vorticity. (a)
At 2.5R. (b) At 5R. (c) At 10R. (d) At 30R.

7.3.4 Velocity fluctuations

Instantaneous streamwise sectional images of v′z, v
′
r and v′θ, are shown in Figure 7.14

and are interesting, but apart from some indication that each fluctuation component

has some unique arrangement throughout the jet, offer not much else in terms of

quantitative information. At this relatively early stage of data gathering, the time

average of slice data has not been taken over a long enough period for cohesive plots

for skewness of fluctuations, to be formed in any of the jet slices. As an alternative,

the time average of v′r
3 has been taken and is given in Figure 7.15. Like the skewness

plots studied in the previous chapters for the pipe and concentric pipes, the purpose

of this analysis is to ascertain the relative scale of the negative and positive quantities
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Figure 7.9: Instantaneous streamwise vorticity in the jet, streamwise range −5 ≤
z ≤ 40, spanwise range −10 ≤ R ≤ 10.

and how they compare to each other. Like the mean radial velocity profile given in

Figure 7.6, in Figure 7.15, positive is the inwards direction (towards the centre) and

negative is outwards. This is the same as skewness in the previous chapters.

Since the plots at 10R are the best time averaged plots obtained, these are shown

separately in Figure 7.16(b). Since it has already been established (eg in Section

6.4), that v′r skewness demonstrates centripetal force, the positive plots of v′r
3 in

Figure 7.16(b), correspond mostly with the positive radial entrainment parts of Ur

in Figure 7.16(a).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7.10: 2D time average attempt of pipe jet sectional radial vorticity. (a) At
2.5R. (b) At 5R. (c) At 10R. (d) At 30R.

7.4 Preliminary results of the pipe jet in a rotating ref-

erence frame

7.4.1 Inferred discussions

From the above discussions (from Section 7.3.3), the emerging jet induces a rota-

tional tendency due to forward linear momentum and radial entrainment. Ulti-

mately this is from the steep positive streamwise gradients (∂z∂r ) encountered over

the radii considered (gradients of Figure 7.6 plots), but more amplified because ∂r
∂z

also has value (unlike in the pipe). This rotational tendency is manifested in a

dominant anticlockwise azimuthal vorticity, which has been described by past re-
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Figure 7.11: Instantaneous radial vorticity in the jet, streamwise range −5 ≤ z ≤ 20,
spanwise range −5 ≤ R ≤ 5.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7.12: 2D time average attempt of pipe jet sectional azimuthal vorticity. (a)
At 2.5R. (b) At 5R. (c) At 10R. (d) At 30R.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.13: Instantaneous azimuthal vorticity in the jet. (a) Planar view, stream-
wise range −5 ≤ z ≤ 30, spanwise range −5 ≤ R ≤ 5 (−2 ≤ v′θ ≤ 2). (b) 3D view,
streamwise range −5 ≤ z ≤ 20, spanwise range −5 ≤ R ≤ 5.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 7.14: Velocity fluctuations in the jet, streamwise range−5 ≤ z ≤ 40, spanwise
range −10 ≤ R ≤ 10. (a) v′z fluctuations (−0.1 ≤ v′z ≤ 0.2), (b) v′r fluctuations
(−0.1 ≤ v′r ≤ 0.1) and (c) v′θ fluctuations (−0.1 ≤ v′θ ≤ 0.1).

searchers in various ways as wavepackets. This has only been made obvious because

of the purely radial entrainment resulting from an inflow pipe flush with the wall,

preventing upstream entrainment. Also because the inflow is from a fully developed

turbulent pipe flow.

When you only have axially rotating turbulent pipe flow discharging to a quiescent

ambient, the Coriolis fluid rotation will be in a clockwise motion. This discharge
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Figure 7.15: Plot of mean v′r
3 for the pipe jet.
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Figure 7.16: Mean plots at 10R for (a) Ur and (b) v′r
3.

when emerging, will induce the same sort of anticlockwise azimuthal vorticity and

anticlockwise rotational tendency. This effect initially creates small counter-rotation

in the jet core which was first observed by Facciolo and Alfredsson (2004). Such a

simulation was prepared and run for only a short period in the current research. No

data is available for further elaboration.

Two preliminary simulations have been performed for the entire pipe jet subjected

to Coriolis rotation. These are at Ω = 0.5 and Ω = 1. Note that Ω at R = 1 (pipe

reference length) is the same asN , rotation rate. Due to the long computational time

required these were only progressed in an initial stage. When the entire jet inclusive

of inflow pipe, is in the rotating reference frame, the Coriolis clockwise rotation of
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the pipe, meets the ambient conditions already in anticlockwise rotational tendency

due to entrainment. Figure 7.17(a) shows the clockwise Coriolis rotation in the pipe

(blue), in the Ω = 1 rotating pipe jet. If the inflow pipe flow is fully developed

turbulence under rotation, then there will be radial segregation between the 2D

turbulent strands. In Chapter 4 it was shown that this occurs when K∗ is around

or less than unity. When this flow discharges to the rotating ambient, the radial

segregation is enhanced by a Taylor column and inertial waves, now evolving due

to a decreasing Rossby number. Essentially there is a fluctuating radial velocity

fence, which is formed by oppositely oriented radial velocity vector field arrows

(described by Davidson (2013)). The strongest inertial wave forming the tangent

cylinder of the Taylor column, becomes stronger as Ro decreases. In Figure 7.17(b),

showing the azimuthal velocity field of the pipe jet under Ω = 1 Coriolis rotation,

the jet potential core is the blue dot at the image centre and is surrounded by

anticlockwise ambient rotation, brought about by entrainment. An inertial wave

ring is also evident further out in the radii, and this marks a boundary, outside

which, the jet domain is again subject to Coriolis (clockwise) rotation.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.17: Counter rotating mean azimuthal velocity in the jet wholly under
Coriolis rotation, (a) in the pipe, and (b) at 2.5R from pipe emergent point inside
the jet. Axial flow ia out of the page.

Inertial waves can be seen emanating from the Taylor column around the jet cen-

treline in Figure 7.18(b) for the jet subject to Coriolis rotation Ω = 0.5 and Figure

7.18(c) for Coriolis rotation Ω = 1. In the Ω = 0.5 case, Ro in the pipe (in the

rotational reference frame) is around 6, this decreases to 1.8, 1.2 and 0.8 at z/R =

2.5R, 5R and 30R respectively. For the Ω = 1 case, Ro in the pipe is around 3.8, this
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progresses to 0.71, 0.72 and 0.85 at 2.5R, 5R and 30R respectively. At these Ro < 1

the inertial waves induced, present an opportunity to study non-linear convection

and the subsequent interplay and trade-off with linearity.

When the inflow of the rotating jet is not fully developed turbulent pipe flow, there

is no 2D radial segregation (i.e. 2D turbulence). Thus when the jet emerges to an

ambient without any coflow, there is immediate radial breakdown. This seems to

be what happened in the experiments of Atthanayake et al. (2019).

The counter-rotation in the swirling jet and the jet entirely in the rotating reference

frame, results in precession. Figure 7.19 and 7.20 show three snapshots in time after

commencement of rotation at Ω = 0.5 and Ω = 1 respectively. These show instan-

taneous asymmetry in the jet and precession of the jet centreline. This seems to be

gyroscopic precession which precess at a gyroscopic precession frequency, and can

be determined in relation to the frequency of evolution of the vortical wavepackets

and the counter-rotating clockwise jet core. The physics of precession is due to the

competition of the parallel but opposite angular momenta generated by the oppos-

ing rotation orientations. For the wholly rotating jet, this effect also results in axial

pulses of energy in the tangent cylinder. If the incoming pipe flow is not fully devel-

oped turbulent pipe-flow, this results in radial breakdown and formation-breakdown

as described by Atthanayake et al. (2019).

There is undoubtedly much more work to be done in the DNS investigation of both

the jet and the rotating jet. The rotating jet will have to be developed to steady

frequencies. It should also be found out if unit Ro can be studied in the jet at low Ω

and how far into the jet would this occur at. Thereafter, investigate jet formation-

breakdown and determine its frequency. Further work should include researching

the possibility of including non-linear terms in the wave energy expressions.

7.5 Conclusion

The study of the jet is a rather large topic. In early turbulence study it was difficult

if not impossible, to experimentally duplicate the single parameter scenario of the

canonical jet or pipe jet. As such researchers had to contend with a very large

number of additional parameters associated with inflow conditions and external

disturbance. This DNS research has been an attempt at numerically duplicating

the canonical jet or pipe jet. It has taken a while to correctly set up the simulation

and even longer to gather sufficient data for basic analysis. However as a culmination

of this entire research, it has been shown that, when there is forward streamwise
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.18: Inertial waves in the streamwise section: (a) Ω = 0 control case, (b)
Ω = 0.5 and (c) Ω = 1.

(linear) momentum, as well as purely radial entrainment, there is also an induction
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.19: λ2 snapshots of the Ω = 0.5 rotating pipe jet at (a) 12.9 time units
after rotation start, (b) 21.3 time units after rotation start and (c) 25.5 time units
after rotation start.

of purely clockwise azimuthal vorticity, which shrouds the potential core and is a

feature of the established jet. Such an express demonstration of prominent positive

azimuthal vorticity is difficult to observe in a pipe jet when it is open to upstream

entrainment as coflow (passive or active). Therefore in these types of pipe jets, only

a reduced order model, with a limited possibility of basis sets can enable similar

eduction. Hence the popularity of the proper orthogonal decomposition (Sirovich,

1987; Berkooz et al., 1993; Holmes et al., 1996) in the study of jets, in general (Jung
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.20: λ2 snapshots of the Ω = 1 rotating pipe jet at (a) 17.4 time units after
rotation start, (b) 25.8 time units after rotation start and (c) 30.0 time units after
rotation start.

et al. (2004a,b); Mullyadzhanov et al. (2018) and etc.).

Whilst there has been very little quantitative analysis of the jet in a rotating ref-

erence frame. This preliminary study has revealed something of the appearance of

the pipe jet under such conditions. At the high rotation rates tried with Ω = 0.5

and 1, the Ro in the jet decreases below 1 and inertial waves are apparent. A

tangent cylinder and precession of the jet core are observed. These are revelations

which have not been clearly seen in the jet despite many theoretical confirmations
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and demonstrations in more fundamental scenarios such as rotation of homogeneous

turbulence.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Work

8.1 Findings of this research

It has been shown that when there is a rotational component within the boundary

conditions of a turbulent fluid flow, the flow will settle in a rotational reference frame,

regardless of any static component. This has been shown in the concentric pipe with

inner and outer wall rotation, where the wall streaks are aligned with the orientation

as predicted by the rotational reference frame and not the inertial (external/ static)

reference frame. This also supports the findings by other researchers that have

shown large scale motions in concentric pipe research with wall rotation. Here the

prominence or otherwise of azimuthal velocity is due to its consideration in the

rotational reference frame.

It has been shown that the pipe and concentric pipe even without any rotation

have a rotational tendency due to the positive anticlockwise azimuthal vorticity

that occurs on the curved walls. This is due to the extreme streamwise gradients

over the near-wall region, which occur in tandem with prominent wall ejections and

compensating toward-the-centre centripetal force. This rotational tendency is with

respect to the surface on which it acts. Therefore in the concentric pipe without

rotation, the rotational tendency on the inner wall will be clockwise and on the

outer wall will be anticlockwise with respect to an external reference frame.

In the concentric pipe with inner wall rotation, there is always counter-rotation in

the flow. This will occur at the same radial position in the gap span regardless of the

rotation rate and is likely to be a function of the radius ratio α. This is predicted

by the rotational reference frame calculated orientation.

In the pipe jet, anticlockwise azimuthal vorticity becomes prominent as soon as the
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jet emerges from the pipe. In the non-rotating pipe, inward (positive centripetal)

radial velocity is strong at the wall (as demonstrated in skewness) due to the anti-

clockwise azimuthal vorticity at the wall combined with forward linear momentum.

In the pipe jet, azimuthal vorticity is induced due to purely radial entrainment

in combination with forward linear momentum and the resulting steep gradients.

This azimuthal vorticity occurs with development of the shear layer, shrouding the

potential core until it eventually dominates the entire jet in the far-field. This

positive-only azimuthal vorticity is the foundation of wavepackets.

The rotational tendency of the azimuthal vorticity acts as a counter rotation to the

swirling pipe flow which settles in the rotational (Coriolis clockwise) reference frame

prior to discharge. Upon discharge, there is opposing rotation. This counter-rotation

was first observed by Facciolo and Alfredsson (2004).

The formation breakdown as observed by Atthanayake et al. (2019) is also due to

this. When the inflow is fully developed turbulent pipe flow, and the entire domain

at high ambient rotation, a tangent cylinder (Taylor column) is formed, due to

inertial waves. Gyroscopic precession ensues, which is manifested as jet centreline

precession, and a periodic pulse occurs instead of formation-breakdown.

8.2 Future work

It is recommended that the instability encountered in rotation of long laminar pipe

flows be studied further. Considering that such a study would complement the

present research and would be relatively less computationally costly. Uniform mo-

mentum zone research in the pipe with rotation should be carried out to observe

the straightening out of the UMZ’s in the straight pipe, with rotation. A longer

concentric pipe is required for outer wall rotation studies. These studies should first

check for adequacy of pipe length. Then can also check for large scale coherent mo-

tions in the concentric pipe with outer wall rotation. The pipe jet and the jet with

rotation simulations need to be completed and quantitative analysis carried out.

The mechanism by which the pulse is generated should be established. Also the

precession frequency should be compared to a calculation for gyroscopic frequency

due to competing and opposite axial angular momenta.
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Appendix A

Rayleigh’s stability criterion

This appendix has been mostly been extracted from Brenner (2020), after

corrections and slight additions/ omissions.

(For a derivation of centripetal acceleration rω2, see Section 3.7.)

Since uθ = rω, angular momentum per unit volume is r2ω. consider also the circu-

lation of the fluid along a circular path
∮

u · dx, and notice the circulation has the

dimension of angular momentum.

Consider the dimensionless Euler equation for inviscid flow (per unit density),

∂u

∂t
+ (u · ∇)u = −∇p. (A.1)

Assuming that the flow is axisymmetric, the θ component of the Euler equation is,

∂uθ
∂t

+ ur
(∂uθ)

∂t
+
uruθ
r

+ uz
(∂uθ)

∂z
= 0. (A.2)

Taking ur ∼ 0 compared to uθ and multiplying by r leads to,

∂ruθ
∂t

+ ur
(∂ruθ)

∂t
+ uz

(∂ruθ)

∂z
=
∂ruθ
∂t

+ u · ∇(ruθ) = 0. (A.3)

This is the material derivative of ruθ or r2ω so that,

D

Dt
(ruθ) = 0. (A.4)

Hence angular momentum is conserved.

Consider the perturbation resulting when two annular rings of fluid are interchanged
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while conserving angular momentum. The change in angular momentum is, d(r2ω) =

2rωdr+r2dω = 0, hence the corresponding change in angular velocity for a displaced

fluid ring is dω = −2ω
r dr.

The rotating fluid is stable if forces experienced are restoring. Taking the radial

displacement of such a fluid ring, from r to r + δr, where angular momentum is

conserved, and consider if the pressure maintains equilibrium or causes disturbance.

Take the dimensionless r-component of the Euler equation (per unit density),

∂p

∂r
=
u2
θ

r
= rω2. (A.5)

It can be seen the radial pressure gradient is equivalent to centripetal acceleration.

When solved p = 1
2r

2ω2 is the pressure (within some constant). For the annular

elements, the angular velocity at r is rω and at r+ δr is (r+ δr)ω = rω+ dω
dr (δr) to

first order. The pressure for undisturbed flow is then,

pundist =
1

2
(r + δr)2

[
rω +

dω

dr
δr

]2

. (A.6)

In the disturbed flow case, the angular velocity at r is still rω but at r + δr it is

(r + r)ω ≈ ω(r) + dω = rω − 2ωr δr. The pressure in the disturbed flow is thus,

pdist =
1

2
(r + δr)2

[
rω − 2

ω

r
δr

]2

. (A.7)

Subtracting A.7 from A.6 gives,

1

2
(r + δr)2

[
− 4

ω2

r
δr − 2ω

dω

dr
δr +O(δr2)

]
∝ −2ω

[
2
ω

r
+
dω

dr

]
δr = −4

ω2

r
δr − 2

ω

r2

d(r2ω)

dr
δr.

(A.8)

Here we are interested in the change in angular momentum over δr, and stability

requires that pdist < pundist.

∴ for stability:

d

dr
(r2ω) > 0, (A.9)

and for instability:

d

dr
(r2ω) < 0. (A.10)
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Hence a circulation increasing outward, increases stability - Lord Rayleigh, Strutt

(1917).

The angular momentum L and angular momentum gradient dL/dr calculations for

each simulation class, have been carried out in Appendix K. These are just for

reference for other/ future researchers, and are not discussed in this thesis.
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Appendix B

Taylor’s concentric pipe

experiment

In Taylor (1923) µ = Ω1
Ω2

, where Ω1 is rotation of the inner wall and Ω2 rotation of

the outer wall.

Figure B.1: Taylor (1923) concentric pipe experiment, sketch of streamlines with
both walls rotating in same direction.
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Figure B.2: Taylor (1923) concentric pipe experiment, sketch of streamlines with
both walls rotating in opposite directions.
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Appendix C

Brief description of DNS scales

The Kolmogorov scales are given in terms of the parameters for: eddy length scale l,

kinematic viscosity ν and dissipation rate ε. Given that q is the turbulence intensity,

the largest eddy has the integral length scale,

l =
q3

ε
. (C.1)

The smallest length scale is the Kolmogorov length scale,

η =

(
ν3

ε

) 1
4

. (C.2)

At this minimum length scale of turbulence, the velocity and time scales of turbu-

lence (at dissipation), are respectively,

uη = (εν)
1
4 (C.3)

and

τη =

(
ν

ε

) 1
2

. (C.4)

DNS solves the Navier Stokes equations directly and solves the equations for each

node on the grid. Computationally it is very expensive. The domain size has to be

at least as large as the largest eddy in the flow being considered, according to the

integral length scale (Chung, 2016). The smallest grid size has to be able to capture

the smallest eddies where kinetic energy dissipation occurs at the minimum scale as

given by the Kolmogorov length scale.
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The ratio of the largest and smallest scales is l/η. Given that Reynolds number of

the large scale turbulence is, Rel = q4/νε,

l

η
=

q3/ε

(ν
3

ε )
1
4

=

(
q4

νε

) 3
4

=
3
4 (C.5)

The number of grid points required is therefore:

Nxyz = (L/∆)3 ≈ (l/η)3 =
9
4 (C.6)

The cost proportionate relation to the number of grid points is, COST ∼ Nxyz ×
Nt ∼3 where Nt is equal to time dimension (one more) quantified as

3
4 , or, for the

four dimensions.

COST ∼
(
l

η

)4

(C.7)

Whilst being computationally costly and restricted to fairly simple geometries, The

accuracy of DNS makes it the virtual equivalent of physical experiments but without

the results being affected in anyway by invasive measuring devices and relatively

distant test tunnel walls, which might still have discernible effects. Given the very

high quality of results that are available from DNS numerical experiments, it can

be an important research tool. DNS has provided valuable insights into near wall

effects of turbulence and is very important for providing improvements to turbulence

models used in other CFD methods White (2006).
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Appendix D

Kolmogorov spectra

For a periodic domain of a turbulent velocity field, 0 ≤ x ≤ 2π (where u(2π) =

u(0) ∈), the forward and inverse Fourier transforms are,

u(x) =

∫ ∞
−∞

u(κ)eiκxdκ & u(κ) = 1
2π

∫ 2π
0 u(x)e−iκxdx. (D.1)

When discretised the integrals are replaced by finite sums of wavenumbers κj or n

periodic points xi,

u(xi) =
∑

j=n/2+1,n/2

u(κ)eiκjxi & u(κj) = 1
2π

∑
i=0,n−1 u(xi)e

iκjxi , (D.2)

where xi = 2πi/n and κj = j. Note u(κ) is a complex number where in 1d,

u(−κ) = u∗(κ), the complex conjugate.

Considering the general power law spectrum and the limits of divergence (see Pope

(2003)), and also considering that viscous dissipation ν∆u (in the Navier Stokes

equations) is composed of second derivatives of the velocity field, take the second

derivative of the Fourier transform,

∂2

∂x2
u(x) =

∂2

∂x2

∫ ∞
−∞

u(κ)eiκxdκ =

∫ ∞
−∞

(−κ2)u(κ)eiκxdκ (D.3)

This extends to 3d, where the Laplacian,

∆u =

(
∂2

∂x2

∂2

∂y2

∂2

∂z2

)
u (D.4)
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becomes,

−(κ2
x + κ2

y + κ2
z)u(κ). (D.5)

This is an indication that in Fourier space, derivatives are weighted towards high

wavenumbers (large κ), i.e. small spatial scales have large wavenumbers. Assume

the universality hypothesis that in the inertial subrange the statistics depend only

on length scale and the rate of energy cascade through the spectrum. Therefore

the energy cascade rate for energy input (U3/L) at wavenumber κf and energy

dissipation at κη should be in equilibrium. The length scale can be considered as

1/κ where κf � κ� κη. Dimensionally,

[ε] =

[
U2

T

]
=
L2

T 3
&

[
dE
d|κ|

]
=

[
L3

T 2

]
. (D.6)

Since,

dE

d|κ|
∼ εaκb ∴

[
L3

T 2

]
∼
[
L2

T 3

]a[
1
L

]b
, (D.7)

and balancing L : 3 = 2a− b and T : 2 = 3a ∴ b = −5/3, a = 2/3, therefore the only

dimensionally consistent energy spectrum is:

dE

d|κ|
= Cκε

2/3κ−5/3 (D.8)

Figure D.1 shows typical energy and dissipation spectra in turbulence 1.

Figure D.1: Typical Kolmogorov energy and dissipation general spectra profile from
Kerr (2017).

1This figure and a lot of these notes have been taken from Kerr (2017) with permission from
Professor R. Kerr.
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Appendix E

Drag reduction control methods

In his PhD thesis Yang (2016), investigated active control applied by means of

Lorentz force and dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) plasma actuators. Lorentz

force can be exerted in highly electrolytic liquids such as sea water, therefore Yang

proposed its use as a DR control in marine applications. Similarly DBD plasma

actuators exert a plasma wind by ionizing the dielectric space of gases, such as air,

which could be useful for DR in land vehicles and aircraft. Being active controls,

the objective is for increased efficiency, where the energy saved through DR, is more

than that used to power the control.

Through the advent of numerical algorithms, active control can also be applied

by artificial forcing, which may include a feedback (closed) loop or remain open.

Open loop controls include those by Min et al. (2006), Quadrio et al. (2009) and

Hurst et al. (2014), where streamwise travelling waves on spanwise velocity are

applied without a feedback loop. Note that the application of these forcing are

usually established as optimal by prior feedback schemes or empirically established

beforehand. Active control with a feedback includes measurement of maximum

desired extents of coherent structures whereby a desired numerical reaction to the

flow is activated, such as blowing and suction, to counter sweep or ejection events.

Such examples are Choi et al. (1994), Bewley and Aamo (2004) and Chung and

Talha (2011).

Hurst et al. (2014) also study the Reynolds number effect on control and determine

that initially there is reduced DR with increased Re however this dampens at high

Re and is suspected to asymptote out, particularly if the fluctuations in the regions

near the wall can be completely dampened.

In light of the above investigations, the fundamental performance limitation as pro-
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posed by Bewley’s conjecture (Bewley, 2001) (as yet unproven), is: The lowest sus-

tainable drag of an incompressible constant mass-flux channel flow, in either 2D or

3D, when controlled via a distribution of zero-net mass-flux blowing/suction over the

channel walls, is exactly that of laminar flow. Bewley and Aamo (2004) proposed a

control method that sustains sublaminar drag on a periodic (transient) basis.

Fukagata et al. (2002) derive formulae for skin friction coefficients for a fully devel-

oped channel. Their equations are given in terms of the skin fricton coefficient, Cf .

Mamori and Fukagata (2014) highlight that their equations imply that a sublaminar

drag, is possible when negative RSS is obtained in the region near the wall.

At this juncture it is worth stressing that a negative RSS implies negative production

in the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) equation for 2D mean flow. Carpenter and

Morris (1990) acknowledge that the idea of reducing turbulence or instability by

generating negative RSS is appealing to scholars of fluid dynamics. They carry out

a study on a compliant wall which is designed in such a way that its response to

fluctuating pressure forces is anisotropic (directionally dependent). The intended

outcome being that the surface generates negative RSS, to reduce turbulence levels,

and also to delay the laminar to turbulence transition. This occurs mainly because

energy is transferred to the compliant wall. Carpenter and Morris (1990) conclude

that for a directionally dependent pliant wall, there is a considerable advantage

with respect to reduction in instability growth rate and transition delay. There is

a suppressive effect on Tollmien-Schilchting waves which propagate instability in

laminar flow causing transition to turbulence.

Schoppa and Hussain (2002) emphasise that the dominant role of streamwise vortices

near the wall in turbulence production and drag generation is widely accepted. The

production of turbulence is due to bursting, which is lift-up, oscillation and violent

breakup of streaks. This is accompanied by sweep events, which is an inrush of

high speed fluid to the wall and is a major contributor of turbulence (Choi et al.,

1994). Regions of high skin friction are closely related to the location and strength

of streamwise vortices near the wall which cause the sweep motions.

Chung and Talha (2011) in their closed loop active control method, describe a

virtual wall as being set up at around 10 < y+ < 15 at amplitude a = 0.3 and

detection at y+ = 25. This wall prevented the near-wall region from a down-

wash of sweeps. They conclude that efficient control strategies should focus on the

weakening of streamwise vortices. They showed a lessened intensity of streaks, using

isosurfaces of λ2 at optimum cases of control. Mamori et al. (2010) in their open
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loop control, impose a travelling wave on a laminar channel also identify that with

that control type, a critical layer is formed which has singular-like behaviour. This

can be seen in (c) of Figure (E.1).

Figure E.1: Figure from Chung and Talha (2011) showing vector plots of (v,w) in
the x-y plane: (a) no-control, (b) y+

d = 15 and A = 1, (c) y+
d = 25 and A = 0.3 and

(d) y+
d = 25 and A = 1. Bright (yellow) colour indicates the positive streamwise

velocity fluctuations, and dark blue colour indicates negative fluctuations.

Koumoutsakos (1999) also did wall normal blowing and suction, but with an ap-

plication of a simple feedback algorithm based on detection and control of the wall

vorticity flux. They believe their control eliminated streamwise streaks and dis-

rupted the near wall processes and in their place spanwise near-wall rollers were

formed, resulting in DR of the order of 40%. This is what Bewley (2001) describes

as an enticing picture, where near-wall transient structures are rearranged to shield

the bulk flow from viscous drag. This concept is simplified in the roller-conveyor

sketch of Figure (E.2) from Bewley (2001). These observations confirm the virtual

wall of Chung and Talha (2011) and Mamori et al. (2010).

Figure E.2: Figure from Bewley (2001): Bewley’s enticing picture.

Min et al. (2006) carry out an open loop travelling wave control in a channel. They

find sustained sublaminar drag, using DNS at a travelling wave amplitude of 0.25,
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α = 0.5 and wavespeed of -2. They plot RSS and the strain rate together to also

demonstrate this.

Further to the discussion on near wall rollers, Mamori and Fukagata (2011), discover

that spanwise roller-like vortices are generated in a turbulent channel (Reτ = 177),

with an open-loop control applied by a wall-normal Lorentz force applied as Fy =

e(−y+/5)cos8x, (reference case). This is following the laminar channel simulations of

Fukagata et al. (2009), who find roller-like spanwise vortices as responsible for DR.

They achieve optimum DR at a value of R = −0.3 where R =
Cf0−Cf
Cf0

. Here sub-

script 0 denotes the uncontrolled value. However they say that the overall efficiency

was poor due to the larger energy required for Lorentz force, note that this was not

demonstrated.

Near the wall around where the law of the wall applied the advection term is not

so influential. Here the linearized NS equation can be considered (Fukagata et al.,

2009). Three component decomposition of the Reynolds shear stress was done to

distinguish between pure phase spanwise columnar structures brought about by

rotation and its streamwise stochastic component. Here f = f + f̃ + f ′′. Where

the three terms on the RHS denote the mean, phase and random components of the

quasi-stochastic function. Hence mean RSS −u′v′ = −ũṽ − u′′v′′ and so on. This

form of study was also carried out by Mamori et al. (2010); Mamori and Fukagata

(2011, 2014).

Further to the postulations of Fukagata et al. (2009) of a sublaminar net power

in flow over a bump, Noorani and Schlatter (2015) find evidence of drag levels

sustained at values which are 8% below laminar, in a curved pipe. They find total

pumping power is lower for the turbulent case. They identify a large scale travelling

mode which they say is responsible for the behaviour. This large scale structure

they argue, is responsible for mixing of low pipe core velocity and high velocity

at the outer bend causing further homogenisation of the axial velocity at the pipe

core. A later paper (Hufnagel et al., 2017), discusses 2D and 3D proper orthogonal

decomposition analysis of swirl switching in a 90◦ bent pipe. They identify a wave-

like structure originating in the pipe bend, which they say is responsible.
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Appendix F

Pipe flow stability checks

Below are the remainder of the pipe flow stability checks for the periodic N = 2

Coriolis rotation case, followed by recycle condition N = 0, N = 0.5 and N = 1

cases. In all cases stability is demonstrated as there in consistent deviation from the

mean quantity over time, which is the straight line through each measured quantity.
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Figure F.1: Statistical stationarity in the pipe with a periodic BC and Coriolis force
imposed at N = 2.
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Figure F.2: Statistical stationarity in the non-rotating pipe with the recycle condi-
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Appendix G

Concentric pipe flow stability

checks

Below are the concentric pipe flow stability checks for the inner wall rotation rate

cases, N = 0, N = 0.2145, N = 0.429, N = 0.858 and N = 2 cases, followed by the

outer wall rotation rate cases, N = 1 and N = 2. After these are the flow stability

checks for the GIT comparison cases for the inner wall rotation N = 2 case, followed

by the outer wall N = 1 case and the outer wall N = 2 case. In all cases except

Figure G.10 (for the GIT check for the outer wall rotation N = 2 case), stability is

demonstrated, as there in consistent deviation from the mean quantity over time.

Which is the straight line through each measured quantity.
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Figure G.1: Statistical stationarity in the non-rotating concentric pipe (N = 0).
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Figure G.2: Statistical stationarity in the concentric pipe with inner wall rotating
at N = 0.2145.
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Figure G.3: Statistical stationarity in the concentric pipe with inner wall rotating
at N = 0.429.
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Figure G.4: Statistical stationarity in the concentric pipe with inner wall rotating
at N = 0.858.
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Figure G.5: Statistical stationarity in the concentric pipe with inner wall rotating
at N = 2.
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Figure G.6: Statistical stationarity in the concentric pipe with outer wall rotating
at N = 1.
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Figure G.7: Statistical stationarity in the concentric pipe with outer wall rotating
at N = 2.
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flow stability check.
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Figure G.9: Concentric pipe inner wall N = 1, GIT comparison, median Reτ = 600
mesh, flow stability check.
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Figure G.10: Concentric pipe outer wall N = 2, GIT comparison, median Reτ = 600
mesh, flow stability check.
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Appendix H

Concentric pipe inner wall

rotation GIT checks
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Figure H.1: Non-rotating and inner wall N concentric pipe azimuthal velocity GIT.
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Appendix I

Concentric pipe inner wall

rotation U+ semi-log plot

Wall shear stress in nek5000 is obtained from an inbuilt drag force function, calcu-

lated at each time-step, on both the inner and outer walls and also time averaged.

Friction velocity is thus calculated from wall shear stress, which is itself obtained by

dividing the drag force by the surface area of the respective wall. Theoretically fric-

tion velocity can also be obtained from the laminar viscous sublayer of the boundary

region as here, τw = µdudy . Hence agreement in friction velocity calculated using the

two methods should confirm, both adequacy of mesh resolution in the near-wall re-

gion, and also provide a means of calculating resultant skin friction in the 3DTBL

formed due to the two orthogonal mean velocity gradients at the wall (in Equations

3.37 and 3.38). Table I.1 and I.2 show the Reτ obtained using the two methods. A

comparison is also done using the two nek5000 polynomial order used. N = 7 for

the actual simulations and N = 5 used for the grid independence check as detailed

in Section 3.3.3.

Table I.3 and I.4 show the uτ obtained using the two methods. A comparison is

also done using the two nek5000 polynomial order used. N = 7 for the actual

simulations and N = 5 used for the grid independence check as detailed in Section

3.3.3.

Table I.5 shows the percent difference in calculating uτ (and by implication Reτ )

using both methods. The differences are only a fraction of a percent and hence

attests to the adequacy of the mesh near the wall.

Further checks were done to confirm linearity of the near wall strain rate for the first
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Table I.1: Reτ results from nek5000.

Inner wall Outer wall

N N = 7 N = 5 N = 7 N = 5

0 135 134 159 160

0.2145 144 143 155 156

0.429 159 160 153 153

0.858 194 194 146 147

2.0 236 245 166 161

Table I.2: Reτ results calculated from the first grid point from the wall.

Inner wall Outer wall

N N = 7 N = 5 N = 7 N = 5

0 135 134 159 160

0.2145 144 143 155 156

0.429 159 160 153 152

0.858 194 194 146 147

2.0 236 245 166 161

three grid points from the wall, to confirm that these grid points were in the viscous

sublayer of the wall region. Checks were done to observe consistency in the gradient

between the first and second point from the wall, third and first point from the wall

and the second and third point from the wall. These checks are detailed in Table

I.6, and were only done for the regular simulations of polynomial order N = 7. All

these strain rate values are reasonably close indicating Newtonian linearity of wall

shear stress with strain rate in the viscous sublayer. Ultimately this demonstrates

that the grid is adequately resolved in the viscous sublayer.

A final check was done for the nek5000 script in the userchk subroutine which

use instantaneous drag to get instantaneous uτ , from which a time average uτ was

obtained. The check time averaged the drag force and obtained a time averaged

uτ and Reτ from this. Details of this check are in Table I.7 and I.8. This check

method produces very similar results to the above tables and would produce very

small % differences to the results obtained directly from Nek5000 and from the 1st

point strain-rate method.

In Figures I.1 and I.2, the streamwise sem-log plots for each inner wall rotation rate
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Table I.3: uτ results calculated from nek5000.

Inner wall ×10−2 Outer wall ×10−2

N N = 7 N = 5 N = 7 N = 5

0 6.7755 6.8041 6.4409 6.4536

0.2145 7.0407 7.0584 6.4637 6.4632

0.429 7.5412 7.5380 6.5452 6.5427

0.858 8.3211 8.3773 6.9042 6.8992

2.0 9.9806 10.1291 7.93305 7.9565

Table I.4: uτ results calculated from the first grid point from the wall.

Inner wall ×10−2 Outer wall ×10−2

N N = 7 N = 5 N = 7 N = 5

0 6.7708 6.8016 6.4458 6.4539

0.2145 7.0653 7.0576 6.4567 6.4653

0.429 7.5459 7.5371 6.5450 6.5406

0.858 8.3215 8.3776 6.9035 6.8973

2.0 9.9908 10.1299 7.9289 7.9542

case are shown. There is exact coincidence of the plots calculated by nek5000 and

from the strain rate at the first grid point from the wall. For N = 0 the DNS data

of Chung et al. (2002) is included. There is near exact agreement for the outer wall

(Figure I.2), and reasonably close agreement for the inner wall (Figure I.1).

For the N = 0.429 case the DNS data of Jung and Sung (2006) is included. This

plot has been constructed from a graph-trace of their streamwise mean velocity

profile and the given information about uτ at the inner wall. There is rather large

discrepancy which can only be attributed to the large difference in mesh resolution

between the current research and that of Jung and Sung (2006). Also included in

this N = 0.429 case show in Figure I.1c, is the plot for an old preliminary mesh who

radial resolution is given in Figure 3.3 as the black line/symbol plot, with legend,

3rd construction 9 radial elements. For this plot of N = 7 (or lx1 = 8), there is

a less than 3% maximum discrepancy between this plot and that of Jung and Sung

(2006). Since the plot of Jung and Sung (2006) is closer to that of a coarse mesh,

is further indication that previous DNS mesh used for concentric pipe studies were

too coarse. In the outer wall the plot of Jung and Sung (2006) has a more closer

match for the N = 0.429 case.
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Table I.5: % difference in the uτ results calculated using both methods.

Inner wall ×10−2 Outer wall ×10−2

N N = 7 N = 5 N = 7 N = 5

0 0.07 0.04 0.08 0.005

0.2145 0.35 0.01 0.1 0.03

0.429 0.06 0.01 0.003 0.03

0.858 0.005 0.004 0.01 0.19

2.0 0.1 0.008 0.08 0.03

Table I.6: Strain rate values at three mesh points from the wall of the concentric
pipe with inner wall rotation.

Inner wall Outer wall

N 1st (wall) pt 2nd pt 3rd pt 1st (wall) pt 2nd pt 3rd pt

0 40.801 40.744 40.625 -36.978 -36.963 -36.900

0.2145 44.427 44.368 44.241 -37.103 -37.087 -37.022

0.429 50.677 50.611 50.470 -38.125 -38.108 -38.038

0.858 61.631 61.568 61.424 -42.415 -42.400 -42.335

2.0 88.837 88.741 88.524 -55.952 -55.929 -55.843

Plots for three rotation rate cases N = 0.2145, 0.429 and 0.858 of Chung and Sung

(2005)’s LES investigation are also shown. There is greater discrepancy in these plots

with rotation. Apparently the LES simulations have much lower mesh resolution

to the present simulation, and it has already been established that the SGS models

used are not accurate (Section 2.4).
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Table I.7: Reτ values obtained from time averaged drag force from nek5000.

Inner wall Outer wall

N N = 7 N = 5 N = 7 N = 5

0 135 134 159 160

0.2145 144 144 155 156

0.429 159 160 153 153

0.858 194 194 146 147

2.0 236 245 166 161

Table I.8: uτ values obtained from time averaged drag force from nek5000.

Inner wall ×10−2 Outer wall ×10−2

N N = 7 N = 5 N = 7 N = 5

0 6.7756 6.8034 6.4410 6.4519

0.2145 7.0408 7.0585 6.4638 6.4632

0.429 7.5413 7.5381 6.5453 6.5427

0.858 8.3121 8.3773 6.90425 6.8993

2.0 9.9806 10.12908 7.9331 7.9565
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Figure I.1: Streamwise semi-log plots for the inner wall of the concentric pipe with
inner wall rotating.
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Figure I.2: Streamwise semi-log plots for the outer wall of the concentric pipe with
inner wall rotating.
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Appendix J

Dissection of a jet

J.0.1 Parts of a jet

In a round jet it first emerges from the jet inflow nozzle. After the jet exits the

inflow nozzle, it can be divided into three subregions (Lipari and Stansby, 2011).

The potential core is where the nozzle exit velocity diminishes with streamwise (x)

upon leaving the internal flow environment. It is highly irrotational. It is here

that the familiar vortex roll up occurs, due to Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, due

to velocity shear, and form toroidal vortex rings followed by pairing and merging in

some cases. The jet flow development starts in this zone. The transitional zone

is where the jet core ends and the mixing layer reaches the centreline. The end of

the transitional zone is where the mixing layer terminates and the fully developed

established jet flow begins, and this also defines the end of the near field. Gohil

et al. (2014) mention that this is also where the self similar region begins.

J.0.2 Immediate observable equations

If the inverse of the normalized centreline velocity Uj/U0 is plotted against x (nor-

malized as x/d), a straight line can be observed. The intercept of this line with the

x/d axis will give the virtual origin, labelled in Figure J.1 as P or x0. The straight

line relation can be expressed as,U0(x)
UJ

= B
(x−x0)d . The slope of this straight line B,

is velocity decay constant. Here d is diameter.

It can also be observed that in the established zone the jet spreads linearly, where

the relation for the spreading rate S is given as, r1/2(x) = S(x− x0), where r1/2 is

the half width.

The local Reynolds number can be given as Re0(x) ≡ r1/2U0(x)/ν. Hence even if

the flow is initially laminar at inflow nozzle, it will eventually become turbulent as
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Figure J.1: round jet model, streamwise cross section from Lipari and Stansby
(2011).

r1/2 increases and inertial forces overcome viscous forces, prompted by instability.

Capone et al. (2013) give the mean entrainment rate as, d(Qr(x,R)/Q0)
d(x/D) = D

Q0

∫ 2π
0 V (x, r1/2)dθ,

where V is radial velocity.

Local volume flux and momentum flux can be given respectively as, Q(x) = 2π
∫∞

0 rUdr,

and Ṁ(x) ≡ 2πρ
∫∞

0 rU2dr

Generally at the outflow nozzle the mean velocity profile is roughly square-shaped.

In the established zone the mean velocity profile resembles a Gaussian probability

bell-distribution and hence can be given an approximation as (White, 2011), ū
Umax

≈
sech2

(
10.4 yx

)
. As soon as the jet reaches the established region the mean velocity

profile becomes self-similar where the bell shaped profile is retained.

J.0.3 Self similarity

Self similarity refers to the collapsing of dimensionless; mean velocity profiles, high

order velocity moments, turbulence intensities, shear and normal stresses, at differ-

ent axial locations onto a single curve. Gohil et al. (2014) go on to mention that

self similarity arises from equilibrium between the generation of turbulent kinetic

energy in the main flow and viscous dissipation at small scales. Bogey and Bailly

(2009) mention that the self similar region is also called the self preservation region.

Wygnanski and Fiedler (1969) indicate that self similarity is attained in steps. The
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mean velocity profile is defined as self-similar as soon as the established jet zone be-

gins. Note that this is also where the initial mixing layer between the potential core

and ambient conditions is completely diminished. The lateral (or radial) velocity

V (r), is much smaller than the axial velocity U , but changes from being positive to

negative at the edge of the jet indicating entrainment of ambient fluid.

The self-similar mean velocity profile can be summarized as, f(η) = f̄(ξ) = U(x, r, 0)/U0(x),

where ξ = r/r1/2 and η ≡ r/(x− x0), per Pope (2003).

Moin and Mahesh (1998) promote the ability of DNS to be able to reveal the trends

of self similar states in the far field of turbulent wakes and further mention that

these states depend strongly on initial conditions. Characteristics of the self simi-

lar region have been studied by various authors including Wygnanski and Fiedler

(1969) and Gohil et al. (2014). Kim and Choi (2009) urge that research be pursued

in a systematic investigation on the effect that the initial jet momentum thickness

has on the self similar feature through a wide range of Reynolds number. A rec-

ommendation in the paper by Kim and Choi (2009) is how the self-similar solution

of the jet depends on the jet inflow conditions. They recommend that this be done

over a wide range of Reynolds number and the jet initial momentum thickness.

J.0.4 General examinations in a jet

Numerous items of interest can be observed in the canonical jet. Wygnanski and

Fiedler (1969) measured mean velocity, turbulent stresses, intermittency, skewness

and kurtosis, correlations, scales, low-frequency, spectra and convection velocity.

Below are a list of suggested broad examinations that be done when studying the

canonical jet, mostly suggested by Lipari and Stansby (2011) (LS):

1. Inflow conditions in terms of Reynolds number, and mass and momentum

fluxes. Reynolds number is usually in terms of outflow diameter (LS).

2. Determination of the virtual origin, half width spreading rate, centreline axial

velocity, decay rate and importantly the normalizing of these when using as

variables.

3. Far-field stream-wise integral properties, where this is taken as the ensemble

of properties in the far field. Such properties include; momentum flux con-

servation; mass flux linear increase due to entrainment of ambient fluid (the

geometry of this spreading is as is described in section J.0.2 above), hyper-
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bolic decrease of kinetic energy as is immediately apparent with linear decay

of centreline axial velocity (LS).

4. Information on self similarity, which starts from the beginning of the far field

(LS).

5. Spatial distribution of experimental uncertainties in the far field (LS), and

statistical examination of coherent structures.

J.0.5 Inlet boundary conditions and initial conditions

For laminar flow the Hagen-Poiseullie parabolic profile u =
(
− dp

dx

)
1

4µ(R2 − r2)

White (2011) can be used for numerical simulation jet inlet conditions. This profile

is restricted to laminar pipe flow. When non-dimensionalised in Cartesian, can be

given as,

u = 2(1− x2 − y2). (J.1)

When flows are transient and turbulent a parabolic profile requires a longer entrance

length to develop into a stable velocity profile.

Considering that near the wall of the pipe, flow characteristics are not greatly in-

fluenced by the curvature of the pipe it is common practice for the Blasius solution

for the flat plate, f
′′′

+ ff
′′

= 0 (White, 2006), to be set as the inlet velocity profile

condition for straight-pipe jet inflow nozzles. Although this Blasius equation itself

cannot be solved analytically, it can be easily solved numerically and incorporated to

CFD flow analysis. White (2006) gives one such program in Fortran, which slightly

modified can be used in research as an inlet boundary condition. Phelps (2016) uses

such a script and incorporates a line to specify momentum thickness θ. Kim and

Choi (2009) use a constant jet velocity and a laminar Blasius profile near the wall.

In experiments such as that used by Davoust et al. (2012), if a contraction nozzle is

used, the jet profile at the outflow nozzle is usually square-shaped or top-hat, with

a minimization of wall effects. Uniform velocity top-hat profiles can also be used as

a boundary condition at the inflow nozzle for the outlet pipe. An example is in the

DNS simulation used by Babu and Mahesh (2004) to study entrainment.

All the above profiles are smooth continuous curves regardless of whether applied to

turbulent flows or not. Usually artificial disturbances are incorporated to the flow

profile to mimic high frequency fluctuation.
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Inflow conditions

Numerous publications have studied the role of inflow nozzle conditions on down-

stream development (Hussain and Zedan, 1978a,b; Kim and Choi, 2004; Bogey et al.,

2011, 2012; Bogey and Marsden, 2013). Such inflow conditions include, Reynolds

number, the mean velocity profile, thickness and shape factor of the inflow bound-

ary layer and the disturbance level. The inflow boundary layer thickness is most

commonly described in terms of momentum thickness, θ =
∫∞

0
u
U (1 − u

U )dy, and

Reynolds number Reθ based on this θ is frequently used. Kim and Choi (2004)

summarize well the findings of many such experimental studies. The effects on jet

evolution involve the various ways in which vortical evolution occurs as a result of

these initial conditions, studies include the effect on distances to reach self simi-

larity (Hussain and Zedan, 1978a,b) and the effect on entrainment rates (Gutmark

and Ho, 1983). Gutmark and Ho (1983) state that, experimental facilities can have

signature effects on the downstream evolution of a jet.

Babu and Mahesh (2004), Li et al. (2012) and Capone et al. (2013), also study the

effect on the jet of upstream entrainment. From their studies it can be considered

as normal to include a buffer region behind the back of the inflow nozzle, to consider

adequate upstream entrainment.

J.0.6 Jet instability and identification of orderly structures

The round jet’s transition to turbulence has provoked interest because its axisym-

metric nature eliminates any possible turbulence effects due to unbalance of the

velocity profile from the inflow nozzle. As such any occurrence of orderly structures

in turbulence can be easily identified and studied. Hussain (1986) defines a coherent

structure as a connected turbulent fluid mass with instantaneously phase-correlated

vorticity over its spatial extent, he goes on to mention that they have ”distinct

boundaries”. He also defines a mode as referring to the physical shape and spread

of the coherent structure, and the preferred mode of turbulent flow as the most fre-

quently occurring isolated peaks in the parameter space of the probability density

function.

If there is some persistent passage frequency of dominant modes, this can be quan-

tified by Strouhal number where St = fL/U , where L can be given as θ, the

momentum thickness, or D, outflow nozzle diameter.
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Instability modes

Per Hussain (1986) two good examples of the different but dominant flow instabil-

ity modes that can be seen in a jet are the shear layer mode and the jet preferred

mode. The shear layer mode consists of the initial axisymmetric modes (toroidal

formations) that occur with high frequency oscillations (Kim and Choi, 2004). Kim

and Choi (2004) mention that the shear mode is a function of the initial conditions

and boundary conditions as well as the Reynolds number. They also mention that

as the shear layer evolves into the jet preferred mode, through successive pairing

and tearing it becomes independent of the exit shear layer instability characteris-

tics. The jet preferred mode is a feature of the established zone and is associated

with low-frequency oscillation due to the evolution of large scale coherent structures

(Kim and Choi, 2004). Kim and Choi (2004) state that the jet preferred mode

frequency is obtained to be the peak frequency in the energy spectrum, of axial

velocity fluctuations on the jet centreline.

Ho and Huerre (1984) define the jet-column mode or jet preferred mode as the

fluctuating flow field past the potential core, corresponding to the frequency in x

(streamwise) of passing coherent vortical structures. They also describe the shear

layer mode, and mention that it has a higher frequency and is given as the most

amplified wave of the initial velocity profile. Earlier Crow and Champagne (1971)

declared the jet preferred mode to be at St = 0.3 which is the frequency of the most

dispersive wave which is least capable of generating a harmonic.

Kim and Choi (2004) display the variations of characteristic frequency corresponding

to the jet preferred mode with Re for different θ. They define the jet-preferred

mode frequency as the peak frequency in the energy spectrum of the axial velocity

fluctuations at x/D = 4 on the jet centreline. They state that, it is difficult to seek

truly universal scaling of the jet preferred mode. Therefore further studies with

control of background disturbances should be conducted to resolve this issue.

Mode analysis - statistical description of coherent structures

With poor visualization methods available in the past, numerous statistical meth-

ods of quantification of coherent structures have been developed and are useful for

demonstrating various features of the jet. Hussain and Zaman (1981) characterize

coherent structures by use of closed vorticity contours, phase-average vorticity data

and velocity spectra.

Kim and Choi (2004) decompose the vortical structures into disturbances corre-
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sponding to Fourier components with azimuthal wavenumbers m corresponding to

the modes m = 0, 1 and 2. Batchelor and Gill (1969) earlier used this concept and

emphasize the use of radial flowrate, Q(r) = rU
′
/(n2 + α2r2), as necessary to the

analysis. Here n and α are multiples of, azimuthal coordinate ø and x the axial

coordinate, respectively. The Fourier analysis is used to resolve this, particularly as

it applies, to energy spectra.

The quantification of modal analysis using Fourier components can be attained from

Kim and Choi (2004), and Ho and Huerre (1984), among others where,

mode m = 0 corresponds to as the axisymmetric mode which is initially around the

jet core.

mode m = 1 corresponds to the helical modes past the jet core.

mode m = 2 corresponds to the double helix modes usually in the far field.

Kim and Choi (2004) further mention that, the difference among these previous

results has not been clearly resolved. In this instance referring to the argument

that mode m = 0 has the largest energy only in the near field region and mode

m = 2 is the dominant mode of coherent structures in the downstream location

(x/D ∼ 6). Kim and Choi (2004) also recommend that there is an outstanding need

for concurrent observations of both the near and far fields of jet features to clearly

resolve the difference in the modes mode m = 0 and mode m = 2. The dynamics

of m = 0 and m = 1 has been thoroughly analysed by Davoust et al. (2012), using

Fourier modes.
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Appendix K

Angular momentum checks

Angular momentum L and angular momentum gradient dL/dy calculated below are

dimensionless.
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Figure K.1: Angular momentum calculations for the pipe with rotation.
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Figure K.2: Angular momentum gradient calculations for the pipe with rotation.
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Figure K.3: Angular momentum calculations for the concentric pipe with inner wall
rotation.
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Figure K.4: Angular momentum gradient calculations for the concentric pipe with
inner wall rotation.

Figure K.5: Angular momentum calculations for the concentric pipe with outer wall
rotation.
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Figure K.6: Angular momentum gradient calculations for the concentric pipe with
outer wall rotation.
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